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Preface
After the overwhelming response to the original offering of this document, and
the many comments and suggestions, I have decided to ignore them and issue a
second edition anyway. I have corrected as many of the errors as were brought to
my attention and have added a few new examples.

Introduction
This document is NOT designed to be a reference manual for Visual Basic
programming. There are people far better at those things than I who would love
to sell you one of their books. Go for it, by all means. Trying to learn VB without
some kind of dead-tree documentation is only slightly less complex than first-
year brain surgery.

What this document IS intended to be is a commentary on differences and how to
apply what you already know to what you have to learn. It is also a cookbook for
a genuine Visual Basic project, with complete object and code listings in the
back. This is an attempt to lower your learning curve without sounding like your
third grade teacher. I won’t treat you like an idiot. But that also means I’m going
to assume you are completely familiar with Pick/BASIC programming. We’re
going to be discussing different approaches to multi-values, ways to use pop-up
windows, indexing, pull-down lists and controlling/dependent data displays.

I’m also going to assume you don’t know much about Visual Basic. I won’t be
going into a lot of detail, but I will try to hit most of the high points and all of the
differences you need to know to start writing effective code. Of course, you may
be a long-time VB programmer just learning the D3 interface, in which case
you’ll have to hold this up to a mirror and read the whole thing in reverse.

In my examples, keywords--words that have to be there exactly as described--
will always be in bold font. Use you imagination for the rest. Obviously the
variable names can be anything you want. It’s just much easier for me to use the
names in my project rather than change everything to those silly pseudo-names
like MyObject, MyField, MyIndex, etc. I may use upper or lower case but
generally, Windows programming is case insensitive, except where their
compares come in. We’ll talk about that under language differences. Optional
stuff will be within {} braces.

Visual Basic has two distinct aspects: design time and run time. For the most
part, anything I talk about here applies to both unless I say otherwise. Check your
reference manual or the VB on-line help function (highlight something and press
the F1 key) for help on exact syntax and the whole world of see-also’s they
provide. But generally I will show run time code examples and give advice on
design time property settings.
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Sections
This document is divided into two sections. The first will be general Pick/BASIC
vs. Visual Basic differences. The other is a project to produce an Order Entry
process. This will be an OLE project and will concentrate on direct domain
access, file reading and writing, indexes and lookups. The concepts of ODBC
and custom controls will be mentioned, but they are outside the scope of this
document.

Go through the entire document or just the section you are interested in, it’s up to
you. My only warning is this: you never know what nuggets of insight are
scattered along the path. I don’t claim to have all the answers, but I hope I can
get you thinking about some of the right questions.

Personal Note: Above all else, Visual Basic is a fun language. The shear amount
of neat stuff you can do is incredible. So don’t be afraid of it. Don’t be afraid to
experiment, to try, to play “What does this thingy do?” Once you’ve done these
things a few times you’ll wonder why you waited so long.

Author’s Note
Like all live projects, this one has taken a certain amount of time. When I first
started, I was using VB4.0 and the VB-D3 interface was still in a state of flux. So
some of my comments may not be as accurate as they were when I first wrote
them. In particular, I was not as familiar with the “Hungarian Notation” variable
naming convention. I’m sorry about that, but the actual program project was
already in place, so this will have to be a case of “Do as I say, not as I do.”

I have made every effort to be as accurate as I could. I have tested all of the
instructions I describe herein myself, but there is always room for improvement.
Any and all reader comments are welcome, and the better ones may well drive
the creation of a next release of this document.

Good luck and good programming!

Mark Brown
Manager, Continuing Engineering
Pick Systems, Inc.
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Document Conventions
Different typefaces and type styles are used throughout this book to indicate
specific kinds of information.

Typefaces
Words “in this typeface” are the normal text of this manual used for explanation
and description.

Words “in this typeface” are used to indicate specific D3 words, and
may also be used to indicate a dialog between the computer and the user.

Type styles
root Words or characters in boldface are to be entered (typed) as

shown. These boldface words are commands, filenames, options
and other keywords recognized by the system.

speed Words in italic are variables to be replaced by the value. It might
be an actual name, word, or number. For example, baud_rate
might be replaced by 9600.

n{-m} The letters n and m represent numbers. Numbers are usually input
as a single string without commas. Numbers may also be used to
define a range designation. The starting and ending numbers are
typed with a hyphen between. For example, n{-m} might be
replaced by 10 or 1-31.

{size} Information or commands displayed within braces {} is optional.

on|off The vertical bar or pipe sign ( | ) separates available choices

[0|line|?] Available choices are displayed within brackets [ ].

Entering Data
Enter Input the specified commands or text as shown in the instruction and

then press the carriage return key, usually labeled as <Enter>,
<Return>, or <New Line> on your keyboard.

Type Input the specified commands or text as shown in the instruction. Do
not press the carriage return key unless instructed.

Press Press the single specified character or combination of characters as
instructed.
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Customer Service
Pick Systems Customer Service representatives are available to provide assistance
per the following schedule. All times listed are Pacific Time and are subject to
change. Please have the software serial number available when calling. The software
serial number is printed on the D3 diskettes or tapes or, at the TCL prompt, enter
which to display the system serial number.

Support Services
♦ Monday-Friday 5:00 AM to 9:00 PM and Saturday 8:00 AM to 4:00 PM

By phone at (949)261-1875 or by fax at (949)261-5308 for VAR service,
pre-paid service, and activation numbers. Please note our area code has
changed effective May 1998.

♦ Saturday 4:00 PM to Sunday 11:00 PM and during holiday closures

Extended support services are available, preferably with advance notice.
Please call (949)261-1875, Monday through Friday, to make special
arrangements.

♦ Activations

Activations are available 24 hours a day, seven days a week at
(949)261-1875, or through the World Wide Web at:
http://www.Picksys.com/cgi-bin/activation/act.pl

♦ Holiday Closures

♦ New Years Day ♦ Martin Luther King Day

♦ President’s Day ♦ Memorial Day

♦ Independence Day ♦ Labor Day

♦ Thanksgiving Day ♦ Christmas Day.

Support Packages
Support packages, including software upgrades, are available. Contact a Pick
Systems sales person at (949)261-7425 for details.

For any other problems installing this product, please contact your VAR.
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Support Offices
Pick Systems Phone: [1] 949/261-1875
Customer Service Fax: [1] 949/261-5308
1691 Browning
Irvine, CA 92606
U.S.A.

Pick Systems France Phone: [3] 3144 745540
40, Avenue Des Terroirs De France Fax: [3] 3144 745533
75012 Paris France

Pick System Africa Phone: [27] 11-450-1650
1st Floor Tap House   Fax: [27] 11-450-1872
Bedfordview Office Park
3A Riley Road
Bedfordview 2007
South Africa

Pick Systems Ltd. Phone: [44] 1753 891800
Cowdray House Fax: [44] 1753 891801
2-4 High Street
SL9 9QA Chalfont St. Peter SL
United Kingdom
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Likes and Unlikes
So, just what is Visual Basic?

At some point in time, every serious Pick/BASIC developer has written their own
table-driven process driver. It works something like this. There’s a table of
information about the process, usually multi-valued, which defines the fields to
be input. There are values defining the input and output conversions, columns
and rows of all the prompts and, sometimes, a list of subroutines to call for
certain events such as pre-processing, post-processing, validation, after changes,
file-time, etc.

Perhaps you’ve been using an “Application Generator” to create screens and
processes. If you have, you have been seeing the tip of the proverbial iceberg.
Visual Basic from Microsoft is the same thing on a grander scale. The shear array
of possible objects can be disconcerting: MDI master and children, textboxes, list
boxes, combo-boxes, pictures, sounds? And just what the heck is an object,
anyway? Where does it all end? Or, more to our point, where does it all begin?
Where do we start to write a VB program if you’re a tried and true Pick/BASIC
programmer? Well, like all good stories, ours starts at the beginning.
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VBA (Visual Basic for Applications) is the programming language behind VB
4.0 and 5.0, and most of the other Microsoft products within their “Office” suite
of productivity tools. There is a subtle difference between VBA and Visual Basic
that has to be defined at the very beginning. VBA is a language like English is a
language. Visual Basic is a wrapper, a grand editor, manager, design guide,
property controller. It has the same relationship to VBA as a good word
processor has to English. They both control what’s going on, but neither really
does anything on its own. Visual Basic removes most of the tedious and time
consuming technicalities of programming in Windows—the actual graphic
interface—and lets the programmer concentrate on what programmers do best:
program. But it doesn’t really do much of anything by itself.

Try this: Start up Visual Basic and you will see a blank box on your screen, the
“form”. Press the F4 function key. This brings up the property sheet. Locate and
change the Caption property to “VB for Pick Programmers”. Then press the F5
function key. VB may ask if you want to save your project, just say no. Voilà!
You are now a VB programmer.

Of course, your program doesn’t do much. But what a lovely caption you have!
Click the little X box in the upper right corner and you’re back in design mode.
Do you have any idea how much code it would take to do that if you had to do it
in C++?

My point is this. Visual Basic does an enormous amount of work, but it’s not
particularly useful for anything other than an incredible user interface. You have
to supply all the real-world working code behind the pretty façade.

VBA, the language, deals with concepts like collections, objects and instances.
Visual Basic is the tool you use to manage all those things for you while you do
the fun stuff. VB puts all the events and objects into perspective, organizes them
logically and has a great set of debugging tools.

In its simplest form, the Visual Basic project is made up of three major
components:

1. The User Interface

2. Code written in response to control events

3. Additional code written to perform project specific functionality

The User Interface
The Graphical User Interface, usually called GUI or gooey, is accomplished by
“painting” one or more boxes on the screen called forms and populating them
with other things called objects. Each of these “objects” has associated code
modules that are executed as the result of certain events. This code is written in
the language VBA.
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And just what is Object Programming, anyway? Everything on a Visual Basic
form is an object, including the form itself. An object might be defined as a
collection of properties that define the object’s state of being, and a collection of
methods that define its functionality. The properties control such things as an
object’s appearance—its shape, size, color, visibility, etc.—including its enabled
state—its ability to take focus. Focus is the system’s way of determining which
control or object is currently active (we’ll talk about controls a little later). Being
able to take focus means the ability to be an active control. Text boxes, List
boxes and control buttons are examples of objects that can take focus. Labels and
graphic images such as circles and lines are examples of objects that cannot.

Methods are the subroutines and functions, the programming code, you write to
react to events and produce results. In the traditional Pick/BASIC sense, these
would be your pre- and post-processing routines, validation routines, look-ups
and translates, the “out-of-line” processing which takes place in any complex
program.

It’s interesting to note the subtle but important difference in the phrases “Object
Programming” and “Object Oriented Programming”. In the first case, you
actually program the objects, in the other you write code that uses objects as
points of reference.

In the Pick/BASIC program, there were only data fields and command codes.
Color was limited to screen foreground/background combinations. Graphics was
non-existent. And everything was controlled in a sequence. Whether you coded
in top-down format or “structured”, well thought-out or spur-of-the-moment,
things could only happen in a certain order that could not be changed without
rewriting the program or intimate familiarity with the Basic debugger. In Object
Oriented Programming (sometimes called OOP), each individual object is a sort
of stand-alone process that can act pretty much independently from the other
objects.

A Form object is a window or dialog box that makes up just a part of an
application's user interface. Labels are static text displays with limited intrinsic
value, but with immense potential for use as a user activity guide. Text boxes
contain editable data. List boxes contain lists of information such as codes,
lookup tables, etc. There are also objects to define the Screen, Printer and Debug
window, as well as the ever-popular user-defined object.

Every object, no matter what, has properties. In a Pick/BASIC sense, properties
would be analogous to Dictionary definitions in a Pick/BASIC data file. The
dictionary defines the properties and the data in the attributes and sets the
property values for each item in the file.

In VB, most of these properties may be set or fetched, usually at will. There are
some exceptions, of course. Some properties are “read only” at design time. That
means you can’t set them to anything different from what they are. Some are
read-only at run-time, meaning you can’t change them once the program is
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running. One neat feature of VB is its on-line help function. If you have any
question about the syntax of a command or the properties or uses of an object,
just click on the object or highlight the word and press the F1 function key.
You’ll get a help window with usually pretty good information.

Changes to these properties take place immediately (with only a few exceptions).
At design time, we can set a property by changing the property’s value in the
scrolling list of values. Get to this list by right-clicking your mouse on the object
and picking the Properties option, or highlight the object and press the F4
function key. Or, if your form isn’t too big, the property box may already be on
the screen. In any case, choose the property to change and change it. Any
properties that are run-time only will produce a message and tell you.

Properties set at design time can be seen right away. The VB editor makes the
change and you see it immediately. Try modifying the background color of your
form. Click on the form, then on the background property. There will be a little
down arrow button. Click this for a color palette if you don’t happen to know the
decimal code for your choice. See the color of your form change immediately.

Another method of setting properties is to do it programmatically. For example,
in our project, all the labels start off as black foreground. Let’s suppose we want
to be able to turn a label red to show the user which field we are on.

Labelname.Forecolor = RGB(255,0,0)

In this example, Lablename is the Name of a Label Object. The name itself is a
property. This code sets the forecolor property to the Red Green Blue value 255,
0, 0 (all red, no green, no blue). This takes place immediately and the color of the
label changes to red.

Event Programming
Something we have wanted for years in the Pick/BASIC world and just wasn’t
there was event-driven processing. By that, I mean the ability for the system to
sense that something has happened and an intelligent means of letting you know.
For example, in Pick/BASIC, if you wrote a line like this:

INPUT fieldname

There could be only one event: the user enters some data and presses <Enter>.
There was nothing else you could sense and react to. So we had to write input
loops using the IN statement or some user exit or INPUT variation that returns a
single character’s value. Then you use this value to drive your input processing
routine. This was, in effect, primitive event programming.

Remember, VB is a programming Environment. What that means is that Visual
Basic is in complete control of what’s going on at all times. So it knows when a
key is pressed or when it’s time for a timer to tick. It knows when a control gets
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and loses focus and several dozen other Events that may occur during the
execution of a VB project.

Events are just things that happen. You could think of events as messages flashed
between VB and your application telling it that something has happened. You
can choose to react to that message or not. The message is the event and the
reaction is the code you write.

There were actually several events that occurred during the execution of a
Pick/BASIC program, though you may not have recognized it at the time. If you
read a record from a file, you could react to finding the record (the Then clause),
not finding it (the Else clause) or to finding the record locked (with the Locked
clause).

In Pick/BASIC, once you issued an Input statement, there was only one event
that could occur. In Visual Basic, this is called the KeyPress event and it is
trapped every time the user presses a key on the keyboard. You can attach code
to any event by double clicking on any field or control and then choosing the
event from the pull-down list on the right.

Here is the KeyPress event code for our Order Entry screen’s customer number
entry field:

Private Sub Text1_KeyPress(KeyAscii As Integer)
If KeyAscii <> 13 then exit sub
If ReadRecord (Text1.Text) then ’ remember: think modular
 Text2(0).setfocus
else
 Text1.setfocus
endif
End Sub

When we start our program, Text1 has the focus. Every time we hit a key within this
field, this KeyPress event will take place. When the user presses the enter key
(chr(13) in VB), we want to try to read a record using the data stored in Text1.Text
as our item ID. We are going to try to read a record using the ReadRecord function.
If the function comes back true, that means the record was read and the data it
contained displayed on the screen. In that case, we want to move the focus of the
program onto the next field, the first field of the billing address, Text2(0). If the
function comes back false, that means the read failed and we want to place the
programs focus back on the customer number entry, Text1.

A quick note here of FOCUS, since I just used the word several times. Focus
simply means the control field that is currently active. Focus is typically passed
from field to field using the relative values in the TabStop property of all the
objects within an active form. Focus may also be applied by clicking with the
mouse or programmatically via the Setfocus method.

A note of warning here about Focus Wars. Be careful in your error handling code
and your GotFocus event coding not to get into a Focus War. For example, if
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FieldA needs to have a value before FieldB can be entered, you will want to have
the GotFocus event of FieldB check for FieldA contents and set the focus back to
FieldA if it is empty. So make sure there is no code in the FieldA GotFocus event
which might make it skip. If you are setting focus due to an error condition,
always notify the user. Since there is no easy way to disable the tab key or the
mouse, you can’t depend on serial input anymore. Stuff happens, but it doesn’t
always happen in the right sequence.

And, as long as we are talking about the KeyPress event, there is another
significant feature of Visual Basic you should be aware of. The form itself has a
property called KeyPreview. If this property is set to True, the form looks at
every keystroke and filters it, making a form-level KeyPress event active. Use
this event to look for such things as function keys and user-defined control-key
sequences.

For example, your users may be used to Pick System’s Update Processor and are
in the habit of using Ctrl+D and Ctrl+F to cruise through your database. You can
attach code to the text box that looks for these and acts accordingly. But you
DON’T want to have to attach code to perform function key processing into
every text box on your form. So make the form’s KeyPreview property true and
attach code to the form’s KeyDown event like this:

Private Sub Form_KeyDown (KeyCode As Integer, Shift As Integer)
Select Case KeyCode

Case vbKeyF1: MsgBox "F1 is your friend."
Case vbKeyF2: MsgBox "F2 could copy text."
Case vbKeyF3: MsgBox "F3 could paste text."
Case vbKeyF4: MsgBox "F4 could format text."

End Select
End Sub

Okay. So maybe you want to perform some tasks that are a bit more meaningful.
This is just an example. But you get my point. You can detect keystrokes at two
different levels, the form and the individual field. Another example would be
numeric-only fields.

If you have a data field that you know beyond doubt cannot contain anything but
numeric characters, you might make a KeyPress event like this:

Private Sub NumField_KeyPress(KeyAscii as Integer)
If Not Chr(KeyAscii) Like “#” Then KeyAscii = 0

End Sub

This code will check the character represented by the KeyAscii decimal value. If
that character is numeric (Like “#”) then it’s okay. If not, then change it to 0. The
0 value will be ignored and the string won’t change.

Other examples of events would be the form’s Load and Unload events that take
place when the form module is loaded to and unloaded from memory. If the
mouse is clicked on a control, there is a Click or DblClick event. There are
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GotFocus and LostFocus events to trap the fact that an object has taken or given
up the focus.

There is a Timer object that has a Timer event. This event can be used to initiate
timed processing such as time-date displays, process monitoring and other
periodic routines.

Learn these events and when they occur to streamline your code. Let the system
do as much for you as it can before you start intensive coding projects.

First Big Difference: Data Typing and Scope
Visual Basic types data, so you’d better get used to it early. In the Pick/BASIC
world, we typed data on the fly and every field was treated like a string until it
had to be a numeric, and then it had better be a numeric. VB stores data internally
differently, depending on its type, and now we need to know things like, is this a
number or a string, and never the twain do meet. VB will choke if you try to feed
it the wrong type of data. But, on the other hand, we now have a whole spectrum
of data types to use to more efficiently process our information. Here’s a brief list
of the major data types you will need to know about right away. Check out your
favorite VB manual for a complete list.

String Just like the name implies, this is text data. Strings can be up to
64K long. Strings stored in table “text” fields are limited to 256
bytes. Strings stored as “memo” fields may be the full 64K
long. Be aware of this if you are going to be mixing and
matching a D3 database with other vendor’s information
systems. In VB 5.0, this string size increases to over 1GB.

Integer This is a 16-bit signed integer, +/-32767. This field takes two
bytes of memory or file space to store.

Long This is a 32-bit signed (long) integer, meaning it’s a whole
number, four bytes long, +/-2,147,483,648. Note, this form is
NOT long enough for telephone numbers if you plan to ever
call anyone in an area code greater than 214.

Single This is the standard numeric for fields that contain anything
with decimals. This is a single precision floating point number
and it takes 4 bytes. Value range from -3.402823E38 to
-1.401298E-45 for negative values and from 1.401298E-45 to
3.402823E38 for positive values. Don’t let the scientific
notation throw you. This just means that Singles can be very
large or very small. This is the format most of the SQL
processors call “Float”.

Double Use this for really big or really small numbers. This is a double
precision floating point number with enough decimal positions
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to convert Italian currency. This field takes 8 bytes. Negative
values range from -1.79769313486232E308 to
-4.94065645841247E-324 and positive values range from
4.94065645841247E-324 to 1.79769313486232E308. Use this
type sparingly. It takes a lot of horsepower to muscle these
floating point fields, even with a co-processor.

Currency This is a specialized single precision floating point numeric
with a standard 4 decimal places.

Variant This is actually the most Pick/BASIC-like data type. As its
name implies, it is variable, just what this field contains. It
could be integer, string, or date/time. Use these whenever you
don’t really care about data type (like for for/next loop
counters) and places that don’t specifically need a certain data
type. But be aware, they are MUCH slower because VB has to
figure out what data type they are each time it references them,
and they take an incredible amount of overhead in terms of
memory and disk space.

Boolean This field type describes a one-byte field with the possible
values 0 and –1 (false and true). These fields may be used in if
statements without the = True or = False modifiers.

Data fields don’t have to be predefined, but if they aren’t, VB assumes they are
variant types and will treat them as such. Most of the time, that’s not bad, but
some times it can be, so most programmers use a thing called OPTION
EXPLICIT in their General Declarations section. This tells your project that all
the fields must be defined before they are used. This brings us the next big
difference between Pick/BASIC and VB.

You can get around some of this by “implicitly” typing your data fields. This
means tagging a special character onto the end of the field name to signify its
type. For example:

$ indicates a String as in sStr$, name$, address$ and I$.

% indicates an Integer as in I%, custno%, areacode% or qty%.

& means a Long integer as in phone& or custID&.

Programmers
Note:

This is dangerous and should be used with care. & is
the character VB uses to concatenate two strings (see
below). If you don’t place the space between the field
name and the & sign, the system will interpret it as a
new field with a long integer data type. Also, Microsoft
has announced plans to stop supporting this in some
future release of VB.

! Indicates a Single and # means a Double precision floating point number
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as in phone! Totalsales! And grossmargin#.

@ Indicates Currency data types as in Amount$, Extended$ and Price$.

Here is something to know about the Variant data type. As I said, it is the most
“Pick-like” in that it is stored internally differently than it is used and is
converted during processing to match whatever data type is appropriate. This, in
itself is a good thing. But sometimes Visual Basic can get a little confused, so be
careful how and why you use these dynamic data types.

Consider the following code segment:

Dim Var
Var = "123"
Debug.Print Var, Var + "1", Var + 1, Var & "-ABC"

Results:

123 1231 124    123-ABC

This line of code will choke:

Var = 123
Debug.Print Var, Var + "1", Var + "-ABC"

VB fails here because it recognizes Var as a numeric and it attempts to perform
an arithmetic ADD operation. In the previous code, the “123” told VB that the
variable was a string literal, and it used the + operator to concatenate the fields
together. Although Visual Basic tries to figure out what you are doing,
sometimes it fails. Be aware of what you are doing when you are doing it and
you won’t have any problems. Get in the habit of using the & for concatenation
early.

Another technique is to use Visual Basic’s ability to globally define variables by
their first character. The following table shows the various VB commands and
the types of data they define.

VB Descriptor Data Type
DefBool Boolean
DefByte Byte
DefInt Integer
DefLng Long Integer
DefCur Currency
DefSng Single Prec. Float
DefDbl Double Prec. Float
DefDate Date
DefStr String
DefObj Object
DefVar Variant
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Using these commands in conjunction with something called Hungarian
Notation, you can easily identify the type of data by its name and protect yourself
from mis-typing data within different procedures. For example, the following can
make a programmer’s life much easier:

In your Module, General Declarations section, enter:

DefInt I
DefStr s
DefLng l
DefVar v

Then, in your code modules, names like these will be set to the proper type automatically:

sString = D3Record.brExtractStr(1)
For iCnt = 1 to iMaxCount
call D3RuleModule.brCall(vParam)

In this code snippet, sString, iCnt, iMaxCount and vParam as all assumed to be
string, integer and variant types because the first letter of their names
corresponds to one of the letters setup in your module’s general declarations
section. Remember, to use this, you must remove the “Option Explicit” from
your module.

You can define multiple fields on a single Dim line, but you cannot imply that
they are all the same data type.

Consider the following:

Dim abc, def, ghi as Integer

Logically, you would think that this defines three integer fields. You would be
wrong!!  Visual Basic will create abc and def as variants and ghi only as an
integer. This can be a real pain in the enpennage, but that’s how VB works.

Data Scope
We will be talking a lot about Scope and Focus in the rest of this document, so it
behooves us now to explain how Visual Basic keeps track of things. The first and
most important question to a data processor is: Where is the data?

In Pick/BASIC, every field within a given program was available throughout that
program, and not available to other “sub-” programs. If we wanted to pass data
between two routines, we had to use common data fields, or pass parameter lists.
VB works the same way, only with more layers. Let’s start at the top and work
our way down.

We place Global variables, things that we want to be available to all code
throughout the project, in the General Declarations section of a Code Module.
There can be more than one Code Module, so be careful not to use the same
name twice for globals. This is not fatal in itself, as you can reference variables
by full path (object.variablename), but it can lead to debugging nightmares. Code
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modules are kind of like libraries of source code. They can be created with any
text editor and included in any project. As the name suggests, Global variables
are shared at the level at which they are defined. Module level globals are the
highest. This would be equivalent to using the Common statements in
Pick/BASIC. Use the words Global or Public to define these fields like this:

Public fieldname {as datatype}

Microsoft, in Visual Basic 5.0, has dropped its usage of the word Global in favor
of the word Public. They are still interchangeable, but it would probably be best
to get into the habit of using Public.

Create dimensioned arrays by declaring the number of elements in the array:

Public fieldname(m,n,p)

There is a difference between VB dimensioned arrays and Pick/BASIC arrays. In
Pick/BASIC, every element of the array could be a different type of data, as the
array was really an associated group of individual fields. Visual Basic arrays of
the Variant type closely approximate this ability. Other arrays defined with the
As Type modifier have a different structure. They are a set of fields of all the
SAME type, all Strings, or all Integers or all Doubles, whatever you choose.

VB has an interesting ability to change how any given array is indexed (starting
at 0 or 1). For example, consider the following definitions:

Public AA(12) as String
Public BB(1 to 12) as String

Array AA will have 13 elements, numbered 0 to 12, while array BB will have
only 12 elements, numbered 1 to 12. They are functionally identical, and there is
no particular reason to use one or the other. But…  If you are copying data from a
D3 dynamic array to a VB array, you may want to consider using the “1 to 12”
version. This will eliminate at least one extra math instruction:

For index = 1 to 20
Array1(index-1) = D3DynArray.brExtractStr(index)

Next index

As I said, they are functionally identical and no faster to use one method over
another (unless you’re doing million item loops). But use the second syntax to
make your arrays more Pick/BASIC-like.

Another interesting quirk of VB dimensioned arrays is that you can even declare
the range of allowable values:

Public AA(1 to 5, 4 to 6, 3 to 7)

Just why you would ever do this is completely unknown. If you ever have
occasion to use this feature, please let me know.
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Next highest on the list is the form global. Within the General Declarations
section of each form you may place definitions of fields you want to make
available to every code module within the form. For example:

Public fieldname {as datatype}
Public fieldname(m,n,p) {as datatype}

You can specify that a field will NOT be available to any code outside its home
module by using the keyword Private. A variable, which is defined at the
module level as Private, will be available to all procedures within that module,
but not to procedures outside the module. This can be useful if you find yourself
using the same names within different modules.

The lowest level of data is the module-level declaration. Your events, subroutines
and functions may use fields of various data types and they may or may not have
the same names as fields within other modules. If they are declared at this level,
they are available only within the module where they are defined. You don’t use
the word Global here, but instead the word DIM. For example:

Subroutine Okay_Click()
DIM i as Integer
DIM customerNumber as Long
DIM monthsSales(1 to 12) as Currency

Each of these fields, i, customerNumber and monthsSales are available only
within the event subroutine where they are defined, in this case Okay_Click, and
not available to any other code module inside or outside the form.

What Visual Basic calls a dynamic array is in fact a dimensioned array with the
ability to change the number of elements defined therein. Form-level
dimensioned arrays may be re-dimensioned within a form’s code section using
the following method:

DIM fieldname()
REDIM fieldname(m,n,p)

You cannot change its type, but you can change the number of dimensions. The
following code illustrates using a REDIM command to size a string array to hold
a D3 Dynamic Array:

DIM taxrates() AS Currency
iCnt = taxRec.brDcount(chr(254))
REDIM taxrates(1 to iCnt)
FOR iPtr = 1 TO iCnt

taxrates(iPtr) = taxRec.brExtractStr(iPtr)
NEXT

One important thing to remember when using the REDIM command: it erases the
data within the array when it resizes it. The following simple test demonstrates
the problem:
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DIM Test() as Integer, I as Integer
ReDim Test(10)
For I = 1 to 10

Test(I) = I*10
Next

At this point, the array contains what you would expect: 10, 20, 30, 40, etc.

ReDim Test(20)

At this point, Test has been resized to 20 elements, but each element is set to zero
(Null if it’s a string array). This makes the VB version of dynamic array less than
satisfying. Later we discuss the D3 Class libraries and we will discover that we
can use the traditional Pick Dynamic Array within Visual Basic code modules.

Important
Note:

Unlike traditional Pick/BASIC, Visual Basic has the ability to
create functions and subroutines within a single program
environment. And unlike Pick/BASIC, these various code
entities within the single program environment are actually
individual pieces of code with their own workspaces. Thus you
can define the same field name within different events within the
same form and they are all discrete data fields. Place fields you
want to share between events and subroutines in your General
Declarations section.

Each time you enter a subroutine or function, its local variables are re-initialized
because VB loads procedures when they are needed and unloads them when the
last reference to them is destroyed. Again, this can be good or bad, depending on
your needs. If you have a common routine that is being swapped too often, it can
take a lot of system resources.

You can keep data in Module level data fields where they are available to your
routine upon re-entry. Or you can have the routine remember the value of the
field when it left off by using the key word STATIC instead of the word Dim
like this:

STATIC fieldname{(m,n,p)} {as datatype}

The main thing to know about this technique is that the STATIC designation will
pin the procedure containing it in memory. Remember, as long as there is a
reference to any memory segment—field or code—the segment remains in
memory. STATIC tells the system to keep this segment memory-resident so it
can remember this field.

Another note here about Scope. When a procedure finishes, it is never a bad idea
to manually give up your workspace. If you are using any of the D3 data
intensive classes (dynamic array, list, TCL), you may want to make sure the
memory used by these objects is released by setting the object to nothing,
literally.
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Dim CustomerRecord as New clsD3DynamicArray
Set CustomerRecord = custFile.brRead(itemID)
Set CustomerRecord = Nothing

When calling one procedure from another, there are, as stated before, two ways
to pass data between the two modules: common code areas and parameter lists.
By defining data items with the Public descriptor, we generate “common” code
areas. That leaves parameter lists.

VB can pass data within a parameter list one of two ways:

1. By Value (byVal)

 Data passed to the second module is copied into a new workspace and
this new space is acted upon by the called routine. The original data is
unaffected by any modifications within the called routine.

2. By Reference (byRef)

Original data is pointed to by both the calling and the called modules,
allowing the called procedure to modify the original data being passed to
it. This method is obviously faster, since the data does not have to be
copied. The programmer must weigh the advantages against the potential
for disaster surrounding the called routine’s ability to modify data from
the calling procedure. Objects passed as parameters (Labels, Grids, etc)
are always passed by reference.

As an example, consider the following function call:

Dim A As String, B As String, C As Integer
A = "e": B = "Now is the time for all good men to come to the aid of the party""
C = Count(A,B)

Private Function Count(char as String, Base as String)
Dim I as Long
Count = 0
While base <> vbNullString

I = Instr(Base,char)
If I = 0 Then Exit Function
Count = Count + 1
Base = Mid(Base,I+1,32000)

Wend
Exit Function

This example passes a character and a base string and returns a count of the
character inside the base string, the equivalent of the Count() command in
Pick/BASIC. The problem is that the base string (B in the calling routine, Base in
the called function), has been destroyed. We can prevent this by changing the
first line this way:

Private Function Count(char as String, byVal Base as String)
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The byVal modifier tells VB to copy the contents of the calling string into the
target string. Thus, Base may be destroyed while maintaining the integrity of the
original data field.

You may define a string field with no particular size and Visual Basic will make
the same kinds of memory management adjustments you are used to with
Pick/BASIC. However, you may also define fixed-length string variables within
local procedures by using the following syntax:

DIM variable as String * length

where length is the number of bytes to be reserved for this variable.

You can define collections of fixed-length fields called User-Defined Variables.
Consider the following code segment:

Type CustomerRecord
Dim Name as String * 30
Dim Addr as String * 30
Dim Addr2 as String * 30
Dim City as String * 20
Dim State as String * 2
Dim Zip as String * 10

End Type

Dim CustRec as CustomerRecord

In this example, we define a collection of fixed-length fields and call it a
CustomerRecord. Then we create a new variable and define it as a
CustomerRecord. The Type and End Type commands are required. This is the
basic, core ability of Visual Basic that makes everything else work, the ability to
define collections.

There are several official collections to be aware of, including Forms, Printers,
Columns and Items. These are really far beyond the scope of this document, but I
can give you an example.

You can design a VB project with two independent forms which may or may not
be loaded and running at any given time. You can determine if they are loaded by
using the Forms collection.

Dim F as Form
For Each F in Forms

If F.Name = “Form1” Then …
Next

There is a slightly different flavor to the For/Next loop you are used to. We will
talk much more about that a little later.
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More Differences – Language Variants
There are language differences that bear pointing out first. You will hit these
sooner or later, the longer you’ve been doing Pick/BASIC, the sooner they will
be a problem.

• VB uses the colon (:) as their “line separator” the same way Pick/BASIC
uses the semi-colon (;). They DO NOT use the colon to signify
concatenation. Don’t try to put things together with the colon. Also, VB uses
the colon to signify an alphanumeric label.

Results = FieldA : FieldB

This won’t work in Visual Basic. It will set Results equal to FieldA and try to
execute a procedure called FieldB.

ErrorExit: Exit Function

In this example, the word ErrorExit is a label.

• VB uses the & sign to join two fields. Make sure you put a space around the
& because it can be used as a data type indicator and the compiler can get
confused. Use this to concatenate fields.

Results = FieldA & FieldB

• In Visual Basic, True and False are represented by –1 (hex FF) and 0 (hex 0).
And those are the ONLY valid values for them. However, you can still use
pseudo-Boolean operations such as:

If quantity * price Then …

This worked in Pick/BASIC because True was any non-zero numeric. This
will work in Visual Basic. However, remember that the real TRUE is –1, so
the following code might cause a problem:

Results = fieldA + 30 * (fieldB > 0)

This will not have the desired results because the fieldB > 0 will evaluate to
either 0 or –1, so the results will be 30 less if fieldB is greater than 0, not 30
greater.

• Visual Basic also supports the use of the + sign as a concatenation operator.
So you can say things like:

Results = FieldA + Field B

DON’T USE  THIS FOR CONCATENATION. This is particularly
dangerous. If one of the fields is a numeric data type, Visual Basic will
attempt to add the two fields together mathematically. Even something so
obvious as this can cause VB to choke:

Results = "Print This: " + FieldA
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If FieldA is an integer, long integer, single, double or currency data type, VB
will give an error message. If FieldA is a string or variant, this will probably
work. But why tempt the whims of language migration. Get in the habit of
using & to concatenate your fields and move on to bigger and better
disasters.

As we can see, some instructions are data-type prejudiced. Numeric commands
want numeric data, not strings. But you can assure yourself of using the right
type by being aware of the way Visual Basic implies data type.

Consider the following instructions:

Lcase(), Lcase$(), Ucase(),Ucase$(), Chr$(), Chr(), Trim(),Trim$().

Notice that pesky little $ on the end of these extremely similar command pairs?

• The $ signifies that the results of this process will, by definition, be a String.
Without the $ the assumption is that the results will be Variant.

This is a subtle difference and one which can come back to byte you (pun
intended) later. Many D3 methods specify string and variant parameters.
Using the wrong variation of an intrinsic function could lead to errors. If you
experience “Type Mismatch” errors, this is almost always the cause. If you
experience other errors relating to D3 method calls using intrinsics, check the
syntax of the method using the Visual Basic Object Browser.

• In Visual Basic, Chr(m) and Chr$(m) return variant and string characters
whose ASCII value is represented by m. Use this instead of the Pick/BASIC
CHAR function.

• In VB, there are a series of built-in functions to convert data from one format
to another. Sometimes you feel like a nut, sometimes… Sometimes you want
to concatenate a numeric value to a text string for display, or perform some
arithmetic using the contents of a text box. Pick/BASIC had a set of
ICONV/OCONV conversion routines to do much the same thing. The table
below illustrates some of the VB commands and their Pick/BASIC
equivalents:

VB Command Purpose Example Results Pick/BASIC
Chr(m) Produce

character value m
Print Chr(65) A Print CHAR(65)

Str(m) Convert numeric
m to string

Print Str(65) 65 Print OCONV(65,"MRO")

Asc(S) Returns decimal
value of string S

Print Asc("A") 65 Print SEQ("A")

String(m,sExp) Create a string of
characters sExp,
m bytes long

Print String(4,"A") AAAA Print STR("A",4)

Cstr(Exp) Change Exp to a
string

Print Cstr(123) 123

CInt(Exp) Change Exp to an
integer

A% = A% + CInt("1") A = A +
ICONV("1","MR0")
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VB Command Purpose Example Results Pick/BASIC
CLng(Exp) Change Exp to a

long integer
A& = A& + CLng("1") A = A +

ICONV("1","MR0")
CSng(Exp) Change Exp to a

Single numeric
A! = A! + CSng("1") A = A +

ICONV("1","MR4")
CDbl(Exp) Change Exp to a

Double numeric
A# = A# + CDbl("1") A = A +

ICONV("1","MR9")
CVar(Exp) Change Exp to a

Variant
A = A + CVar("1") A = A + "1"

• The Chr(), Str() and String commands all have string ($) and variant
versions. So Chr$(34) will produce the same quote character as Chr(34), it’s
just that the one produces a character that is known by the system as a string
and the other is a variant. Most of the time this is unimportant. It’s the end
result that counts and that fields be whatever type they need to be when they
need to be them.

• There are commands to change text and variant strings to all upper or all
lower case. These are the LCase and UCase commands and they are the
equivalent of ICONV(xx, "mcl") and OCONV(xx, "mcu") respectively.
There is no Visual Basic equivalent to Oconv(xx,"mct"). See the
CaseConvert routine in Appendix F for a possible solution.

• Visual Basic is command and variable name case insensitive and data case-
sensitive. This can be a bit confusing to AP users who are used to total
insensitivity, or at lease total consistency. Visual Basic adjusts variable
names to match pre-existing definitions (whatever the case of the word on its
Public/Private/Dim/Redim/Static definition line). So if you create a field
called CustRec, then everywhere you type the word custrec, VB will
automatically re-type the word as CustRec.

In any case, Visual Basic key words are always changed to match the
common spelling in the VB manual and the color is changed. You can
control the color from the TOOLS pull-down, OPTIONS option. I like
something that stands out and makes it easier to see when I’ve misspelled a
key word.

• Data is a different story altogether. If the contents of fields AA and BB are
"AAA" and "aaa" respectively, then these fields are NOT equal. Did I state
that strongly enough? It is very important to remember this when doing data
comparisons. Consider the following code segment:

Dim custName As String
custName = "Mark Brown"
If custName = "mark brown" Then Debug.Print "Yes" Else Debug.Print "No!"

In this case, the answer printed will be No!  The two strings are not equal.
Personally, I use this technique. Use either the Lcase or Ucase intrinsic
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functions to normalize your comparisons. In the above example, we can
make a match if we change the If statement like this:

Dim custName As String
custName = "Mark Brown"
If Lcase(custName) = "mark brown" Then Debug.Print "Yes" Else Debug.Print "No!"

This routine will return the answer "Yes" because the lowercase value of
custName is equal to the handsome gentleman’s name specified. Now,
obviously, using this command takes time so try to be reasonable with your
use of these verbs. If you are going to be making repetitive comparisons to
the same variable, case it once and then case the field(s) you compare against
it, something like this:

TestName = Lcase(originalVariableSource)
Do Until Lcase(custName) = Testname
 ‘ some routine here to fetch the next custName field
Loop

• Visual Basic also has the ability to define different comparison models
within different code modules. What that means: VB uses uni-code to store
strings. Characters take two bytes each: the keycode and the shift code. The
keycode is the value of the character (a = 65, b= 66, etc.) and the shift code
determines the settings of the Control, Alt and Shift keys. VB by default, is
case sensitive. That is, it compares both bytes to determine a character pairs
equality to another. If you specify "Option Text" in your code module’s
General Declarations section, then comparisons executed within that module
will ignore the shift code and compare only the keycodes. That way, an A =
an a = control+A = alt+A.

• There is a subtle difference in the If…Then…End Else…End construct that
Pick/BASIC programmers are familiar with. In Pick/BASIC you used END
ELSE to separate the two segments of a compound If  statement, and you
used END to end the whole construction. In VB you drop the END in END
ELSE and you change the last END to END IF.

Pick/BASIC Visual Basic

If not(grid1.rows) > I then
  Grid1.Rows = I + 1
  Grid1.Row = I
End Else
  Grid1.Row = Grid1.Row + 1
End

If not Grid1.rows > I then
  Grid1.rows = I + 1
  Grid1.row = I
Else
  Grid1.row = grid1.row + 1
End If

VB also has an ElseIf construct. This is basically the same as the
Pick/BASIC Case statement. You are saying IF this Else IF this Else IF this,
etc. In the following example, we need to know if the data is positive,
negative or zero, and this is merely one way to accomplish this.
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If cExtended > 0 Then
MsgBox “Value is Positive”

ElseIf cExtended < 0 Then
MsgBox “Value is Negative”

Else
MsgBox “Value is Zero”

End If

Do not use the word END to end an If…Then…Else construct. The word End is
what VB uses to indicate end of program. It is exactly the same as the STOP
command in Pick/BASIC.

Visual Basic has some little known but fascinating little tricks to make it faster.

Depending on the speed of your system, it can be significantly faster to discard
the variable at the end of a NEXT statement, especially in nested loops. And, as
with Pick/BASIC, it can be faster still to use one of the alternative loop
structures.

• Visual Basic has two different versions of the Do Loop Pick/BASIC people
are familiar with.

• Do… While… Loop  construct

• While… Wend structure

The only real difference between them is the complexity of your mission.
The While… Wend version is the simplest. It basically says while some
condition exists execute the following commands, up to the next Wend
statement. For example, here is a Pick/BASIC routine to populate a list:

ROOT "inv","a1" TO rvar ELSE ABORT
Indx = ""; itemID = ""; list = ""

KEY("c",rvar,indx,itemID) ELSE NULL
LOOP

List<-1> = indx:"-":itemID
KEY("n",rvar,indx,itemID) ELSE EXIT

REPEAT

This routine sets up an index and then walks through it, posting each index
and item ID into a list, separated by a dash. The following routine in Visual
Basic is functionally identical:

Set anIndex = prodFile.brRoot("a1")
anIndex.brMoveFirst

While anIndex.brMoveNext
Combo2.additem anIndex.brIndexID & " – " & anIndex.brIndexKey

Wend

This loop loads a combo box, a combination text box and pull-down list, with
data from a D3 file index. It sets up the index in lines 1 and 2, positioning
itself at the beginning of the index. The brMoveNext method provides a
means of navigating the index and returns a True or False depending on
whether another index was found or not. So while that condition is True
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(implied in the While statement), the next command is repeated. The combo
box is populated with the item ID and the index key data, in this case
attribute 1, the inventory item description.

The While…Wend loop allows for only a single condition check and single
set of instructions to execute. The other loop structure allows for more
complex actions and is more analogous to the Pick/BASIC Do Loop.

Set anIndex = custFile.brRoot("a1")
Dim bFnd as Boolean
Do

bFnd = anIndex.brMoveNext
While bFnd

Combo2.additem anIndex.brIndexID & " – " & anIndex.brIndexKey
Loop

This loop accomplishes the exact same task as the previous one.

Pick/BASIC
Programmers
take note:

The syntax of the Do…Loop is different! Don’t get
confused and try to use the old Loop…DO…Until…Repeat
syntax we are used to use. Check your manual. This
command has several valid syntactical formats. But the
important thing to remember is DON’T put the Repeat at
the end.

Important
Note:

I can’t make this statement strong enough, and at some point
in time it will pop up to bite you: The beginning and ending
values in the For…Next statement are calculated BEFORE the
routine starts and it is NOT recalculated during the loop. This
can be a real killer if you are used to writing code like this:

DX = DCOUNT(rec<7>,char(253))
FOR I = 1 to DX

IF rec<7,I> = "" THEN
rec = DELETE(rec,7,I)
DX = DX – 1
I = I – 1

END
NEXT I

This code could cause a problem, because the ending value (DX) is not re-
examined during the loop. The loop will execute the number of times in the
original value of DX at the time the loop initialized.

• Visual Basic has three different sub-field handling routines, Left$(), Right$()
and Mid$() and their variant versions Left(), Right() and Mid(). These vary
from the traditional Pick/BASIC sub-string manipulation syntax, but they
provide the same functionality.

The MID command has the most similarity to the Pick/BASIC sub-string
handler. It has the form:

Mid{$}(variable,start,length)
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There is an almost exact co-relation between this syntactical construct and
the Pick/BASIC sub-string manipulation code:

Variable[start,length]

In VB 4.0, there is a 32K limit to the length field.

The Left$() and Right$() verbs have slightly different syntax and refer to
parsing characters off the string starting from the left or right, respectively.

The following chart shows different ways of doing the same things.

Pick/BASIC Left() Right() Mid()

A[1,5]
A[LEN(A),1]
A[6,4]

LEFT(A,5)
RIGHT(A,1)

MID(A,1,5)
MID(A,LEN(A),1)
MID(A,6,4)

• Visual Basic has three different commands to trim the spaces from a field,
none of which is exactly like the Pick/BASIC version. LTrim, RTrim and
Trim all remove spaces, to one extent or another. LTrim removes leading or
header spaces. RTrim removes trailing spaces. Trim removes leading and
trailing spaces. But none of these commands will remove embedded spaces.

Source LTrim Rtrim Trim

"  ABC  E " "ABC  E " "  ABC  E" "ABC  E"

A routine called Trim_space  is included in the utilities module in Appendix F.
This routine will strip all the extra spaces from a string, front, back and middle.

Perhaps this would not be a bad time to discuss functions. Functions are
subroutines that return a single, specific value. That value may be any valid data
type, including user defined types. In their simplest form, functions are nothing
more than conversion routines.

For example, I wrote the following function, included in appendix F, because
Visual Basic does not have an “alpha only” conversion routine.

Public Function Alpha(word) As String

Dim w As String, wln, i
wln = Len(word)
w = vbNullString
Alpha = vbNullstring
For i = 1 To wln
   w = Mid$(word, i, 1)
    Select Case w
        Case "a" To "z", "A" To "Z"
            Alpha = Alpha & w
    End Select
Next
End Function
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Functions can be used anywhere a data field would be used. For example, to print
only the alphabetic characters within a string, you could use this function thus:

Form1.Print alpha(strVariable)

Some important things to note here. Within the function itself, the name of the
function is the name of the results variable, the thing being produced by the
function call. Outside the function, it is used like a variable. There may or may
not be parameters to pass to the function, but there will always be a result. The
result may be ignored. For example, the VB intrinsic function MsgBox always
returns a value, even if you don’t use it.

Functions may appear at any level within your project: Module or form. Use the
keyword Public to make the function available to all callers and the word
Private to make it available to only those routines within the Module or form
where the function resides. If you make a function or subroutine Public at the
form level, it is available to procedures within other forms as well. Reference
objects and routines within remote forms by placing the form name and a period
before the object or routine name. For example:

Form1 Command1_Click()
Call Form2.subroutinename(parameterlist)

End Sub

Use functions wherever possible to perform complex calculations. Making them
public makes them more useful from a wider range of entry points.

• Visual Basic uses the Exit, End, and Stop commands slightly differently
than Pick/BASIC.

Visual Basic Pick/BASIC

End Stop

Stop
Debug Assert

Debug

Exit For
Exit Do
Exit Function
Exit Sub
Exit Property

Exit

Colors Galore
In Pick/BASIC we had 16 colors: White, Yellow, Magenta, Cyan, Red, Green,
Blue and Black. I never understood the need for Magenta, but that’s just a
personal thing. We also had the same colors in half tones for foreground
highlights.

In visual Basic we have a couple of zillion new colors in shades so similar it’s
impossible for the human eye to tell the difference. Visual Basic has two color
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commands that allow us the simplicity we are used to with Pick/BASIC or the
intricate color molding we want to do.

RGB(r,g,b) will set a color property to one of over 16 million possible colors. It
does this by adjusting the Red, Green and Blue indicators between full off (0)
and full on (255). So we get the following

Red Green Blue Color Pick color

0 0 0 Black @(-40)

255 255 255 White @(-33)

255 0 0 Red @(-36)

0 255 0 Green @(-38)

0 0 255 Blue @(-39)

255 255 0 Yellow @(-34)

0 255 255 Cyan Blue @(-37)

The alternative color method is the QBColor(value) command. This command is
more analogous to the Pick/BASIC @(-m) color codes. Value is a numeric
expression evaluating to anything between 0 and 15.

� %ODFN � *UD\

� %OXH � /LJKW�%OXH

� *UHHQ �� /LJKW�*UHHQ

� &\DQ �� /LJKW�&\DQ

� 5HG �� /LJKW�5HG

� 0DJHQWD �� /LJKW�0DJHQWD

� <HOORZ �� /LJKW�<HOORZ

� :KLWH �� %ULJKW�:KLWH
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Some Old Friends in New Clothes
Visual Basic supports the concept of Classes. A class module is just a normal
Form without the Form. This makes it slightly different from a standard module.
There are some additional properties and events that can take place within a class
that don’t effect a normal module.

Pick Systems has created a set of Class modules that closely simulate the
traditional Pick/BASIC working environment from within a Visual Basic project.
There is a hierarchy to these objects which it would be wise to understand, if not
exactly memorize.

Figure 1: Hierarchy

The Environment is the shell that wraps around everything that has to do with
D3. It is the object upon which all other D3 objects are based and without it none
of this would be possible. Environmental objects may be referenced like any
other variable, using the Public, Private or Dim commands and/or the Set
command.
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For example:

DIM anEnv as clsD3Environment
Set anEnv = new clsD3Environment

In this example, we use the DIM command to create the reference to the variable,
and the SET command creates it. The following example does the exact same
thing, but with a slightly different twist:

DIM anEnv as New clsD3Environment

Here we combine the two lines from the previous example together into one. This
creates the reference and initializes the object properties. The difference between
the two examples is when initialization occurs.

The second example causes the object to be initialized, but just when is left up to
Visual Basic. Certainly before the object is used, but other than that, you just
don’t know. Most of the time this is not a problem. But you must be aware of just
when an object comes alive or you will receive nasty messages of a personal
nature. For example:

Dim D3Env as clsD3Environment
Dim D3Conn as clsD3Connection
Set D3Conn = D3Env.brOpenConnection(“ODBC”,”Local”)

This code will produce a message such as: “OLE Automation cannot create an
object”. This means the system has recognized that it needed to perform the
brOpenConnection method (subroutine) but didn’t know where to go to get it.
The object D3Env has been described, but not initialized, so its methods have not
been loaded into memory yet. By adding the word New to the sentence, the
Visual Basic constructor will be spawned.

Dim D3Env as New clsD3Environment

I say we don’t know exactly when a New object is created, but that’s not exactly
true. The VB object constructor is an asynchronous operation that can be running
virtually simultaneously with your code. There will be a queue entry with your
new object id and when VB needs it and can’t find it, it will look in this queue
and wait for the constructor if necessary.

As I said, 99% of the time this will not be an issue. Create your objects explicitly
with the Set command and destroy them by Setting them to Nothing.

The Connection is the Super-set of objects that includes the Net Domain, a
concept of combining multiple distributed processing centers (Servers and/or
workstations), and the Direct Connection, a method of accessing local data
directly. This means there are two different ways of accessing the same data:

DIM anEnv as New clsD3Environment
DIM aConn as clsD3Connection
DIM aFile as clsD3File
SET aConn = anEnv.brOpenConnection("","OrderEntry")
SET aFile = aConn.brOpenFile("cust")
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This example opens an RPC Connection to the database (Account) "OrderEntry"
and uses that object to open the file called "Cust". See how the objects build on
each other. Environment spawns Connection; connection spawns file.

This next example does the same thing with the other approach: Net Domain.

DIM anEnv as New clsD3Environment
DIM aDom as clsD3NetDomain
DIM aDB as clsD3Database
DIM aFile as clsD3File
SET aDom = anEnv.brOpenDomain("")
SET aDB = aDom.brOpenDatabase("OrderEntry")
SET aFile = aConn.brOpenFile("cust")

Why, you ask, would you ever use this longer version when it accomplishes the same
effect as the shorter version. The answer is simple: Distributed Databases. Under the
new D3 Environment, we can open several database objects (accounts) which may
reside on different machines. By opening the Domain, we can create multiple
Database objects from which to open multiple files. The first method only opens a
single account and relies on q-pointers.

The Net Domain also exposes a new concept, the Rule Catalog. Because Visual
Basic and the RPC library actually allows us to contact the D3 file system
without benefit of a logged-on user, there has to be a default master dictionary to
work through: FSI:DM. Only those verbs, Procs, Macros, program and file
pointers which reside within this account are “automatically” available to VB
RPC users.

The next question usually asked is, “Why do I need a rule catalog if I have to call
rule modules by full path?” The Rule Catalog provides a repository for program
pointers of routines called from within rule modules. If you call a rule module by
full path and it calls another routine, the system needs to know where to go to
find that piece of object code.

For simplicity we will assume that all the data we require resides within a single
Pick account, so we will use the brOpenConnection method.

There are methods under the clsD3File object for reading and writing data,
traversing indexes, deleting items or clearing the file.

Under the file object is the clsD3DynamicArray class. This object has methods
for inserting and replacing attributes, values and subvalues, deleting them,
locating them and returning (extracting) them. These methods are all analogous
to and very similar to traditional Pick/BASIC commands.

It’s True!!! The more things change, the more they stay the same. The Pick Data
Model has been around for almost 30 years and the new instructions look almost
exactly like the old ones.
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Pick/BASIC Visual Basic

EXTRACT(custrec,1,0,0) Custrec.brExtracts(1,0,0)

REPLACE(custrec,1,1;"string") Custrec.brReplaceStr "string",1,1

INSERT(custrec,1,1;"string) Custrec.brInsert "string",1,1

DELETE(custrec,1,1) Custrec.brDelete 1,1

A clsD3DynamicArray may be treated as a single string by using the brCString
method. For example:

WrkArray.brCstring = "Now is the time for all good men"

Get in the habit of defining the dynamic arrays you will be using throughout your
project as Public variables. The local work string you need for building tables
and the countless little things for which dynamic arrays are priceless, you should
define with the DIM…New construct. Then set them to Nothing before the
procedure ends. For example:

DIM wrkArry as New clsD3DynamicArray
DIM I as integer
WrkArry.brCString = CONVERT(",",chr$(254),"Quantity,Part #,Description,Unit Price,Amount")
Grid1.row = 0
For I = 1 to 5

Grid1.col = I-1
Grid1.text = wrkArry.brExtractStr(I)

Next
SET wrkArry = Nothing

Here we created a new dynamic array and assigned a list of column headings. We
use a simple For…Next loop to populate the top row of a grid. Then we set the
dynamic array variable to Nothing, a Visual Basic keyword that means just what
it says.

More Like Than Not
There are several Visual Basic instructions that are almost identical to
Pick/BASIC. The Space() command is exactly the same:

Debug.Print “>” & Space( 30)  & “<”

This will print “>                    <”.

The Not modifier is the same as with Pick/BASIC except you don’t use the
parentheses around the negated expression. For example, in Pick/BASIC you’d
say something like:

IF NOT(QtyOnHand > QtyOrdered) THEN

In Visual Basic you would write:

If Not QtyOnHand > QtyOrdered Then
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We talked about the Chr command earlier. Chr(13) is almost identical to
CHAR(13); watch out for that missing ‘a’. The Visual Basic command ASC (for
ASCII value) returns the decimal value of a single character, exactly the same as
the Pick/BASIC SEQ command.

ASC(“A”) will return exactly the same results as SEQ(“A”) in Pick/BASIC.

The Visual Basic Str command is NOT the same as the Pick/BASIC STR
command, but the String command is (almost).

String(30,”*”) from VB is identical to STR(“*”,30) from Pick/BASIC.

A Visual Basic Project
What we call a program, VB calls a project. A project is like a master assembly
list of all the components that go into this project. If you use one of the text
editors (including D3’s VME Update Processor) you can look at one of these
files (they’re the ones that end with .vbp). You’ll see a lot of funny stuff that I
won’t even try to explain, but you’ll also see references to all the various extra
libraries you want included in this project. There will also be a list of the names
of the forms to be included, as well as the Code Modules. Code Modules are
where you place your global variable declarations and general-purpose
subroutines and functions. More on them later.

A Visual Basic Program
Project

Code Module
Project Globals
Project level subroutines and function calls

Form 1
Form Globals
Form level subroutines and function calls
Event routines

Form 2
.
.

A project may contain one or more forms, which we called screens, but is must1

contain at least one. For example, on a patient information screen there may be a
little button or prompt that says we want to add a new doctor to our referral list.
We’ll want another little screen to pop up and ask us for the doctor information.
That second little screen would be a second form. There can be as many forms in
your project as your need, limited only by the amount of memory they take and
how much horsepower you have.

                                                     
1 Actually, this is a lie. You can have a project without a form, but this is a slightly different creature called a
Class Module.
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Each form has four basic parts:

1. Visual effects. The size, shape, color and layout of the form. A good eye and
a bit of art talent here can take you a long ways.

2. General Declarations. Where you define the variables you want all of the
components of the form to know about. I’ll discuss the various levels of data
and how they relate in just a bit.

3. Event code. The processing code that is triggered by certain events that are
recognized by Visual Basic: Mouse movement and button clicking, dragging,
keyboard activity, etc.

4. Subroutine/Function code. User-written processing just like you are familiar
with only you don’t always need the CALL.

Event code and Subroutine/Function code are almost identical except in how they
are presented to you (through the VB editor) and how they are executed.

Global Modules
The highest level of code is the Standard Module. These are self-contained code
segments grouped for efficiency, logical similarity or convenience. Variables
defined within the General Declarations section as Global (or Public) are
available to all code segments, right down to the event procedures. The
Pick/BASIC equivalent would be the $INCLUDE command which allowed the
programmer to include pre-defined routines into new programs. While modules
may be totally unique to a certain project, others may be useful many different
places.

Forms
As mentioned before, there must be at least one form per project. It may be a
simple menu, a complex data entry screen, or it may even be invisible. The
primary function of the form is to be the main container for all the objects that go
to make up that portion of the project.

Containers
Containers, as their name implies, hold other objects. Forms, Frames, Option
Groups and 3-D panels are examples of containers. They may have functionality
of their own, or they may be used simply for decoration or special graphics
effects.
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Figure 2: Project in Design Mode

Here we see a view of the upper left corner of our project in design mode. Notice
the dots in the form’s background. Those are the alignment grid points I
mentioned. The gray area labeled Billing address is a frame, a container holding
the name and address text boxes. There is a second frame holding the Shipping
Address, and a third holding Customer PO, Due Date and Author. Notice if you
line them up right, they give your form a chiseled look. Frames and their big
brothers, Panels, make your three-D text boxes really stand out. Remember that
the first letter in GUI stands for Graphical. The more flash and dazzle you can
do, the better.

Controls
Although all Visual Basic objects might rightfully be called controls, certain ones
are more obvious in the traditional sense. Command Buttons, Radio buttons and
Check Boxes give the programmer a wide range of effective devices for
determining the user’s needs and desires. Check boxes are a good way to ask for
options (print to Screen or Printer; search for all matches or just the first, etc.).

Figure 3: Example using Radio Buttons
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The second form from our OLE project (seen above) shows a combination of
control buttons. The Search and Cancel controls are Command Buttons. All the
various option controls are Option Buttons.

Data Objects
Text Boxes, Data Bound Grids and Lists, Pull-down and Stand-alone Lists are all
examples of Data Objects. These objects contain data that may be gathered from
disk files, user input or design-time tables. You will hear the term “Data-bound”
a lot when dealing with data objects. Data-bound means the object is tied or
“bound” to a particular field in a particular file using some particular control to
read and write the record. Bound controls have the advantage of displaying and
updating data automatically. Unbound data objects have to be populated
programmatically.

Common Dialog Boxes
Visual Basic provides a series of common-usage routines to perform printer
access, message handing and single field input dialogs. See our usage of the
Msgbox function below.

References and Custom Controls
Visual Basic is the first really extensible programming language. Its very design
not only allows, but encourages dynamic extension to the language through the
use of User-Defined object types called Classes, and custom third-party add-on
controls. These add capabilities we never dreamed of before.

Many of the concepts and usages of Visual Basic are far beyond the scope of this
document, but you should be aware of some of the terminology and what it
means to you

Object Linking and Embedding (or OLE) is a method of attaching your project to
software totally outside your control such as word processors, spread sheets,
audio-video software, etc. The object you place on your form is either linked to
the other software, passing merely references, or it is embedded directly into your
form becoming a part of it.

ODBC is the current standard for inter-connectivity of disparate vendors. All
database management software that wants to be part of this new world order
recognizes and adheres to this standard. D3 does so. With  ODBC you can use
data-bound controls to fetch data without programming while still allowing you
full control of your process.
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There is a galaxy of new third-party custom controls for Visual Basic. Everything
from Rich Text data controls to voice-activated speech synthesizers. D3 adds its
own flavor of custom controls specifically for use with the Pick/BASIC data
model. With these controls we can easily link, read and write data from two files
with a simple For...Next loop.

I have included the form printout from the project in the appendices at the end of
this document. For those receiving it electronically, you can cut and paste to your
hearts content. For those with the hard copy, you can use them as guidelines for
placing the objects onto your forms.

Feel free to improvise. There is little here that’s cast in stone. Change the colors,
change the appearance, alignment, whatever. The main thing is the functionality
of the underlying code. So let’s get started.

Programmers
Note:

Visual Basic Objects are named automatically to default
names like Label1, TextBox2, etc. You don’t have to live with
that. Feel free to name your objects anything (reasonable) that
makes sense to you to help you keep track of what’s what.
You will notice that I mix and match these names, preferring
not to worry about it most of the time. But I like to name key
controls and fields to make references to them easier (and
more obvious for future modifications). Just remember that
Visual Basic doesn’t care for embedded periods in their
names. They do like the underscore, however. And variable
names are case insensitive, so you can mix and match upper
and lower case characters in your field names.
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Our RPC Project
Project Definition

Our project is an order entry screen with lots of fancy stuff. We want an order
entry screen like the one shown in Figure 4. We’ll want to enter a customer
number or look them up by a variety of indexes. Figures 5 and 6 show the search
screen and the list results screen. We’ll want to show billing and shipping
addresses with the ability for the operator to over-write existing data. We’ll use
Pick/BASIC data files for a list of shipping methods, the product master file to
look up inventory and get prices, a tax table to look up taxes, and, of course, the
customer and order master files. We’ll be calling a traditional Pick/BASIC
subroutine to calculate our freight charges.

Figure 4: Our Project is an order entry screen with lots of fancy stuff.

We will accumulate sub and final totals, and automatically calculate tax and
shipping charges based on tables and Pick/BASIC sub-routine calls. The FILE
ORDER and CANCEL ORDER buttons will do just that. They cause a file-time
activity the same as CTRL+X+F in the update processor or that final carriage
return in your traditional Pick/BASIC program; and cancel the order as if we had
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pressed CTRL+X+E in the update processor, EX in the editor, etc. Later, and for
extra credit, we’ll fancy the form up with a lot of bells and whistles.

If the user doesn’t know the customer’s number, we want the ability to search the
database for the appropriate customer by a variety of search methods: Name,
Telephone Number, Zip code or Contact name. We may want the first match
found, or a list of all matches, and we may or may not want to use a Soundex
search.

Figure 5: We’ll want a fancy customer lookup screen with all the functionality the user can use.
We will use traditional Pick/BASIC index lookup techniques with modern object
control to search for a list of potential customer “hits” and present them to the
user in the form of a table.

Figure 6 shows our Customer Choice table. If the user clicks the mouse on any of
the cells in this grid, we will use that to choose a customer and fill in the boxes
on the main screen.

Figure 6: If the user selects a customer list, this is what the results will look like.
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Getting Started
I’m going to describe this for Visual Basic 4.0 Professional, rather than 5.0
simply because there are more users using it. This also applies for MS
Office/Access/VB for Applications, as they are pretty much the same. But they
are not exactly the same, so be careful. Okay! Fire that puppy up and let’s see
what we get.

When you first start Visual Basic, it automatically loads a new project. This
project is called auto32ld.vbp, and is located in your default VB directory. You
can customize it with the things you want to include in every project such as
custom references and custom- or third-party controls. If you are already in a
project, click on File and New Project to start a new project. You should see a
blank form, perhaps a properties box, a project list and a toolbox. Across the top
are a lot of buttons and things that look like something Buck Rogers would use in
the 25th century, but they’re not nearly that complicated. I’m not going to go into
most of those things anyway, since this is not really a VB manual.

The first thing you do need to know is this: There is a list of all the custom Class
Libraries that you can incorporate into your project. Classes is just a fancy name
for custom objects and the code required to run them.

From the menu at the top of the screen, click on Tools (in VB5.0, click Project).
Click on References, one of the options in the pull-down. This is your custom
Class Library List. Go down the list until you find the items that start with D3.
There are two libraries that we are going to be talking about and that you will
need to get to know: D3 Object Library Server (D3 NT) and D3 Object Library.
(The first is used for RPC direct access to the File System Interface (FSI), the
second is used for network connection to remote D3 (non-NT and non-Win95
platforms). Who you will be talking to and how, will determine which of these
you use.) For the time being, click the D3 Object Library Server (D3 NT) and
then click OK. Since we will be using the RPC Library in this example, we will
require access to a D3 NT server. We’ll discus ODBC in Appendix G.

Double click on the form and you will get your first taste of the VB Code Editor.
This little baby has all the features you’ve wanted all these years:

• automatic indentation

• automatic upper/lower casing of your words
Once you define the field, every time you type that name, the case will be
changed automatically to match. (VB programmers tend to use variable
names like sCustName, iCnt, nFnd, etc. to show what type they are and what
they represent. Then they go back to lower case typing and let VB straighten
things out.)

• automatic syntax checking
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• different colors for key words

• user-defined variables and comments

• cut and paste

• much more

You’ll see that this first editor window is for the Form’s Load event. This is a
default. Whenever you double-click on an object in VB design mode, the code
window for that object will appear and take control. If no code has ever been
generated for that object, VB will take you to what IT thinks is the default event
for that object. If any code has been generated, it will take you to the first code it
can find based on the event pull-down list.

Visual Basic has a set timing structure and everything happens in its own time.
First the form is Initialized, then it is Loaded, then it is Activated. DON’T use the
Initialize or Activate events if you can help it. During Initialize, your form hasn’t
been loaded yet, so you might not have your variables setup. And the Activate
event takes place every time you click on the form after clicking somewhere else
in Windows. If your user switches between two windows, this event would occur
a lot. The best time to setup your environment and open your files is during the
Load event.

Before we write any code, we want to layout our form and place all the controls
and data boxes where they will go. My form does not take up the entire screen
area, you have to decide for yourself. I have a routine to center the form in the
middle of the screen, so actual size is rarely a concern.

You size the form by clicking with the left mouse button on an edge or a corner
and dragging the outline to the desired size and shape. Click in the border at the
top to drag the entire form around the screen.

Drag objects from the toolbox and onto the form either by double-clicking on the
objects icon to create a default object on the form, or single click and then click
and drag the outline of the object on the form.

Helpful
Hint:

Well, actually, little known stuff. In the Tools pull-down menu,
there is an entry called Options. Click this to get the option
settings for the project. There are two very useful settings here:
Click-to Grid and Grid Size. Click-to Grid controls whether or
not the objects you place will align to a fixed set of coordinates,
adjusting themselves as necessary to fit the closest grid juncture.
And the Grid Size option controls the distance between the grid
points. Make that large without being too large, and set the Click-
to-Grid ON to make your fields line up properly. But click it OFF
if you need to adjust an object “just so”

To make my Bill-to and Ship-to names stand out and have a good looking box
around them with 3-D visual effects and group headings, I used Sheridan’s
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threed32.ocx custom object, and I dragged two of their 3-D Panels onto the
form. If you marry up the edges just right, it looks like they share a common
border. Play with the visuals until you get the results that look the best to you. If
you don’t have Sheridan’s custom control package, substitute a normal VB
frame.

For the sake of this document, I will use the words Frame and Panel
interchangeably.

The use of frames or panels comes with another warning and another advantage.
Everything you place onto the frame will move with the frame and maintain its
relative position within the frame regardless of where the frame is placed. This
can be quite useful when you want to make a panel pop-up for the user by simply
setting the panels visible property to True. But beware: if you try to run your
project and the text box or label objects you placed onto a frame are not visible,
chances are you actually placed them onto the form behind the frame. Be sure
you see the little “active” handles on the frame before you place the Label or
Text Box. Once you’ve seen and done this a few times, it becomes second nature.

Some of you older programmers probably remember writing routines that were
nothing more than screen painters, clearing the display area and then painting in
all the prompts for all of the fields. Visual Basic does that for you via the Label
object. Place them on the form wherever you want them and set the caption
property. Set the Background property to Transparent to inherit the background
of whatever it is placed on. Depending on your tastes, you may also want to set
the Border and Appearance properties.

We are going to have two different places on our form where the user will have
to choose between a list of options: Shipping method and Product ID. In the case
of the Shipping method, we will be loading its data from the ShipVia file. To
load the Product list, we will read the Inventory file. I created subroutines to
perform these functions, although the code could have been performed in the
form’s load event, I prefer modularity.

The Grid in the Middle of Form1 and Form3 is a standard grid using the
Grid32.ocx custom control. I decided to use these because we will be controlling
them programmatically. The more elaborate Data-Bound Grids use the ODBC
interface that we will discuss in a different manual.

When you set up your grid, set the columns property to 5 and the rows property
to 25. Set the fixed columns property to 0 and the fixed rows to 1. Fixed means
columns and rows that don’t change. These are useful if you want to reserve a
row for headings or a column for line numbers. Since we will control the
contents of all Grid cells, these are really meaningless except for the fact that the
fixed cells have a different background and don’t scroll away. We can cleverly
use them as column headings. We will see in the code below how to set the
column widths and these headings.
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There are two kinds of Command Buttons to choose from. I chose the 3-D
buttons from Sheridan because they have a better effect. Both button styles will
work exactly the same. We attach code to the Click event, which we want to
execute whenever the user selects this button, either with a mouse click or by
tabbing to it and pressing the space bar.

Our Public Module
Since our project contains three different forms, all of which will be using our D3
interface to some degree or other, we will want to define our environmental
variables globally. Not all forms will use all variables. For example, it is simpler
to keep them all in one place. There are two icons on the Visual Basic menu bar
at the far left. Move the mouse over them and let it pause there for a few seconds.
A little sign will light up telling you what that button does. The one on the far left
is the new form button, which creates a new form for your project. The other is
the new module button, which creates a new code module for the project. Click
on this button and create a module. Then enter something like the following:

Public anEnv As clsD3Environment
Public aDom As clsD3NetDomain
Public aDB As clsD3Database
Public aVME As clsD3VirtualMachine
Public aTCL As clsD3TclCommand
Public custFile As clsD3File
Public taxFile As clsD3File
Public invFile As clsD3File
Public shipviaFile As clsD3File
Public orderFile As clsD3File
Public CalcFreight As clsD3RuleModule
Public anIndex As clsD3Index
Public wrkArray As clsD3DynamicArray ’  work array
Public custRec As clsD3DynamicArray ’  customer record
Public taxRec As clsD3DynamicArray ’  tax record
Public invRec As clsD3DynamicArray ’  inventory record
Public shipviaRec As clsD3DynamicArray ’  shipping method
Public OERec As clsD3DynamicArray ’  order master record
Public orderRec As clsD3DynamicArray ’  order detail lines
Public TotalsArray As clsD3DynamicArray ’  where we’ll store order totals
Public whichLine As Integer ’  order line we are on
Public LineCount As Integer ’  count of detail lines
Public Changed As Boolean ’  true = item has changed

These variables define the environment, the database and files we intend to open,
the records we intend to read and/or write, and an index variable we will use for
the customer lookup screen. As you’re typing this in, you’ll notice that VB
changes the color of some words. You can control this with the “Options” menu
choice from the “Tools” pull-down menu.
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Our fields
Field Name Object Class Description

anEnv clsD3Environment Pick/BASIC environment from which everything runs.

aDom clsD3NetDomain FSI file system where our data lives.

aDB clsD3Database There is one of these for each "Account" we will have
open at one time.

aTCL clsD3TclCommand Object we will use to execute TCL commands from within
Visual Basic.

aVME clsD3VirtualMachine Virtual Machine Environment that allows us to perform
Oconv/Iconv conversions.

custFile clsD3File Customer master file

shipviaFile clsD3File Shipping method master file

taxFile clsD3File tax jurisdiction file

ProductFile clsD3File Inventory master file

orderFile clsD3File order master file

anIndex clsD3Index one Index variable to meet all our indexing needs

CustRec,
taxRec,
invRec,
shipRec,
OERec

clsD3DynamicArray Record variables for the file items we will read and write.
Each is defined as a dynamic array.

wrkArray clsD3DynamicArray Working array.

orderRec clsD3DynamicArray Where we put the controlling and dependent order detail
lines.

CalcFreight clsD3RuleModule Object defines the subroutine we will call to calculate our
freight charges.

When you are done, click the little X box to make the Module window go away.
You’re done with that for the moment, though we will be coming back later.

The next code we need to address will be the main form load event. When we
kick off this project, we want to load this main form once and only once, so that’s
the logical place to put the do-once code such as opening our environment. The
following is the startup code I used:

Private Sub Form_Load()
SetEnvironment
SetupShipVia
SetupProdList
SetupGrid
CenterForm Form1

End Sub

Doesn’t say much, does it? I like cowboy code: kind of the strong, silent type.
Actually, it says all there is to say. The words SetEnvironment, SetupShipVia,
SetupProdList and SetupGrid are all subroutines defined within the General
Declaration Section of this form. CenterForm is the name of a subroutine I wrote
which centers a form in the screen. These routines could all have been written in-
line, but modularity leads to maintainability which leads to less heartache and
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more beach-time. After twenty-five years in this business, I can tell you from
experience that when it comes to program maintenance, simple far outweighs
tricky.

Here’s what the man behind the curtain sees:

Private Sub SetEnvironment()
On Error GoTo SetEnvironmentError
Set anEnv = New clsD3Environment
Set aDom = anEnv.brOpenDomain("")
Set aDB = aDom.brOpenDatabase("orderentry")
’Set aTCL = New clsD3TclCommand
’Set aVME = aDom.brOpenVirtualMachine
’If Not aVME.brLogon("dm", "orderentry") Then
’ MsgBox "Unable to ’Logon’ to VME!", vbCritical, "Fatal Error!"
’ End
’End If
Set aConn = anEnv.brOpenConnection("", "DM")
Set CalcFreight = aconn.brOpenRuleModule("orderentry,bp, CalcFreight")
Set custFile = aDB.brOpenFile("cust")
Set taxFile = aDB.brOpenFile("tax")
Set invFile = aDB.brOpenFile("inv")
Set shipviaFile = aDB.brOpenFile("shipvia")
Set orderFile = aDB.brOpenFile("orders")
Set custRec = New clsD3DynamicArray
Set taxRec = New clsD3DynamicArray
Set invRec = New clsD3DynamicArray
Set shipviaRec = New clsD3DynamicArray
Set orderRec = New clsD3DynamicArray
Set wrkArray = New clsD3DynamicArray
Set orderRec = New clsD3DynamicArray
Set OERec = New clsD3DynamicArray
Set TotalsArray = New clsD3DynamicArray
custRec.brCString = ""
taxRec.brCString = ""
invRec.brCString = ""
shipviaRec.brCString = ""
orderRec.brCString = ""
OERec.brCString = ""
TotalsArray.brCString = Convert(",", Chr(254), "0,0,0,0")
wrkArray.brCString = ""
whichLine = 0  ’  so we can start adding new lines
LineCount = 0  ’  there are no lines in order yet

Exit Sub

Note: You need the Set verb when creating Visual Basic objects. Notice
the word New shows up a lot. This is a VB directive that says
create a new instance of an object. Doing this once in your load
event keeps from creating and destroying reusable objects over and
over.
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Another
Note:

The differences between DIM, DIM NEW and SET are subtle.
DIM defines a variable, but does not initialize it. It, in effect,
creates only a reference to the object. DIM NEW creates this
reference and also initializes the object. This is why you want to
avoid re-creating re-usable objects, to keep from reinitializing
them repeatedly. The SET command, on the other hand, initializes
a pre-defined object. It can be done at any time, usually once, but
may be done as necessary.

The order of the commands is not critical, but it is important to get a few of them
right. For instance, you have to open the environment first, since opening the
domain is a method of the environment object. Then you have to open the
database after the domain for the same reason, and then the files, etc. The records
we’ll be using are set up as dynamic arrays. We’ll also be using some work
arrays, but we’ll define them as we need them.

We will define the index variable, anIndex, when we need it: in the second form
of this project, rather than globally. Here is the code for SetupShipVia:

Private Sub SetupShipVia()

Dim iCnt As Integer, i As Integer, j As Integer
Dim sStr As String, SV_ID As String, Desc As String

Set anIndex = shipviaFile.brRoot("a1") ’ setup our index on description
AnIndex.brMoveFirst ’ set index to first entry
Set FreightIDs = New clsD3DynamicArray
FreightIDs.brCString = ""
While anIndex.brMoveNext
    FreightIDs.brReplaceStr anIndex.brIndexId, 1, -1 ’ save freight id
    FreightIDs.brReplaceStr anIndex.brIndexKey, 2, -1  ’ save freight id
    Combo1.AddItem anIndex.brIndexKey ’ put the index in the pull down
Wend
End Sub

The controlling/dependent data structure you are familiar with is not a standard
feature of Visual Basic, but there is an object that lends itself very well to this
task. It is the Grid (not the DATA BOUND GRID) and it is just what we need to
layout our order details. Here is the code for SetupGrid:

Private Sub SetupGrid()

Dim wrkArry As New clsD3DynamicArray
Dim i As Integer

wrkArry.brCString = Convert(",", Chr(253), "500,4200,900,700,900")
Grid1.Rows = 1
For i = 1 To 5
    Grid1.ColWidth(i - 1) = val(wrkArry.brExtractStr(1, i))
Next
Grid1.AddItem Convert(",", Chr(9), "Qty,Product Reference,Price,Tax,Ext. Amt."), 0
End Sub
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Notice the function CONVERT. This is NOT a VB or Pick/BASIC supplied
subroutine, but one I wrote. See Appendix F for a complete listing of all the
utility routines used in this project. I include it here as an example of
incorporating “reusable code” into a new project., and because it’s an incredibly
useful function.

Some of you may recognize this syntax. We have a For…Next loop that uses a
working dynamic array containing column widths. I wrote the Convert routine in
1993 when I first started using VB because there was nothing like it built into the
language. You will find a lot of things like that. I use it here to convert the
commas between the column widths into value marks.

Note the use of the VAL () construct. BrExtractStr  returns a string and Visual
Basic will have a fit if you try to perform arithmetic on string variables. The
VAL () command converts a string into a numeric, stopping at the first non-
numeric character it encounters. Be careful. This is NOT the same as
OCONV(string,"MCN"). It will stop converting character numerics to binary at
the first non-numeric character or the second period. So you cannot use the Val
command to strip the hyphens from a Social Security Number.

Some thoughts on object programming: Everything on the form is a control of
some sort, even the form itself. Some controls are data controls, such as textbox,
combo box and list box. Some are container controls, such as frames and option
groups. What this means is that there is a certain layering that takes place that
you need to be aware of when dealing with the relationship between the fields
you use and the things you place those fields upon.

For example, the billing and shipping address boxes are Sheridan ThreeD
“frame” containers. If you try to pick up a textbox and simply drop it there, it
won’t work. You need to “cut” the textbox first, then click on the frame to make
it active, then paste the textbox back. Or, ideally, if possible, draw the textbox
directly onto the frame.

What this buys you is the ability to "group" controls together and then treat them
as a single entity. For example, you might place several text boxes and a button
or two on a frame and make the Visible property False. When you need to
interface that information with the user, you simply make the frame visible, and
all its controls become visible as well. Instead of having to set the Visisble
property of each control, you set the global property of the container.

Another thing: try to use object arrays whenever possible. This saves on memory,
since there is only one object driver for each unique object collection. So, for the
billing and shipping addresses, I use arrays of textboxes: Text2(0) through
Text2(4), and Text3(0) through Text3(3). Also, get used to using the cut and
paste capabilities of VB. You can click on an object (for example, a text box) and
then copy it with CTRL+C and paste it back into the project with CTRL+V. This
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way you can quickly create sets of data fields, such as the mailing and shipping
address lines.

This is particularly useful with labels. You can set one label at the beginning of
your project and set its visual properties. Set its AutoSize property to True. Then
clone it repeatedly for all the other labels you need. Make them one large array of
labels, and they will all be the same font, size, etc.

Customer Number Entry
In the traditional Pick/BASIC program, we would now be sitting at an input
statement, probably something like:

Input custno:

There would be only one response possible. The user could enter some text from
the keyboard and press the enter key. Of course, they could also hit the Break
key and end the process, but that’s not exactly the kind of event processing I’m
talking about here.

Visual Basic is an event-driven language, processing according to certain rules of
conduct within certain constraints. In the Pick/BASIC world, we don’t have
much to worry about. You enter the data and look for a couple of key words like
END or STOP. You try to read the customer file with the word and if you found
one, you’d continue processing. If you didn’t find a record you had to make some
deeper choices. Did they want to do some kind of lookup? Ask for help? Or did
they simply enter the number wrong?

In Visual Basic, we use event-driven procedures to make these determinations for
us.

Figure 7: Customer Number text box

In our project, we are asking the operator for a customer number. If they enter
one and press <Enter>, we want to know that. If they click the mouse on one of
the three buttons beside the customer number field, we want to take one of three
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different actions. If they click on some other field within the form, we want to
take an appropriate action.

The point is, we need to become much more aware of the possible events that
take place during a Visual Basic program execution.

There is only one Active control, the one that has the focus. The first event that
takes place in the normal life-cycle of a control is the GotFocus event. When a
control is activated either by clicking on it directly or by tabbing, this event
occurs. Use the GotFocus event to change prompt labels to a different font size
or color to make them stand out. Use this event to perform the same kinds of
routines you set in your legacy code’s “pre-processing” routines. In the Pick
Update Processor, these would be the Input Conversion routines.

The opposite of the GotFocus event is the LostFocus event. This event occurs
whenever a control loses focus, either through tabbing, clicking on another
object, or setting the focus programatically. With most VB objects there is a
visible effect when this occurs. In Text Boxes and Combo Boxes, the cursor
moves. On command, check and radio buttons, there is usually a thin little
rectangle around the active control.

Use the LostFocus event to return highlighted prompts to their original color.
Use this event to force table and file lookups if you want to be sure the user
didn’t change text and then click on another field. Using only the KeyPress event
and the presence of a carriage return to trigger lookups may lead to data
corruption.

If the user is in the habit of changing data and then using the tab key or mouse to
navigate to other fields, the KeyPress events never captures a carriage return
because one is never pressed. This can mean important, carriage-return-driven
routines may not have been executed, leaving data partially updated.

Note: You cannot trap the TAB key with the KeyPress event. Therefore it
is usually better, for control fields that trigger data manipulation
events, to use the LostFocus event to drive their behaviors. Use the
KeyPress event to trap the carriage return and then use the SendKeys
command (see below) to send the TAB character. This will force a
LostFocus event AND move the cursor to the next logical field in the
Tab Order.
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The KeyPress event is the equivalent of the following Pick/BASIC routine:

Field = ""
LOOP

LOOP UNTIL SYSTEM(14) DO
REPEAT
IN chrx

UNTIL chrx = 13 DO
IF chrx = 27 THEN RETURN
IF chrx = 9 THEN EXIT
IF chrx < 32 OR chrx > 127 ELSE

field = field : CHAR(chrx); CRT CHAR(chrx):
END

REPEAT

Here we are looping until the user presses a key. If they press the escape key
(chrx = 27) then we return to wherever we came from. If they enter a carriage
return or a tab, we exit the loop and continue processing. Any valid keystroke
gets added to the data field and displayed, while invalid keys are ignored.

The VB KeyPress event is exactly the same thing. It is called each time the user
presses a key inside the text or combo box. For our purposes, I’m going to treat
these two controls as identical. They are pretty much the same thing anyway. A
combo box is just a text box with a pull-down list of choices behind it.

There are actually three possible events driven by the pressing of a key. The
KeyDown and the KeyUp events happen, in that order. Use the KeyDown event
to trap certain control characters such as field duplication or deletion indicators.
Use the KeyUp event trap to edit characters, mapping keystrokes to special fonts
etc.

You can “stack” data, the same way we used to do in Pick/BASIC, using the
SendKeys command. As an example, I suggest you use the KeyPress event to
sense for the entry of a carriage return and when you find one, use the SendKeys
command to issue a tab character to force automatic tab motion. Then use the
LostFocus event to trigger any appropriate action. That way the action takes
place whether the user hits a return or a tab, or clicks on another control with the
mouse. The SendKeys command has the format:

SendKeys keystroke(s), wait

where keystrokes is either a true literal enclosed in quotes ("A", "1", etc), a
variable containing the keystrokes to be issued, or one of the system default
names for keys. See your Visual Basic documentation for a complete list, but
here are some of the more important ones.

Wait is a Boolean that equates to either True (-1) or False (0). If true, all
keystrokes must be processed before processing of the current procedure can
continue. If false, processing continues immediately.
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Key Code
Backspace {BACKSPACE}, {BS}, or {BKSP}

Break {BREAK}

Tab {TAB}

End {END}

Enter {ENTER} or ~

Escape {ESC}

Help {HELP}

Home {HOME}

Insert {INSERT}

Del {DELETE} or {DEL}

Caps Lock {CAPSLOCK}

Num Lock {NUMLOCK}

Scroll Lock {SCROLLLOCK}

Left Arrow {LEFT}

Right Arrow {RIGHT}

Up Arrow {UP}

Down Arrow {DOWN}

Page Down {PGDN}

Page Up {PGUP}

F1 {F1}

F2 {F2}

.

F15 {F15}

F16 {F16}

To specify keys combined with any combination of the SHIFT, CTRL, and ALT
keys, precede the regular key code with one or more of the following codes:

Key Code

SHIFT +

CTRL (CONTROL)

ALT %

For example, to specify the keystrokes CTRL+X, use: SendKeys "^X".

You can also specify combinations of the SHIFT, CTRL and ALT keys which
should be held down while other keys are pressed. Enclose the additional
characters inside parentheses. For example, ^(GM) would send a CTRL+G
followed by a CTRL+M. This sequence, ^GM would send a CTRL+G followed
by the character M.

You can send repetitive keystrokes by surrounding the key and the number to
send inside curly brackets {}. For example, to send 3 carriage returns (i.e. to
accept the next fields as defaults), use SendKeys "{ENTER 3}" There MUST be
a space between the character and numeric parameters.
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Note: All SendKeys parameters are either enclosed in quotes or
embedded in variables.

Another
Note:

You can’t send keystrokes to any application that is not designed
to run in Microsoft Windows (i.e. DOS Prompt windows).
Sendkeys also can’t send the PRINT SCREEN (PRTSC) key to
any application (according to the Visual Basic Help Manager).

These are the GotFocus, KeyPress and LostFocus event codes for our Order
Entry screen, Customer Number:

Private Sub Text1_GotFocus()
  Label1.ForeColor = RGB(255, 0, 0)
End Sub

Private Sub Text1_KeyPress(KeyAscii As Integer)
  If KeyAscii <> 13 Then Exit Sub
  SendKeys "{tab}"  ’  move to the next field and force processing

End Sub

Private Sub Text1_LostFocus()
  Dim sStr as String
  Label1.ForeColor = RGB(0, 0, 0) ’  set label back to black foreground
  sStr = Text1.Text    ’  brRead requires a string input
  If Text1.Text) = " " or isnull(Text1.Text) Then
    Exit Sub
  ElseIf LCase(Text1.Text) = "new" Then
    Text2(0).SetFocus
  ElseIf ReadRecord(sStr) Then   ’  remember: think modular
    Text2(0).SetFocus
  Else
    Text1.SetFocus
  End If
End Sub

There are a couple of things of interest in this code. First, notice the use of the
ElseIf connective in the If…Then…End If  structure. For that matter, notice the
Else and the End If . They are DIFFERENT from Pick/BASIC, so be careful.
Visual Basic is not nearly as flexible when it comes to their If  statement. For
instance, in Pick/BASIC we could say this:

If someCondition then do.something else
  Do something different
End

If you try that in VB you will get something like this: "Block End without Block
If". Also, you can’t build a negative-only conditional. In other words, the
following will give an error:

If flag = 1 Else Goto ExitRoutine
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This will produce an error to the effect that "Then or Goto Expected". But what you
can do is one of the following:

If flag = 1 Then : Else Goto ExitRoutine

If flag <> 1 Then Goto ExitRoutine

Or

If Not flag = 1 Then Goto ExitRoutine

And please don’t put parentheses around the Not condition.

In our input routine, we are expecting the user to enter a customer number and
press the enter key. But if they do something else, we have them covered,
because we used the LostFocus event to drive our record read routine.

In our particular case, if the user enters the word NEW, that means they are
entering a customer for the first time. In that case, we don’t want to read a record,
but go directly to enter the customer’s name. If they entered nothing at all, they
either clicked a control button, or they deliberately moved the focus to another
field. If they enter any data, use the ReadRecord function to try to fetch a
customer’s master records. If the function is a success (it returns True), we
continue processing. If it does not, we go back to the customer number prompt.

Note here that I used an If…Then…ElseIf…Else…End If  construct instead of
the Select Case…End Case construct for one major reason. The Select Case
statement is geared around the variations of a single variable, whereas the
traditional Pick/BASIC Begin Case…End Case function is merely a logical
construction of cascading If  conditionals and is used mainly for readability and
maintainability.

Here is a typical use for a Case statement in Pick/BASIC:

In chrx ;* enter a character
Begin Case

Case chrx = 27 ; return ;* escape = xit
Case char(chrx) = "X" ; return ;* X = finished
Case chrx < 32 ; null ;* ignore control characters
Case 1 ; field = field : char(chrx)

End Case

Notice that different conditions are checked with each different Case statement.
It’s different in VB and, to some extent, more useful. The typical syntax is:

Private Sub Text1_KeyPress(Index as Integer)
Select Case Index

Case 0 ‘ name
OERec.brReplaceStr aVME.brOconv(Text2(Index).text,"mct"), 11

Case 1 address line 1
OERec.brReplaceStr aVme.brOconv(text2(Index).text,"mct"),12,1
.
.

End Select
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Notice that each Case statement is a redefinition of the one variable, Index. This
can be very powerful when checking various values of a multi-faceted parameter.
You can check for multiples and ranges by separating different values with
commas and/or separating range values with the word To.

I’m going to skip the ReadRecord function for the time being. We will come
back to it at the end of the section where we discuss the customer search routine.
But for now, let’s imagine that the user doesn’t know the customer’s number and
wants to look up the customer from a list. In this case they would press the button
signified by the letter S. Notice the underscore?

Captions (labels, buttons, etc.) may contain embedded hotkeys. You do this by
placing an ampersand (&) before the intended hotkey. The letter will be
underlined automatically, and the key will be entered into the project hotkey list.
Holding the ALT key and pressing the indicated hot key will have the exact same
effect as clicking the control with the mouse.

So, the user has clicked the button and suddenly we are outside our input loop.
Oh no! We’ve just stepped into a trap. But hold on, Mate. It’s not so bad. It’s
only an out-of-line event trap.

Out-of-Line Event Trapping
Out-of-Line Event Trapping simply means being here and recognizing when
something happens there and taking the appropriate action. We have three
buttons sitting next to the customer number entry box. These buttons are for the
user’s convenience in finding the correct customer. We just need to know that the
operator chose one of these buttons and then react to it.

These are called the Click and DoubleClick events. We are going to be using the
Click event to recognize the user’s desire to Search for a customer or to cruise to
the Next or Previous customer in the current index list. Our Search routine is the
most complicated and at the same time, the simplest. This is what it looks like:

Private Sub CustSearch_Click()
  Form2.Show 1  ’  load Form2 and make active
End Sub

Pretty simple, huh? All this does is load the form "Form2" into memory if it’s not
already, and make it the active window. The Show command makes this happen.
The parameter 1 is called the Modal Flag. It indicates whether or not (1 or 0) the
form named is to be run "modally", meaning it must finish before current
procedure processing can continue. For example, if you want to make the current
process stop and wait while you enter a new customer, you would call a customer
maintenance form, setting this parameter to 1.

Set the Modal parameter to 0 to spawn processes that run independently from the
original calling program.
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There are two possible approaches to loading and unloading forms. You can
Load them into memory when you want them and Unload them when their
usefulness is at an end. This conserves memory and keeps you from leaving any
loose ends when you exit your main process. But if you are calling the same form
several times, as in the case of a second page of order entry prompts or message
forms, it is better to load the form once at the beginning of the process but keep it
invisible. Then use the Show and Hide methods to make it come and go when
needed.

The first method has the advantage of saving memory while the second can give
you a speed increase if your form load event is complicated. A middle-of-the-
road method, a mixture of both, might be to load the form when first required and
use Hide to make it invisible when not in use, against the time it is needed again.
An advantage/disadvantage to the first and third methods are that data fields on
the hidden form are still available. They will re-appear when the form is made
visible again. This can be good for repetitive or user-preferred data. It can be a
real hassle if you have to clear all your fields manually.

Form 2: Customer Search
Here is the Customer Search Form, Form2. I used Sheridan’s 3-D frames and
their 3-D Option Buttons to make the various option sets. There’s a text box to
enter the search argument and a button to either make the search or cancel the
operation.

Figure 8: Customer Search form

In classic Pick/BASIC, we would probably need 5 different inputs. We would ask
the user which index to use (Search Option), how to handle the list (List Option),
whether or not to use Soundex (Soundex Option), the search argument and
finally a Continue (Y/N): prompt. In Visual Basic we do it all with the two
command buttons Search and Cancel.

One of the interesting little tricks of Visual Basic is the Option Button. I have
made three groups for the major option sets I want the user to control. Whether
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you place them on a frame as I did or directly on the form, at whatever level they
are placed, there can be only one checked at a time. If you want the user to be
able to select multiple options within a group, use the Check Box control.

So, once we set our options in place, the user picks one. We can set the default
values at design time to try to anticipate their most common choices. In my
version, I set the Name search, first hit and exact spelling options as defaults.
You may want to try others. The end results are what counts. You set the default
option settings by picking one of the options and setting it’s Value property to
True. Of course, you can choose to set the Value properties of all the options to
False and make the user decide every time.

Now seems to be the right time to talk a moment about Tab order. All Visual
Basic objects have a TabStop and TabIndex properties, if they are capable of
taking focus. You may set the TabStop property to false to keep the user from
moving to a field or control via the Tab key. And you can control the order in
which fields are accessed via that Tab key by setting the TabIndex parameters.

Set the tab order so it’s easy and logical for the operator to use your form. If you
have controls that work well with the mouse, don’t make the operator have to
move their hand to the mouse more than once per transaction. In our search form,
I deliberately set the tab order so the focus would start with the search argument
and the first tab would go to the Search button. So the normal action of the
operator would be to type the name and, assuming they wish to take the defaults,
simply press tab and enter.

But if they choose to modify the defaults, they can either continue tabbing to
highlight the option they wish to change and use the up and down arrows, or they
can use the mouse and click anywhere they want, clicking Search last. But the
important thing to consider here is the new ergonomics of programming. Now
we’re not just concerned with the data, a few keystrokes and a flat green display.
Now we have to worry about presentation and eyestrain, mouse movement and
repetitive-motion syndrome.

Helpful
Hint:

To quickly set the tab order of all your controls at once, click on
the last control first, and set its TabIndex property to zero. Then
click on each control in sequence backwards, setting each
control’s TabIndex property to zero. Each time you do that, Visual
Basic automatically rearranges all the tab orders. By the time
you’ve worked your way down to your first control, they will all
be in sequence.

Remember when I said simple is far better than tricky? Well, one of the fun
things about programming in Visual Basic is that there are legitimate times when
tricky is good. In the code below, we combine the Click event of the Search
Option group and the Enabled property of the Soundex Option group to get our
desired effect. That is, when the user selects a telephone or zip code search,
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Soundex is meaningless. Therefore, don’t burden the user with that unnecessary
choice.

Private Sub SearchOption_Click(Index As Integer, Value As Integer)

If Value = False Then Exit Sub
If Index = 0 Or Index = 3 Then
    SSFrame3.Enabled = True
Else

SndxOption(1).Value = True
    SSFrame3.Enabled = False
End If

End Sub

When the user clicks the Customer or Contact Name Search options
(Index = 0 or 3), this code will enable the Soundex Option Group. When they
select the telephone or zip code options, the Soundex Option group will be
disabled, meaning the controls it contains are also disabled. We also set the No
Soundex option (SndxOption(1).value = true) to make sure we don’t pick up a
previous choice by mistake.

The following code is for the Cancel button. We’ll do it first because it is the
simplest.

Private Sub Cancel_Click()
Form2.Hide
Form1.Text1.SetFocus

End Sub

All we do here is Hide the form, making it invisible and incapable of receiving
focus. But we are still alive, so, since they didn’t select a customer, we want to
set the focus back on the customer number prompt. This is an example of
controlling a form that is not quite your own.

Within a single project, there may be multiple forms loaded at the same time. As
long as these forms are in memory, you may pass data back and forth by
explicitly stating the path to the form, control and property. In our case, we are
setting the focus on the Text1 text box on the Form1 form.

Form1.Text1.Setfocus

Important
note:

You cannot set the focus on a control that is not visible, enabled and
on a form that is capable of receiving focus. That is, if you hide a
form, you cannot place the focus on any of its controls.

The code for the Search button is quite a bit more complicated because it is going
to do a lot. Let’s take a moment to examine the data we will be working with. We
have a customer master file and a related tax jurisdiction file. They have the
following layouts:
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Attribute Customer Master Tax Jurisdiction Master

Key (0)
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

Customer Number
Name
Billing Address (multi-valued)
 City
 State
 Zip Code
Telephone Number
Fax Number
Contact Name
Shipping Address (multi-valued)
 City
 State
 Zip Code
Current Balance
Credit Limit
Soundex Name (multi-valued)
Soundex Contact (multi-valued)

Customer Number
International Tax Jurisdiction
International Tax Rate
US Federal Tax Rate
State Jurisdiction
State Tax Rate
County Jurisdiction
Country Tax Rate
City Jurisdiction
City Tax Rate
Local Jurisdiction
Local Tax Rate
Tax ID
Tax Exempt ID

We have a file-time trigger on the customer file. Every time a record is written
into the file, this trigger updates attributes 15 and 16 with the Soundex (sound-
alike) equivalent of the customer name and contact name. This routine is located
in Appendix F. These fields are never entered/edited, but are there merely as a
lookup mechanism (was that name Johnson or Johnsen?)

We have indexes on the customer master file on attributes 1 (name), 5 (zip code),
6 (telephone number), 8 (contact name), and the two Soundex fields, 15 and 16.

Here is the code for the Search_Click event, and then we’ll go over it in more
detail.

Private Sub Search_Click()
’
’  Search : they pressed the search button
’
Dim i, j, iCnt, IndexKey As String, IKLen, mct, sIdx As String
On Error Resume Next
Form2.Hide       ’ make us disappear
’
’  based on Search Option and Soundex Option, which index do we use?
’
’  a1 is cust name, a6 is telephone number, a5 is zip code
’  a8 is contact name, a15 soundex(name), a16 soundex(contact)
’
If SearchOption(0).Value = True Then
  If SndxOption(0).Value = True Then
    sIdx = "a15"   ’ soundex of name
  Else
    sIdx = "a1"   ’ name index
  End If
ElseIf SearchOption(1).Value = True Then
  sIdx = "a6"     ’  telephone index
ElseIf SearchOption(2).Value = True Then
  sIdx = "a5"     ’  zip code index
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ElseIf SearchOption(3).Value = True Then
  If SndxOption(0).Value = True Then
    sIdx = "a16"    ’ soundex of contact
  Else
    sIdx = "a8"     ’ contact name
  End If
End If
’
Set anIndex = custFile.brRoot(sIdx)
’
’  brFindFirst wants a STRING to look for
’
sStr = SearchArg.text
If SndxOption(0).Value = True Then
  wrkArray.brCString = Convert(" ", Chr(254), trim_space(sStr))
  iCnt = wrkArray.brDCount(Chr(254))
  For i = 1 To iCnt
    wrkArray.brReplaceStr soundex(wrkArray.brExtractStr(i)), i
  Next
  sStr = Convert(Chr(254), " ", wrkArray.brCString)
End If
IndexKey = trim_space(LCase(sStr))
IKLen = Len(IndexKey)
anIndex.brFindFirst IndexKey
’
’  if they only wanted one item, give it to them and exit
’
If ListOption(0).Value = True Then
  If ReadRecord(anIndex.brIndexId) Then
    Exit Sub
  Else
    Form2.Show
    SearchArg.SetFocus
  End If
End If
Load Form3
mct = "mct"
Set Linz = New clsD3DynamicArray
Form3.Grid1.Rows = 1
For i = 1 To 999
    Err = False
    Set custRec = custFile.brRead(anIndex.brIndexId)
    If Err <> False Then Exit For
    If Not i < Form3.Grid1.Rows Then
        Form3.Grid1.Rows = i + 1
    End If
    Linz.brCString = anIndex.brIndexId
    Linz.brReplaceStr VME.brOConv(custRec.brExtractStr(1), mct), 2
    Linz.brReplaceStr VME.brOConv(custRec.brExtractStr(2, 1), mct), 3
    sStr = VME.brOConv(custRec.brExtractStr(3), mct) & ", "
    sStr = sStr & UCase(custRec.brExtractStr(4)) & "  " & ZipConv(custRec.brExtractStr(5))
    Linz.brReplaceStr sStr, 4
    Linz.brReplaceStr PhoneConv(custRec.brExtractStr(6)), 5
    Linz.brReplaceStr VME.brOConv(custRec.brExtractStr(8), mct), 6
    Form3.Grid1.AddItem Convert(Chr(254), Chr(9), Linz.brCString), i
    If Not anIndex.brMoveNext Then Exit For
    If LCase(Left(anIndex.brIndexKey, IKLen)) <> IndexKey Then Exit For
Next
Form3.Show 1
End Sub
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Take a quick look at the way I’ve defined the local field definitions. They are all
on the same line, though I have mixed several different data types. I did this
solely for demonstration purposes. Generally, you should try to define the
different data types together, merely for the sake of ease of maintenance and easy
identification. Remember when I said VB programmers tend to name fields using
some convention which shows a fields type (intVar, strFilename, etc.). This is not
a bad idea. Anything that makes future maintenance easier without making
current development harder is good. And it won’t take long before you write a
really complicated project. It’s going to be nice to be able to look at a field name
and just know what type of data it is.

Notice that first line after the local variable definitions. It says, On error resume
next. That doesn’t mean if you see an error send in an application for a new job.
It means, trap the error, put it into the system variable Err and continue
processing with the next line after the error. Use this method if you might
encounter a number of different errors and wish to trap them individually. The
alternative would be to set the On Error to proceed to a common error handling
routine. In that case, you would use this syntax:

On Error Goto errorHandlingRoutine

where errorHandlingRoutine is the name of the routine within the current
procedure where processing will continue after an error has occurred. You can
turn off error trapping altogether. The syntax would be:

On Error Goto 0

This is dangerous stuff. Turning off error handling is like running a Pick/BASIC
program with the (S option. The errors still occur, they just aren’t reported to the
user. So they don’t bother us much until we need the data back, or run into an
error the system can’t recover from and your application aborts. Be very careful
when using these features. They have their place, but only experienced personnel
should use them. Kids, don’t try this at home. I am a professional.

On Error Resume Next
Set CustRec = custFile.brRead(custID)
If Err <> False Then

Set CustRec = New clsD3DynamicArray ‘   initialize
CustRec.brCstring = vbNullString   ‘   make it null

End If

* * *

On Error Goto RecNotFound
Set CustRec = custFile.brRead(custID)

CustExit: Exit Sub

RecNotFound: ‘
Set CustRec = New clsD3DynamicArray
CustRec.brCstring = vbnullstring
Resume CustExit
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These routines perform identical procedures. They each attempt to read a record
from the customer file and if they fail, they create a new version of the object and
make its complete string value null. Each is a perfectly acceptable bit of
programming, but the first method is more prone to abuse, tending to allow some
errors to slip between the cracks. Remember, the On Error Resume Next
construct is the same as the (S option on a Pick/BASIC program: it suppresses
trappable error messages. The second method is almost impossible to abuse and
can be used to give a more structured approach to error handling.

The Form2.Hide command makes the search screen invisible. One of the
advantages of doing this is that when the user next chooses the Search button,
they will see what their last search was. While probably not as useful for
telephone order entry, this technique may be very useful when searching
repetitively with user preferred options.

The next segment of code concerns itself with the determination of which index
to use. We base this on the value of the SearchOption option set and the
SndxOption set. If the users selected either the name or the contact choice, then
we look at the SndxOption. If they chose either the Telephone or ZipCode
choice, soundex is meaningless.

Once we’ve decided which index to use, we initialize it with the line:

Set anIndex = custFile.brRoot(sIdx)

The next bit of code deals with the possibility that they asked for a soundex
search and then entered more than a single word. This routine uses a working
dynamic array and a For…Next loop to change each word into its Soundex
equivalent.

sStr = SearchArg.text
If SndxOption(0).Value = True Then
  wrkArray.brCString = Convert(" ", Chr(254), trim_space(sStr))
  iCnt = wrkArray.brDCount(Chr(254))
  For i = 1 To iCnt
    wrkArray.brReplaceStr soundex(wrkArray.brExtractStr(i)), i
  Next
  sStr = Convert(Chr(254), " ", wrkArray.brCString)
End If

I chose this approach simply because it works and to make two points: First, you
can assign a dynamic array an entire value at once, as I do in the line:

wrkArray.brCString = Convert(" ", Chr(254), trim_space(sStr))

Here we create a string using my two user-defined functions, changing the spaces
to chr(254) (attribute marks). Second, you can use the entire dynamic array as a
single variable, just like we used to do in Pick/BASIC. In the following line, we
are assigning the entire contents of the working array to the variable called sStr,
filtering through my Convert function:

sStr = Convert(Chr(254), " ", wrkArray.brCString)
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News Flash!  While I’ve been writing this document, Pick Systems has
continued to expand and enhance its feature base. There is a method of the
clsD3DynamicArray object which deals specifically with converting characters
exactly the same way it’s done in traditional Pick/BASIC. An alternative to the
code above would be:

wrkArray.brConvert(chr(254),” “)
sStr = wrkArray.brCString

Once we have determined which index we are going to be using and set up the
string to search for, it’s time to do the search.

D3 supports two different, but basically identical ways of accessing indexes: the
brFindxxx and brKey methods. The brKey construct is more consistent with
traditional Pick/BASIC and has the format:

IndexObject.brKey(searchOption, searchString, itemID)

where

IndexObject An object of the clsD3Index class.
SearchOption The search direction option (C=Closest; R=Exact

read; N=Next; P=Previous)
SearchString String containing the index to search for. After

the index search, this field will contain the index
of the item found.

itemID String containing the item ID at which to begin
the search. If this field is null, the first hit will be
returned. If this field is non-blank, the
next/previous hit will be returned.

The alternative method acts exactly the same way but is more compatible with
other Visual Basic syntactical considerations. Its format is:

IndexObject.brFindFirst(searchString) finds first occurrence of searchString
IndexObject.brFindLast(searchString) finds last occurrence of searchString
IndexObject.brFindNext(searchString) finds next occurrence of searchString
IndexObject.brFindPrevious(searchString) finds previous occurrence of searchString

I personally use the brFindFirst method because there are fewer keystrokes to
get me where I want to go today. In the following lines, we setup our search
variable (D3 wants a String here), save the length of the original string and do
the index search.

IndexKey = trim_space(LCase(sStr))
IKLen = Len(IndexKey)
anIndex.brFindFirst IndexKey
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Next, if they said they only wanted the first hit, then we try to give it to them. But
if we don’t get a hit (ReadRecord comes back False), then we want to go back
and ask them again who they wish to find.

’
’  if they only wanted one item, give it to them and exit
’
If ListOption(0).Value = True Then
  If ReadRecord(anIndex.brIndexId) Then
    Exit Sub
  Else
    Form2.Visible = True
    SearchArg.SetFocus
  End If
End If

If they chose the list option, then we need to build a list. For that purpose, we
have form number 3, named—strangely enough—Form3. Form3 contains only a
grid for displaying our information (and an easy way of picking one item from
that list) and a cancel button if they change their mind. We must have the form
loaded into memory before we can place data into any of its controls, but we
don’t want the user to see us building the grid. So we Load the form first, and
then Show it when it is complete.

Load Form3
mct = "mct"
Set Linz = New clsD3DynamicArray ‘ working "Line"
Form3.Grid1.Rows = 1
For i = 1 To 999
    Err = False
    Set custRec = custFile.brRead(anIndex.brIndexId)
    If Err <> False Then Exit For
    If Not i < Form3.Grid1.Rows Then
        Form3.Grid1.Rows = i + 1
    End If
    Linz.brCString = anIndex.brIndexId
    Linz.brReplaceStr VME.brOConv(custRec.brExtractStr(1), mct), 2
    Linz.brReplaceStr VME.brOConv(custRec.brExtractStr(2, 1), mct), 3
    sStr = VME.brOConv(custRec.brExtractStr(3), mct) & ", "
    sStr = sStr & UCase(custRec.brExtractStr(4)) & "  " & ZipConv(custRec.brExtractStr(5))
    Linz.brReplaceStr sStr, 4
    Linz.brReplaceStr PhoneConv(custRec.brExtractStr(6)), 5
    Linz.brReplaceStr VME.brOConv(custRec.brExtractStr(8), mct), 6
    Form3.Grid1.AddItem Convert(Chr(254), Chr(9), Linz.brCString), i
    If Not anIndex.brMoveNext Then Exit For
    If LCase(Left(anIndex.brIndexKey, IKLen)) <> IndexKey Then Exit For
Next
Set Linz = Nothing
Form3.Show 1

End Sub

What we’ve done here could almost come under the category of “Tricky”. We
build a dynamic array containing the data we want to place into a row of our grid.
We convert the attribute marks to Tabs on the fly and use the AddItem method
to add a row to the grid. One of the side effects of this method is to distribute
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data separated by Tabs into the various cells. The alternative is a tedious series of
grid column settings followed by grid.text = statements.

There are a couple of things to notice here. I deliberately mixed legacy
Pick/BASIC style conversions with Visual Basic function calls just as an
example of the possibilities.

Although I have a case changing routine I wrote in VB, the Oconv routine using
the "mct" conversion code is more standard across various platforms. But I
wanted to use my own Zip code and Phone number formatting routines. You
could use your own language translation routines to juggle between Windows
display codes and actual database character sets.

New ways to make old choices
In almost every Pick/BASIC program I’ve ever seen, after you ask the user for
his selection criteria, select the file and display the list of possible choices, you
then have to let the user decide which one is the right one. We have the same
dilemma, but we have some new tools to help us deal with it. Figure 9 shows our
Customer Select List.

I used the Grid control to display my data for several reasons. First, it is an easy
way to format my text without having to worry too much about proportional
fonts, column widths, etc. Second, it has easy to use scroll bars. We don’t have to
code those tedious screen displays that could only show one page of data at a
time. Let the grid do it for you. And last, the grid control supports Click and
DoubleClick events. This presents us with two possibilities.

The first one I’m going to discuss is the one we are NOT going to use, but you
need to understand it to understand the one we will use.
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Figure 9: Customer Select list

When you click on the cells of a grid, you are, in effect selecting the columns
and/or rows that you drag the clicked mouse over. This action changes the values
of four of the Grid control properties: SelStartRow, SelEndRow, SelStartCol
and SelEndCol. These four properties define the boundaries of the selected set of
cells. In the larger scale version of this concept, we could sense that the user has
made several selections at once and act accordingly.

In our version, which is the second possibility, we are only interested in returning
one choice: one customer. Therefore, we will use the Click event to capture only
the SelStartRow property. This value will give us the "first" customer in the list,
the one we want to use.

Private Sub Grid1_Click()

    Dim sStr As String
    ’
    ’   when you click on a row of the grid, SelStartRow contains the row number
    ’
    If Grid1.StartSelRow < 1 Then Exit Sub
    Grid1.Row = Grid1.StartSelRow
    Grid1.Col = 0 ’ the data we want is in column 0
    sStr = Grid1.text
    If ReadRecord (sStr) Then
    Form3.Hide
    Form1.Text2(0).SetFocus
    End If
End Sub
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Whenever you reference the Grid Text property, you get the one pointed to by
the current values in Col and Row. We set Row equal to SelStartRow to make
sure we are on the first row selected.

If they selected the heading row, exit the sub so we don’t return incorrect results.

If Grid1.StartSelRow < 1 Then Exit Sub

We use the contents of the Customer Number cell to try to retrieve our customer
for the ReadRecord routine. If the results of this routine are True then we will
hide our form and turn focus over to the first line of Mailing Address on the first
form.

If the record was not found—the results of ReadRecord were False—then we
simply exit the subroutine and let the user make another choice. If we don’t do
the Hide, our form will still be there with all the customers still showing.

If the record is found, we hide the selection screen and set the focus on the
Mailing Name field of the main form.

Now would seem to be a good time to examine the ReadRecord routine.

Reading Records and Populating Fields
I chose to make this routine a Public Function in its own code module so I could
call it from anywhere within the project and have a reasonable expectation of its
proper functioning. I also want to include some reusable code in this and another
project that will also call this routine. But the two projects will get different
results.

We want to call ReadRecord from the Text1_LostFocus event if the user presses
carriage return. We also want to call it from the Customer Search form (Form2)
if they select a single customer option, and from the Customer Selection List
form (Form3) when the user clicks with the mouse. As you can see, this is a very
popular routine.

My point is that you may want to consider where a routine is going to be used in
relation to the other routines and procedures within your project.
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Public Function ReadRecord(ByVal itemID As String) As Boolean

Dim sStr As String, i As Integer, mct As String
On Error Resume Next

ReadRecord = False  ’   Assume the worst

Err = False
Set custRec = custFile.brRead(itemID)
If Err <> False Then
    MsgBox "That customer number cannot be located"
    Exit Function
End If
Form1.Text1 = itemID
’
’   clear any residual address to null
’
For i = 0 To 6
    Form1.Text2(i) = ""
    If i < 5 Then Form1.Text3(i) = " "
Next
’
’   fill in the bill to address
’
mct = "mct"

Form1.Text2(0) = VME.brOConv(custRec.brExtractStr(1), mct)
Form1.Text2(1) = VME.brOConv(custRec.brExtractStr(2, 1), mct)
If custRec.brExtractStr(2, 2) <> " " Then
    Form1.Text2(2) = VME.brOConv(custRec.brExtractStr(2, 2), mct)
End If
Form1.Text2(3) = VME.brOConv(custRec.brExtractStr(3), mct) ’ city
Form1.Text2(4) = UCase(custRec.brExtractStr(4)) & " " ’ state
Form1.Text2(5) = ZipConv(custRec.brExtractStr(5))   ’ zipcode
Form1.Text2(6) = Format(custRec.brExtractStr(6), "@@@/@@@-@@@@") ’ telephone
’
’   fill in the ship to address
’
If custRec.brExtractStr(7) = " " Then
    Form1.Text3(0) = "S  A  M  E"
Else
    Form1.Text3(0) = VME.brOConv(custRec.brExtractStr(9, 1), mct)
    If custRec.brExtractStr(8, 2) <> " " Then
        Form1.Text3(1) = VME.brOConv(custRec.brExtractStr(9, 2), mct)
    End If
    Form1.Text3(2) = VME.brOConv(custRec.brExtractStr(10), mct)
    Form1.Text3(3) = UCase(custRec.brExtractStr(11))
    Form1.Text3(4) = ZipConv(custRec.brExtractStr(12))
End If
ReadRecord = True

’
’   fetch the tax record for this customer
’
Err = False
Set taxRec = taxFile.brRead(itemID)
If Err <> False Then taxRec.brCString = ""

End Function
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ReadRecord is a function, and the primary job of functions is to return a result.
The first line of code defines the interface between this function and any callers.
Notice the

(itemID as String)

This tells the routine that we will be passing in a String variable. The

) as Boolean

indicates that the results of the function will be a True/False value. Anything
else the routine does is up to you. The result may be as simple as True or False,
or it may be as complex as your 1040E gross income calculation. It may even be
ignored. In our case, the True and False indicate whether or not the record was
read properly.

We start our function by setting the result to false, assuming that the read will
fail. This is on the theory that if we have to be surprised, we would rather be
pleasantly surprised.

ReadRecord = False  ’   Assume the worst

Now if we fail for any reason, we simply exit the function and the false result
will notify the calling routine of the fact.

Err = False
Set custRec = custFile.brRead(itemID)
If Err <> False Then
    MsgBox "That customer number cannot be located"
    Exit Function
End If

This code segment reads the customer record, using the string itemID as the key
field. If the system traps an error, Err will not be false (0) and we will get our
error message. This is exactly the same as this Pick/BASIC code:

Err = 0
Read custRec from custFile,itemID else Err = -1
If Err = -1 then

Crt @(0,23):"That customer number cannot be located":
Return

End

The Visual Basic routine is a little more typing intensive, but functions in a
manner familiar to you.

In this next line of code, we take the successful itemID and place it into the
customer number field on the form. But, because we are not in the form, we will
need to refer to it by full name.

Form1.Text1 = itemID

This is the official long form syntax for setting properties. Normally you don’t
need the form name if you are operating within the form’s domain. But our
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routine is in its own module and thus doesn’t know what Text1 is. We clear up
this ambiguity by giving the full object path.

’
’   fill in the bill to address
’
mct = "mct"

Form1.Text2(0) = VME.brOConv(custRec.brExtractStr(1), mct)
Form1.Text2(1) = VME.brOConv(custRec.brExtractStr(2, 1), mct)
If custRec.brExtractStr(2, 2) <> "" Then
    Form1.Text2(2) = VME.brOConv(custRec.brExtractStr(2, 2), mct)
Else

Form1.Text2(2) = ""
End If
Form1.Text2(3) = VME.brOConv(custRec.brExtractStr(3), mct) ’   city
Form1.Text2(4) = UCase(custRec.brExtractStr(4)) & " " ’ state
Form1.Text2(5) = ZipConv(custRec.brExtractStr(5))   ’   zipcode
Form1.Text2(6) = Format(custRec.brExtractStr(6), "@@@/@@@-@@@@")  ’ telephone

Programmers Note:  Visual Basic also allows you to define a Constant
by using the Const keyword. The constant can be any identifiable data
type and is assigned a value within the definition. Constants may be
private or public. For example, we could have defined out mct code this
way:

Const mct as string = “mct”

As with traditional Pick/BASIC, when dealing with repetitive occurrences of the
same literal, it uses less memory to define the literal as a field and reference the
field name. We set a variable mct to contain the text "mct" for use in our
conversions. Then we take the data from our dynamic array and put it into the
individual fields.

Notice the use of brOconv() to perform the same kinds of conversions you are
used to with Pick/BASIC. Remember, the brOconv and brIconv 2methods work
from the Virtual Machine Object (clsD3VirtualMachine). You must perform a
virtual logon for these commands to function. In our SetEnvironment routine, we
created the virtual machine object (VME) when we did this:

Set VME = aDom.brOpenVirtualMachine
If Not VME.brLogon("dm", "orderentry") Then
    MsgBox "Unable to 'Logon' to VME!", vbCritical, "Fatal Error!"
    End
End If

The brLogon method requires a user name and an account name and actually
performs a logon to the system. Remember that this requires a user port (PIB) for
the length of time of the connection. ’

                                                     
2 Actually, the clsD3Connection object is an aggregate of Net Domain, Virtual Machine, Database and
Rule Catalog objects. As such, the brIconv and brOconv methods attached to the Connection object are
identical to the ones attached to the Virtual Machine object.
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’   fill in the ship to address
’
If custRec.brExtractStr(7) = "" Then
    Form1.Text3(0) = "S  A  M  E"
Else
    Form1.Text3(0) = VME.brOConv(custRec.brExtractStr(9, 1), mct)
   If custRec.brExtractStr(8, 2) <> "" Then
        Form1.Text3(1) = VME.brOConv(custRec.brExtractStr(9, 2), mct)
    End If
    Form1.Text3(2) = VME.brOConv(custRec.brExtractStr(10), mct)
    Form1.Text3(3) = UCase(custRec.brExtractStr(11))
    Form1.Text3(4) = ZipConv(custRec.brExtractStr(12))
End If

We use the brExtractStr method exactly the same way traditional Pick/BASIC
used the Extract() function. The syntax is even similar.

Form1.Text3(0) = VME.brOConv(custRec.brExtractStr(9, 1), mct)

is almost identical to:

crt OCONV(EXTRACT(custrec,9,1),mct)

The next line sets the function results to True. This tells the calling routine that
we found a record and did our duty.

ReadRecord = True

The last part of this routine is to fetch the customer’s tax record. Here we use the
brCString method of the clsD3DynamicArray object. This method treats the
entire array as a single string. If the records is not found (Err = False) then we
set the entire array equal to null.

’
’   fetch the tax record for this customer
’
Err = False
Set taxRec = taxFile.brRead(custID)
If Err <> False Then taxRec.brCString = vnNullString

End Function

When we are finished with our function, we either Exit Function or simply End
Function. This returns control to the calling routine. We got to this function from
one of three places:

1. The user enters a customer number and presses enter.

2. The user selects the Search button and chooses Single Entry search.

3. The user selected a group of customers and selected one from the list by
clicking on that row in the display.

For each of these cases we have slightly different responses.
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If the customer record was read and we want to continue processing:

1 Set focus on Text2(0) and continue.

2 Hide the selection screen; set focus on form1.text2(0); continue.

3 Hide the selection grid and selection screens; set focus on form1.text2(0)
and continue.

If the record is not read, we have three different things we want to do also:

1 Return focus to Text1.

2 Return focus to form2.text1.

3 Hide the selection grid and selection screen; return focus to form2.text1.

The “good” events take care of themselves. The “bad” events need to be dealt
with. In Pick/BASIC we usually wrote a message at the bottom of the screen and
waited for a keystroke response. We have a tool we can use to quickly and easily
notify the user of an error condition and get a simple response back.

This would be a good time to take moment to talk about the Msgbox dialog box.

Msgbox: Messenger of Doom
A dialog box is just that: a box where a message is passed between the system
and the user and the user has a chance to respond. There are several kinds of
dialog boxes, including Msgbox, InputBox, and the Printer Dialog Box. Msgbox
always displays a message and may also, optionally, return a result from the user.
Msgbox has the syntax:

Msgbox message,inputParam,Title

or

results = Msgbox(message,inputParam,Title)

Where message is any applicable message text— a data field, a literal text or any
combination. Use vbCrLf (chr($13) & chr$(10)) to separate multiple lines. I have
a routine I wrote called CenterLines that takes a chr$(13) delimited string and
adds spaces at the start of each line to make them all "center" on the longest line.
This is included in the appendix.

Title is the title that will be displayed at the top of the dialog box.

InputParam is a numeric integer value made up by adding together system
standard values to get the desired results.
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System Constant Numeric Description

vbOKOnly 0 Display OK button only.

vbOKCancel 1 Display OK and Cancel buttons.

vbAbortRetryIgnore 2 Display Abort, Retry, and Ignore buttons.

vbYesNoCancel 3 Display Yes, No, and Cancel buttons.

vbYesNo 4 Display Yes and No buttons.

vbRetryCancel 5 Display Retry and Cancel buttons.

vbCritical 16 Display Critical Message icon.

vbQuestion 32 Display Warning Query icon.

vbExclamation 48 Display Warning Message icon.

vbInformation 64 Display Information Message icon.

vbDefaultButton1 0 First button is default.

vbDefaultButton2 256 Second button is default.

vbDefaultButton3 512 Third button is default.

vbApplicationModal 0 Application modal; the user must respond to the message box
before continuing work in the current application.

vbSystemModal 4096 System modal; all applications are suspended until the user
responds to the message box.

You add the values together to get the total desired effect. So add 4 + 16 + 256 to
make up the effect: Yes and No buttons, a Critical graphic and the No button will
be the default button. You can also word this as:

VbYesNo + vbCritical + vbDefaultButton2

Notice that some of the values in the table are 0. These are defaults which make
no difference to the actual value used, but that may be added to maintain the
sense of the command string. For example, consider this construct:

vbYesNoCancel + vbDefaultButton1

Here we tell Msgbox to display three buttons,--Yes, No and Cancel—and make
the first one the default. Well, the first button would be the default anyway, but
this code removes doubt and maintains compatibility if the internal values
change.

You can use VB supplied literal constants to test the returned results. So, if you
call for a Msgbox that uses Yes and No buttons, you can look for the results like
this:

If vbYes = Msgbox(message,vbYesNo,Title) Then
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A full list of these and other system wide constants are available though the
Visual Basic on-line help or from your favorite Visual Basic guide book.

Now, back to the bigger issues in life, like:

Why can’t we enter data directly into the grid?
Because it is not a data entry control but merely a display device. There is a Data
Bound Grid control, but it has its own set of baggage that we don’t want to carry
right now.

All we really want here is a convenient place to display our order detail and an
easy way for the user to go back and make changes. The Grid object gives us
1-1/2 of those two things.

As we saw above with the Customer Selection Screen, we can use a grid and set
its column width and row height properties to give us almost any columnar effect
we want. There are horizontal and vertical scroll bars, and the user can select any
single line or group of lines with a sweep of the mouse. We are going to need a
grid with five columns: Quantity, Description, Price, Tax and Extended Amount.

Figure 10: Grid

There will be a set of text boxes that correspond to these columns with a couple
of extra fields. Let’s examine these text boxes first, then we’ll see how they relate
to and from the Grid.

Again, I used an object Array to manage these data fields. That way I can use
For…Next loops as much as possible. But you can use individual fields if you
are more comfortable or have additional processing demands that make unique
field names more advantageous.

Text5(0) through Text5(3) will contain the Quantity ordered, Price, Tax and
Extended Amount respectively. Text5(4) is an invisible field, so it doesn’t matter
where you put it on the form. It will contain the freight amount we calculate for
each line item. We’ll be calling a D3 Rule Module for that a bit later.
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The second text box in the row is actually not part of the array, but the ProductID
field. This is the item ID of the inventory master record. If the user doesn’t know
the inventory id right off, they may use the Combo2 pull-down list of
descriptions.

First, let’s assume the user knows the inventory item ID of the product they wish
to enter. They type in the ID and press ENTER. Again using the LostFocus event
to trigger our response, we see the following code:

Private Sub ProductID_LostFocus()

On Error Resume Next

ProductID.BackColor = QBColor(7)

Here, we setup our error trap handler and change our background to white. If
they simply tabbed or clicked on another field, there will be no data in the
ProductID text property, so:

If ProductID.Text = "" Then Exit Sub

Okay, we have data and we want to try to read a record from the file:

’
’   place text into an explicitly defined string variable
’   and use it to read a record
’
sStr = UCase(ProductID.Text)    ’ force upper case for use later
Set invRec = invFile.brRead(sStr)
’
’   err = false means the read was successful
’
’   if we found record, update combo box, price
’
If Err = False Then
    For i = 0 To Combo2.ListCount - 1
        If UCase(FieldParse(Combo2.List(i), " ", 1)) = sStr Then
            Combo2.ListIndex = i
            Exit For
        End If
    Next
Else
    MsgBox "That is not a valid item ID. Use pull-down for list"
    Exit Sub
End If
’
’   set focus for possible Price over-ride
’
Text5(1).SetFocus

End Sub

Visual Basic provides several built-in objects, including the Error object. The
Error object is maintained at all times by the system and has several useful
properties. The most useful is the Err property. The Err property is set to zero
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(False) when no error condition exists and set to a non-zero value to indicate the
trappable error last encountered by the system.

In our code segment, we attempt to read a record. If the read fails, the system
variable Err will be set to a non-zero value. We use this to trigger our failure
response code. If there is an error, we display a message using the MsgBox
function and exit the subroutine. If not, we set the Combo2 ListIndex property to
point at the proper entry. The ListIndex property is the one the Combo Box uses
to determine which element in its table is the one to display. If ListIndex is set to
a negative one (-1), that means NONE of the Combo Boxes list elements are
reflected in the text portion.

All data validation routines are pretty much the same. The user enters some data
and we use that to read something from a file. The presence or absence of that
record either validates or invalidates the data entered. Here we do the same thing.
If they enter data, we use it as the key to the products master file. If we find a
product master, that validates the user’s entry. If we don’t, that means they
entered bad data.

In our case, if the read fails, we simply exit the procedure and continue
processing. If the read is successful, we want to turn control (the focus) over to
the Price field, Text5(1).

Here is an interesting little feature. You can use code in one object’s event
procedure that forces other events to occur. For example, in our code above we
DON’T move anything to the price field (Text5(1)), nor do we calculate the
extended amount. These fields are updated via the Combo2_Click event. This
event is triggered by either clicking on one of the combo box list items or by
programmatically changing the combo box ListIndex property. In our case, we
use the latter.

This is the Click event code for the Combo2 object:

Private Sub Combo2_Click()

Dim sStr As String

On Error Resume Next

    If Combo2.ListIndex < 0 Then Exit Sub
    sStr = ProductIDs.brExtractStr(Combo2.ListIndex + 1)
    Set invRec = invFile.brRead(sStr)
    If Err = False Then
        Text5(1) = Format(val(invRec.brExtractStr(2)) / 100, "0.00")
    Else
        Text5(1) = "0.00"
    End If
    UpdateExtended
    Text5(1).SetFocus

End Sub
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If the user chose an invalid entry (Combo2.ListIndex = 0) then we want to exit
the routine. Otherwise, we try to read an inventory master record and if that
succeeds, we will move the formatted price into Text5(1). If the read fails, we
will supply a zero price that the operator can over-write.

The last thing we do is calculate the extended amount and set the focus on the
price field for possible modification.

Note: ProductIDs was setup in the setupProdList subroutine called during
main form load event.

Which brings us to our next big topic: Business Rules.

Business Rules
Someone came up with the idea that subroutines are the “Rules by which your
business operates”. The jury is still out on that one as far as I’m concerned. But
the main point is that there is a place in the Visual Basic/Windows world for your
traditional Pick/BASIC subroutines. But there are a few catches.

In the Remote Procedure Call (RPC) Object environment, there are a few
limitations placed on Rule Modules. It is important to understand what’s
happening so you can understand these limitations.

In the classic Pick/BASIC environment, there was a virtual operating system
underneath every program that was running. This environment gave your process
access to the Local File System (including Q-pointers), local catalog pointers (the
Master Dictionary of the current account logged onto) and the ability to “push a
level” and execute any TCL command.
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Your program had its own object code section, pointers to common workspaces
shared with other processes on the system (both named and local) and its own
local workspace unique and untouchable by other processes. If, as in this
illustration, Program A called Program B, program B sets up its own local
workspaces, points at any workspaces it may share with the calling program and
starts execution.

If the program needed to open files, call other programs, execute PROCs and
Macros or access system parameters, all this information was available, inherited
from the virtual operating system. But Visual Basic is different.

In a standard RPC operation, there is no virtual operating system to fall back on
(figuratively). We cannot push levels, because there are no levels to push. There
is no master dictionary under us, as such, and no single place to go to find
program catalog pointers. In fact, in the D3 implementation for NT and Visual
Basic, none of this exists. We simulate it with our special object classes.

We start off by setting up an Environmental Variable that understands D3 FSI.
We next open a connection to a Database, what Pick/BASIC called an Account.
This connection class has sufficient smarts to understand what a master
dictionary is and where to find it.

Then we open files. The file classes contain methods which understand reading
and writing FSI files. The clsD3DynamicArray class understands the
Pick/BASIC dynamic array variable and most of its various uses.

The Rule Catalog is the repository of Flash/Basic object code pointers, and the
Rule Module understands how to call Flashed these Pick/BASIC programs.

Programs that are sifted through the Flash Compiler have limitations when it
comes to operating in this environment. So here are a few guidelines to be aware
of:3

1. Refer to all files by full path (Account,dictname,dataname,).

2. Catalog all programs using the FSI File Manager. This avoids having to use
the full path ("Account,dictname,dataname") for subroutines and rule
modules.

3. You cannot do ANY terminal I/O; no input, no output, nothing. (Insider
scoop: This will be available in a future release as a dialog box.)

4. Do not use the DEBUG command. There is no virtual debugger.

The picture is not as bleak as I’ve probably made it sound. Remember, your best
bet for easy conversion and quick access to this new market is not to throw away
the old and replace it, but to integrate what you have with what you need: a new
user interface.

                                                     
3 There is an alternative way of doing an automatic logon to the Virtual Machine. Also, some Oconv/Iconv
do not require access to the VME.
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The subroutines (or code segments which can be carved from larger programs)
are what you have spent your time, money and frustration on. It can still work for
you, and many times better than Visual Basic. You just need to shift your mind
set a little to let VB do the things it does best and let your legacy software do
what it’s been doing all along: manage a database.

The following is our UpdateExtended function.

Private Sub UpdateExtended()
’
’   We are going to use our Rule Module to lookup freight charges
’   This process is MUCH too complicated to be reproduced in Visual Basic
’   and can best serve as a sub-routine called here.
’
Dim CarrierID, ExtA, FrtA ‘ variants by default
Dim Price As Currency, ExtAmt As Currency, TaxAmt As Currency, Freight As Currency

    If Text5(1).text = "" Or IsNull(Text5(1).text) Then Exit Sub
    Price = val(Text5(1).text)
    ExtAmt = val(Text5(0).text) * Price

    If Form1.Combo1.ListIndex < 0 Then
        FrtA = "0"
    Else
        CarrierID = FreightIDs.brExtractStr(1, Combo1.ListIndex + 1)
        ExtA = Format(ExtAmt)
        FrtA = "0"
        Call CalcFreight.brCall(CarrierID, ExtA, FrtA)
    End If
    Text5(4) = FrtA

    TaxAmt = 0
    For i = 1 To 6
        TaxAmt = TaxAmt + (ExtAmt * val(taxRec.brExtractStr(i)) / 100)
    Next
    ExtAmt = ExtAmt + TaxAmt ' + val(FrtA)
    Text5(1) = Format(Price, "0.00")
    Text5(2) = Format(TaxAmt, "0.00")
    Text5(3) = Format(ExtAmt, "0.00")

End Sub

In this code segment, we fetch the ID code of the freight carrier (CarrierID) and
calculate the extended line-item amount. We pass these to our freight calculator
subroutine that determines the amount of freight to charge. Next we accumulate
all the possible taxes (Federal, state, local, etc.), add in the extended amount and
freight and you have a new total extended amount for the line. We save the tax in
a visible field (text5(2)) and the freight in an invisible field (text5(4)).

I have included the code for the Pick/BASIC subroutine in the appendices as a
simple example. Obviously rule modules can be much more complicated. But
calling them, passing them parameters and getting back results is NOT
complicated.

All the parameters passed to and from a Rule Module must be Variant variables.
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The Price field, Text5(1), is next in the Tab order. This allows the user to over-
write the default Price returned by the initial data entry. In our example, we
simply re-calculate the extended amount and move on. Other potential options
would be to record the fact that a user changed a quoted price, ask the user why
they are changing the price, checking to make sure the percentage of change is
within a specific range, etc.

The next objects in the Tab order are the U and D buttons at the right end of the
detail entry line. These are the Update and Delete detail controls. Let’s talk about
the Update button first.

Figure 11: The "U" button on the right activates Detail Update
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This code is for the UpdateDetail_Click event:

Private Sub UpdateDetail_Click()

Dim i, Qty, Price, Tax, Freight

If whichLine = 0 Then
    whichLine = LineCount + 1
End If

Qty = val(Text5(0).text)
Price = val(Text5(1).text)
Tax = val(Text5(2).text)
Freight = val(Text5(4).text)

’
’   update order detail array (qty, prod id, price,tax)
’
orderRec.brReplaceStr Format(Qty), 1, whichLine
orderRec.brReplaceStr Format(Combo2.ListIndex), 2, whichLine
orderRec.brReplaceStr Format(Price), 3, whichLine
orderRec.brReplaceStr Format(Tax), 4, whichLine
orderRec.brReplaceStr Format(Freight), 5, whichLine

If whichLine + 1 > Grid1.Rows Then Grid1.Rows = whichLine + 1
Grid1.Row = whichLine
Grid1.Col = 0: Grid1.text = Format(Qty)
Grid1.Col = 1: Grid1.text = Combo2.text
Text5(0) = ""
Combo2.text = ""
For i = 1 To 3
    Grid1.Col = i + 1: Grid1.text = Format(val(Text5(i).text), "0.00")
    Text5(i) = ""
Next
Text5(4) = ""
ProductID = ""
If whichLine > LineCount Then LineCount = whichLine
whichLine = 0
SetChanged (True)

UpdateBalance
Text5(0).SetFocus   ’   get ready for next new line

End Sub

Notice a couple of things here. First, as Sherlock Holmes would point out, I’m a
very lazy programmer. I define all my local variables on a single line as variants
by default because I didn’t define them as anything in particular. Since this is a
once-in-a-while, doesn’t really matter how fast it is, kind of a routine, I didn’t
bother. I try to analyze each bit of coding to determine the ratio between any
significant speed increase to be had and the amount of work it would take to do
it. Quite often the speed increase wins and I have to do more work. Sometimes,
as in this example, speed is not an issue.

We use two Public variables, LineCount and WhichLine to determine how many
details our grid contains, and upon which of those lines are we currently
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operating. We will talk about how WhichLine gets set in just a moment. For now,
these lines keep us from operating on the wrong line.

If whichLine = 0 Then
    whichLine = LineCount + 1
End If

Setting Qty, Price, Tax and Freight variables keeps us from having to handle the
text box fields too often.

We are placing data into a dynamic array called orderRec as well as displaying it
in the grid. I do this so I can simply insert the entire detail section of the order
into a single attribute of the order record at file time. It’s also a convenient place
to keep the actual codes for products instead of the descriptions.

If whichLine + 1 > Grid1.Rows Then Grid1.Rows = whichLine + 1

This line makes sure we don’t try to update a grid row that doesn’t exist. I like to
size the grid to hold only live rows. The grid scroll bars then won’t go past the
end of data and show the user rows and rows of blank screen. But in that case
you need to make sure you are dealing with REAL row numbers.

Grid1.Row = whichLine
Grid1.Col = 0: Grid1.text = Format(Qty)
Grid1.Col = 1: Grid1.text = Combo2.text
Text5(0) = ""
Combo2.text = ""

This code places the quantity and Product Description into the Grid and blanks
out the text box source fields. A For…Next loop provides an easy method of
moving Price, Tax and Extended Amount fields:

For i = 1 To 3
    Grid1.Col = i + 1: Grid1.text = Format(val(Text5(i).text), "0.00")
    Text5(i) = ""
Next
Text5(4) = ""
ProductID = ""

The rest is clean up. Make sure the LineCount field is right, clear whichLine so
the user can add new lines to the end of the order, flag the order as Changed so
the user can’t simply exit the process without a chance to save his changes.

If whichLine > LineCount Then LineCount = whichLine
whichLine = 0
SetChanged (True)

UpdateBalance
Text5(0).SetFocus   ’   get ready for next new line

The UpdateBalance routine will accumulate the Amount, Tax and Extended
Amount fields of all rows in the grid and display them in the box at the bottom of
the order. We end by setting the focus on the Quantity field again (Text5(0)).
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Changing and Deleting from a Grid
The problem with the static grid is that you can’t enter data directly into a cell.
So we are left with a small dilemma here. We want our data to be in a series of
text boxes, but we have it in our grid. I chose the half-empty milk carton
approach.

If you live alone and are like the polls say most people are, when you go to the
refrigerator and find the milk carton half-empty, you open it, take a taste right out
of the carton and make a decision. If it’s still good (or not too bad), you put it
back. If it’s too bad, you throw it out. We do the same thing.

When we click on the grid, we are setting the SelStartRow and SelStartCol
properties. We can use this to tell us which row of the grid the user wants to
modify or delete. This is the Click event code for our Order Detail Grid.

Private Sub Grid1_Click()

Dim i

whichLine = Grid1.SelStartRow
Grid1.SelEndRow = whichLine ‘ only do one line
Grid1.SelStartCol = 0
Grid1.SelEndCol = 4
Grid1.HighLight = True

If whichLine < 1 Then whichLine = 1

Text5(0) = Format(val(orderRec.brExtractStr(1, whichLine)))
Combo2.ListIndex = val(orderRec.brExtractStr(2, whichLine))
For i = 1 To 3
    Text5(i) = Format(val(orderRec.brExtractStr(2 + i, whichLine)), "0.00")
Next
Text5(0).SetFocus

End Sub

In this procedure, we use the SelStartRow to determine the first line selected and
make it the only line selected (Grid1.SelEndRow = whichLine). We set the grid
HighLight property to True to make the selected line stand out. Extracting the
data from the orderRec dynamic array should be second nature to any
Pick/BASIC programmer, and we top it all off by setting the focus to the
Quantity field (Text5(0)).

File Time: Updating the World

Preparing data for salvation
The brRead and brWrite methods of the clsD3File class provide a standard
interface between your program and the files you want to access. They each have
the same two criteria and only slightly different syntax.
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The data being read or written must be in the form of a clsD3DynamicArray. The
item ID field (Key) must be a string. That’s it. Follow those two rules and you
should never have a problem. To read an item from a file, use this syntax:

Set dynamicarray = filevariable.brRead(itemID)

where:

Dynamicarray Must be defined using the Dim, Static, Public or Private
commands and defined as a clsD3DynamicArray.

Filevariable Must be defined as clsD3File and must have previously
been opened using the brOpenFile method.

itemID Must be a String variable and must have been assigned
before it was used.

To write data to a D3 FSI Database, use this syntax:

Filevariable.brWrite dynamicarray, itemID

where Filevariable, dynamicarray and itemID must be defined as above.

The following is the code executed when the user presses the File Order button:

Private Sub SSCommand1_Click(Index As Integer)

Dim ans As Integer, msg As String

Select Case Index
    Case 0  ’   File Order
        updateOrder
        Grid1.HighLight = False
    Case 1, 2 ’   cancel order, exit order process
        If Changed Then
            msg = "Do you wish to save your changes before you exit"
            ans = MsgBox(msg, vbYesNoCancel + vbCritical, "Item has changed.")
            If ans = vbYes Then
                updateOrder
            ElseIf ans = vbCancel Then
                Exit Sub
            End If
        End If
        If Index = 2 Then
            End
        Else
            ClearForm
            Text1.SetFocus
        End If
End Select

End Sub

We used an object array to create two buttons with the same name. When we
enter the click procedure for those buttons, the parameter passed is the Index, the
reference number that tells us which button we are talking about. If Index is zero,
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then the user is trying to update the order. If Index is 1 or 2, they are trying to
clear the order or exit the process completely.

We’ll come back to update in a second. Both the clear and exit buttons want to
perform the same check of the Changed variable. This is a public variable set to
true any time one of the fields on the order is modified. If Changed is false then
we can exit without further user activity. If Changed is true then we have to ask
them if they are sure they want to exit. This keeps them from clicking the exit
button by mistake.

Notice the way I called MsgBox. I really wanted two lines of message to appear.
The first was going to say “The Item has changed!” and the second line would
say, “Do you want to save your changes before exiting.”  I opted for the easiest
way to achieve this. By placing “Item has Changed!” in the title and the rest in
the message section, I got what I wanted.

MsgBox does not automatically center the message line. If your message is short,
MsgBox will shorten up its display window, so you have to be aware that the
message may be shorter than the title, in which case the title will be truncated.

I have included a utility function called CenterLines. It is in the Utilities module
and included in Appendix F. This routine uses classic Pick/BASIC techniques to
center a series of text lines separated by carriage returns. Here is an example of
how to use it:

Dim msg As String, ans As Integer

Msg = "The Item has changed!" & vbcrlf
Msg = msg  & "Do you wish to save your changes before you exit?"
ans = MsgBox(CenterLines(msg),vbCritical+vbYesNoCancel)

ans will contain a value corresponding to VB’s constants for Yes, No or Cancel,
depending on the user response. Use that to trigger code responses.
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This is the procedure for our UpdateOrder routine:

Private Sub updateOrder()

On Error GoTo UpdateErrorHandler    ’   set error trap
’
’   declare local variables
’
Dim answer, i, j, k, msg

msg = "Are you sure you wish to file this order at this time?"
answer = MsgBox(msg, vbYesNo + vbCritical, "File Order")
If answer = vbNo Then
    Exit Sub
End If

Hourglass True

’
’   build order entry record (OERec)
’
OERec.brCString = Format(Text1.Text)  ’ set order record = customer #
OERec.brReplaceStr VME.brIConv(Format(Now(), "short date"), "D"), 2 ’ entry date
OERec.brReplaceStr VME.brIConv(Text4(1).text, "D"), 3 ’ due date
OERec.brReplaceStr Text4(0).text, 4     ’ cust PO
OERec.brReplaceStr Text4(2).text, 5     ’ author
OERec.brReplaceStr FreightIDs.brExtractStr(1, Combo1.ListIndex + 1), 6 ’ ship method
OERec.brReplaceStr Text3(0).text, 7         ’ address line 1
OERec.brReplaceStr Text3(1).text, 7, 2      ’ address line 2
OERec.brReplaceStr Text3(2).text, 8         ’ city
OERec.brReplaceStr Text3(3).text, 9         ’ state
OERec.brReplaceStr Text3(4).text, 10        ’ zip code
For i = 0 To 3
    OERec.brReplaceStr Format(100 * val(Text6(i).text)), i + 11
Next
’
’   up to this point, the order detail working array (orderrec) has contained
’   the relative position of the product id within the combo2 drop down control.
’   We need to normalize that with the actual item ID stored in the combo2 list.
’
For i = 1 To LineCount
    orderRec.brReplaceStr VME.brOConv(Combo2.List(val(orderRec.brExtractStr(2, i))), "g0 1"), 2, i
Next
’
OERec.brReplace orderRec, 12    ’   place entire detail array into attribute 12 (-16)
orderFile.brWrite OERec, CStr(GetNextID())

ClearForm
Text1.SetFocus
Hourglass False

Exit Sub

UpdateErrorHandler: ’
MsgBox "An error occurred during update!" & vbCrLf & "Update Canceled!"

End Sub

The first thing we do after we set our error trap is to ask the user if they want to
continue. This is never a bad idea, although users hate it. They say, “Why should
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I have to tell the computer again to update my data?” And the answer is, “To
keep you from partially updating the database.”  There are usually a few non-
mandatory fields on any good input screen which the user would rather not file
the record without at least a chance to fill these in. If they hit the Alt+F instead of
the Shift+F and file the record they have to exit the process to call up an order
editor screen. Major bummer!

If they don’t really want to continue, simply exit the routine.

Hourglass True

I hate when a program seems to just “go away” and gives me no indication that
it’s even running. Visual Basic gives you the ability to turn on different Mouse
Pointer icons. The form object has a property called, appropriately,
MousePointer. The default value of this field is 0. There is a pull-down list of
available values and their meaning built into the VB property manager.

Hourglass is a Public subroutine I wrote to toggle this feature. It is included in
the utilities module in Appendix F.

’
’   build order entry record (OERec)
’
OERec.brCString = Format(Text1.Text)  ’   set order record = customer #
OERec.brReplaceStr VME.brIConv(Format(Now(), "short date"), "D"), 2 ’ entry date
OERec.brReplaceStr VME.brIConv(Text4(1).text, "D"), 3 ’ due date
OERec.brReplaceStr Text4(0).text, 4     ’ cust PO
OERec.brReplaceStr Text4(2).text, 5     ’ author
OERec.brReplaceStr FreightIDs.brExtractStr(1, Combo1.ListIndex + 1), 6 ’ ship method
OERec.brReplaceStr Text3(0).text, 7         ’ address line 1
OERec.brReplaceStr Text3(1).text, 7, 2      ’ address line 2
OERec.brReplaceStr Text3(2).text, 8         ’ city
OERec.brReplaceStr Text3(3).text, 9        ’ state
OERec.brReplaceStr Text3(4).text, 10       ’ zip code
For i = 0 To 3
    OERec.brReplaceStr Format(100 * val(Text6(i).text)), i + 11
Next

This code segment is dedicated to building the output record, OERec. Notice the
brIconv method of the virtual machine object. This is one of the reasons to
connect through a NetDomain, the ability to access the virtual machine functions.

Also notice the brReplaceStr syntax. The data being placed into the dynamic
array must be of the String data type. As we will see you can place a D3

dynamic array into another dynamic array with the brReplace method.

We have been accumulating information in a work array called OERec. It
contains the quantities, descriptions, prices, taxes and extended amounts for all
the detail line items. I did it that way for two reasons: it was easy to redisplay the
grid showing the user this information; and I could place the entire array into the
actual order record just before outputting. In attribute 2 of this working array we
kept the index into the combo box containing the product descriptions. That was
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faster than keeping the item IDs and trying to locate them inside the combo box
every time we need to repaint the grid. But now we pay the price for that ease.

’
’   up to this point, the order detail working array (orderRec) has contained
’   the relative position of the productID within the combo2 drop down control.
’   We need to normalize that with the actual item ID stored in the combo2 list.
’
For i = 1 To LineCount
    orderRec.brReplaceStr VME.brOConv(Combo2.List(val(orderRec.brExtractStr(2, i))), "g0 1"), 2, i
Next
’
OERec.brReplace orderRec, 12    ’  place entire detail array into attribute 12 (-16)

Now all that’s left to do is to actually write the record and clean up after
ourselves.

orderFile.brWrite OERec, CStr(GetNextID())

ClearForm
Text1.SetFocus
Hourglass False

Exit Sub

This is a little trick left over from my years with Pick/BASIC. We are going to
need a new item ID for our order and we don’t want to interfere with anyone else
who happens to be updating the file at exactly the same time. And remember,
since we are no longer tied to a multi-user simulation but now live under total
user simultaneity, there are better odds than ever this will occur. So record locks
become much more important.

We are going to call a function to generate a new order number. It is going to be
pretty simple, since all we are really discussing here ARE the principles
involved. But it is going to return a number. We need to use a String as an item
ID, so we use the Cstr conversion routine to change our number to a string.
Here’s the GetNextID() function:

Private Function GetNextID() As Long

On Error GoTo GetNextID_NoRecordFound
Set ControlRec = controlFile.brReadU("nextoe")

GetNextID_Continue: ’
On Error Goto GetNextID_Exit
GetNextID = val(ControlRec.brExtractStr(1))
ControlRec.brReplaceStr Format(val(ControlRec.brExtractStr(1)) + 1), 1
controlFile.brWrite ControlRec, 1

GetNextID_Exit: ‘
Exit Function

GetNextID_NoRecordFound: '
Set ControlRec = New clsD3DynamicArray
ControlRec.brCString = "1"
Resume GetNextID_Continue

End Function
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1HZ� After I had completed the draft of this document, Pick Systems Engineering
developed a new method for the clsD3File object called brUniqueID. This
method is equivalent to the Pick technique of placing an IDnnn  item in the File
Defining Item correlative. This method will produce a unique item ID for the file.

We read the next order number from a control file, locking the item. We then
increment the item ID and write it back onto the file. The interesting thing to note
here is the use of the multiple error branch points. If we don’t find the record we
expect, we will want to go to the NoRecordFound error routine. But if after
continuing we encounter another error (i.e., when we write the record back), we
want a different error routine. In this case, I chose to simply ignore it. You may
want or need additional error handling code to get the results you desire.

With the record written, we clear all fields (ClearForm), set the focus on the
customer number, turn off the hourglass mouse pointer and exit. Another job well
done!

Distributing your work

Making an Install Set
Visual Basic has a built-in tool for distributing your software called the Install
Wizard. This process will prompt for information about the project. It then uses
that information to query the project control record and get the names of the
libraries you referenced. It does the best it can, but it is limited.

You need to be aware of just how your application integrates into the wonderful
world of Windows. It uses libraries and, possibly, DOS/Windows based data
files. All these need to be included in the install set. You have to assume they
don’t have anything you need and start from there.

If you are distributing a D3 Database as well, you may want to consider this:
Make a pseudo-floppy account-save of the database to be distributed and include
that file within the Install Wizard. The file will be compressed and added into the
install list with the other components of your application.

Also, the Install Wizard was designed with the BIG assumption that one project
means one application. In fact, you may have several projects creating several
.EXE files, and they all go together to make up your application. No problem.

You merely need to know the names of all the .EXE files and their data files. All
your projects are going to be using the same basic VB libraries and probably the
same D3 libraries as well. Install Wizard compresses all files into a temporary
directory before final transfer to distribution media (floppy, hard disk or
CD-ROM). Therefore, it knows how much data there will be and can calculate
how many floppies or CDs it’s going to take.
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You can have the Install Wizard place your compressed files into a disk folder
which can be accessible to a network so you can load your files once and
distribute across a network.

There is a basic philosophy at work in the data processing world today. If the
main repository of data on your system is a single server, then you should divide
your software into two categories: that which updates local files and that which
updates the server. Keep server activity to a minimum. As much as possible,
place static lookup tables locally. Create “batch” files and update the server only
when the user is finished entering all information. We used to share a single
system, but each user had their own serial I/O port. Now we each have our own
computer, but we share a single network access port. That port may be much
faster than it used to be, but it has to handle a lot more data now.

For example, assume your application uses an Order Header file and an Order
Detail File. In the above stated way of thinking, you would also create a local
detail file where your program would actually write line items. Then, at file time,
your process would copy the records from the local file to the server, updating
everything in one fell swoop.

Also consider placing file-time triggers (CALLX routines) on your D3 data files
which perform additional updating procedures. Especially on the Unix-based
platforms, flashed routines can run 100 times faster than normal Pick/BASIC.
Try to keep large data movements local to the machine processing it, again to
reduce network traffic.

This approach lends itself well to transaction processing where you would sort of
“store up” your information locally and then send it to the server bracketed by
BeginTrans and CommitTrans commands and make all updates under the
protective umbrella of transaction processing. But client-side file processing
usually requires client-side data validation. No sense in letting a user enter a
dozen detail lines only to find out at order file-time that the first one had an error.
Equally senseless is demanding that each user have a local inventory master to
inquire against.

So obviously there has to be some middle ground, be it n-Tiered, thin-client, fat-
client, I don’t know… chubby-client. You have to balance who’s doing the work
with where the work is being done with how much work there is to do.

When to put it on the Network
The install set created by the Setup Wizard runs like all traditional Windows-
based installation software. Actually, the VB Setup Wizard creates a brand new
project called SETUP2 that it customizes to make your installation process. You
can modify this project if you like. There are specific places where you might
want to add additional heading information, installation instructions, copyright
notices, etc.
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You need to decide the licensing requirements of your software and whether or
not to allow network-wide installation. If you do not, then the installation will
proceed like almost every other Windows-based application you can think of.

You will be asked the destination for the installation and the user will be given
the opportunity to over-write the default choice. Then the libraries will be
expanded into the Windows System directory (system or winnt); the application
software will be loaded into the target directory.

If you are distributing a pseudo-floppy account-save, you may wish to modify the
Setup project to include D3 code necessary to perform the device attachment and
account-restore procedures.

If, on the other hand, you are distributing your software to a network where all
users may share the software equally, there is another project you may wish to
consider modifying.

The SETUP project normally has the special functionality of setting up the
Windows libraries required to perform the installation. The actual installation is
performed by SETUP2. You might try creating a second SETUP program to
merely copy all files from distribution media to hard disk on the network server.
Then you would execute SETUP from the network directory and load your
software to local folders.
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Appendix A: Master File Layouts

Customer Master
Attribute Description

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

Name
Address (multi-valued)
City
State
Zip Code
Telephone
Fax Phone
Contact Name
Shipping Address (multi-valued)
Shipping City
Shipping Zipcode

Tax Master
Attribute Description

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

International Tax Rate
Federal Tax Rate
State Tax Rate
County Tax Rate
City Tax Rate
Local Tax Rate
International Code
State code
County code
City Code
Local Code

Product Master
Attribute Description

0
1
2
3

Part Number
Description
Unit Price
Unit Cost

Shipping Methods
Attribute Description

0
1

Code
Description
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Order Entry Master
Attribute Description

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

Customer Number
Order Date
Due Date
Customer PO
Author
Shipping Method
    "    Address
    "    City
    "    State
    "    Zip Code
Total Merchandise
Total Tax
Total Freight
Order Total
Quantity  (multi-valued, controlling)
Part Number (multi-valued, dependent)
Price (multi-valued, dependent)
Tax (multi-valued, dependent)
Freight (multi-valued, dependent)
Line Item Total
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Appendix B: Public Module
Public anEnv As clsD3Environment
Public aDom As clsD3NetDomain
Public aDB As clsD3Database
Public VME As clsD3VirtualMachine
Public aTCL As clsD3TclCommand
Public custFile As clsD3File
Public taxFile As clsD3File
Public invFile As clsD3File
Public shipviaFile As clsD3File
Public orderFile As clsD3File
Public controlFile As clsD3File

Public RC As clsD3RuleCatalog
Public CalcFreight As clsD3RuleModule

Public anIndex As clsD3Index
Public As electList As clsD3SelectList
Public wrkArray As clsD3DynamicArray    ’   work array

Public custRec As clsD3DynamicArray         ’   customer record
Public taxRec As clsD3DynamicArray          ’   tax record
Public invRec As clsD3DynamicArray           ’   inventory record
Public shipviaRec As clsD3DynamicArray     ’   shipping method
Public OERec As clsD3DynamicArray           ’   order master record
Public orderRec As clsD3DynamicArray        ’  order detail lines
Public ControlRec As clsD3DynamicArray

Public TotalsArray As clsD3DynamicArray     ’   where we’ll store order totals
Public FreightIDs As clsD3DynamicArray         ’    where we’ll store ship via ids

Public whichLine As Integer                        ’   order line we are on
Public LineCount As Integer                         ’   count of detail lines

Public Changed As Boolean                           ’   true = item has changed

SetChanged Function
Public Sub SetChanged(val As Boolean)

Changed = val

End Sub
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Appendix C: Order Entry Form
VERSION 4.00
Begin VB.Form Form1
   BorderStyle     =   1  ’Fixed Single
   Caption         =   "Order Entry Form"
   ClientHeight    =   6360
   ClientLeft      =   105
   ClientTop       =   1215
   ClientWidth     =   7935
   ControlBox      =   0   ’False
   Height          =   7110
   HelpContextID   =   10
   Left            =   45
   LinkTopic       =   "Form1"
   MaxButton       =   0   ’False
   MinButton       =   0   ’False
   ScaleHeight     =   6360
   ScaleWidth      =   7935
   Top             =   525
   Width           =   8055
   Begin VB.TextBox Text1
      BeginProperty Font {0BE35203-8F91-11CE-9DE3-00AA004BB851}
         Name            =   "Small Fonts"
         Size            =   6.75
         Charset         =   0
         Weight          =   400
         Underline       =   0   ’False
         Italic          =   0   ’False
         Strikethrough   =   0   ’False
      EndProperty
      Height          =   240
      Left            =   1350
      TabIndex        =   0
      Tag             =   "Enter the Customer ID Number if you know it."
      Top             =   45
      WhatsThisHelpID =   10
      Width           =   765
   End
   Begin Threed.SSFrame SSFrame1
      Height          =   1515
      Index           =   0
      Left            =   135
      TabIndex        =   34
      Top             =   450
      WhatsThisHelpID =   10
      Width           =   3765
      _Version        =   65536
      _ExtentX        =   6641
      _ExtentY        =   2672
      _StockProps     =   14
      Caption         =   " Billing Address "
      BeginProperty Font {0BE35203-8F91-11CE-9DE3-00AA004BB851}
         Name            =   "Small Fonts"
         Size            =   6.75
         Charset         =   0
         Weight          =   400
         Underline       =   0   ’False
         Italic          =   0   ’False
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         Strikethrough   =   0   ’False
      EndProperty
      Begin VB.TextBox Text2
         BeginProperty Font {0BE35203-8F91-11CE-9DE3-00AA004BB851}
            Name            =   "Small Fonts"
            Size            =   6.75
            Charset         =   0
            Weight          =   400
            Underline       =   0   ’False
            Italic          =   0   ’False
            Strikethrough   =   0   ’False
         EndProperty
         Height          =   240
         Index           =   6
         Left            =   2430
         TabIndex        =   7
         Tag             =   "Enter the customer’s phone number."
         Top             =   1125
         WhatsThisHelpID =   10
         Width           =   1230
      End
      Begin VB.TextBox Text2
         BeginProperty Font {0BE35203-8F91-11CE-9DE3-00AA004BB851}
            Name            =   "Small Fonts"
            Size            =   6.75
            Charset         =   0
            Weight          =   400
            Underline       =   0   ’False
            Italic          =   0   ’False
            Strikethrough   =   0  ’False
         EndProperty
         Height          =   240
         Index           =   5
         Left            =   1125
         TabIndex        =   6
         Tag             =   "Enter the customers billing address zip code"
         Top             =   1125
         WhatsThisHelpID =   10
         Width           =   1275
      End
      Begin VB.TextBox Text2
         BeginProperty Font {0BE35203-8F91-11CE-9DE3-00AA004BB851}
            Name            =   "Small Fonts"
            Size            =   6.75
            Charset         =   0
            Weight          =   400
            Underline       =   0   ’False
            Italic          =   0   ’False
            Strikethrough   =   0   ’False
         EndProperty
         Height          =   240
         Index           =   4
         Left            =   3195
         TabIndex        =   5
         Tag             =   "Enter the customers billing state"
         Top             =   900
         WhatsThisHelpID =   10
         Width           =   450
      End
      Begin VB.TextBox Text2
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         BeginProperty Font {0BE35203-8F91-11CE-9DE3-00AA004BB851}
            Name            =   "Small Fonts"
            Size            =   6.75
            Charset         =   0
            Weight          =   400
            Underline       =   0   ’False
            Italic          =   0   ’False
            Strikethrough   =   0   ’False
         EndProperty
         Height          =   240
         Index           =   3
         Left            =   1125
         TabIndex        =   4
         Tag             =   "Enter the customers billing city"
         Top             =   900
         WhatsThisHelpID =   10
         Width           =   2085
      End
      Begin VB.TextBox Text2
         BeginProperty Font {0BE35203-8F91-11CE-9DE3-00AA004BB851}
            Name            =   "Small Fonts"
            Size            =   6.75
            Charset         =   0
            Weight          =   400
            Underline       =   0   ’False
            Italic          =   0   ’False
            Strikethrough   =   0   ’False
         EndProperty
         Height          =   240
         Index           =   2
         Left            =   1125
         TabIndex        =   3
         Tag             =   "Enter the second line of the customers billing address"
         Top             =   675
         WhatsThisHelpID =   10
         Width           =   2520
      End
      Begin VB.TextBox Text2
         BeginProperty Font {0BE35203-8F91-11CE-9DE3-00AA004BB851}
            Name            =   "Small Fonts"
            Size            =   6.75
            Charset         =   0
            Weight          =   400
            Underline       =   0   ’False
            Italic          =   0   ’False
            Strikethrough   =   0  ’False
         EndProperty
         Height          =   240
         Index           =   1
         Left            =   1125
         TabIndex        =   2
         Tag             =   "Enter the first line of the customers billing address."
         Top             =   450
         WhatsThisHelpID =   10
         Width           =   2520
      End
      Begin VB.TextBox Text2
         BeginProperty Font {0BE35203-8F91-11CE-9DE3-00AA004BB851}
            Name            =   "Small Fonts"
            Size            =   6.75
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            Charset         =   0
            Weight          =   400
            Underline       =   0   ’False
            Italic          =   0   ’False
            Strikethrough   =   0   ’False
         EndProperty
         Height          =   240
         Index           =   0
         Left            =   1125
         TabIndex        =   1
         Tag             =   "Enter the customer’s mailing name"
         Top             =   225
         WhatsThisHelpID =   10
         Width           =   2520
      End
      Begin VB.Label Label5
         Alignment       =   1  ’Right Justify
         BackStyle       =   0  ’Transparent
         Caption         =   "Zip"
         Height          =   195
         Index           =   5
         Left            =   225
         TabIndex        =   54
         Top             =   1125
         Width           =   225
      End
      Begin VB.Label Label5
         AutoSize        =   -1  ’True
         BackStyle       =   0  ’Transparent
         Caption         =   "City"
         Height          =   195
         Index           =   3
         Left            =   355
         TabIndex        =   53
         Top             =   900
         Width           =   255
      End
      Begin VB.Label Label5
         Alignment       =   1  ’Right Justify
         BackStyle       =   0  ’Transparent
         Caption         =   "Address"
         Height          =   165
         Index           =   2
         Left            =   135
         TabIndex        =   52
         Top             =   450
         Width           =   915
      End
      Begin VB.Label Label5
         Alignment       =   1  ’Right Justify
         BackStyle       =   0  ’Transparent
         Caption         =   "Name:"
         Height          =   165
         Index           =   0
         Left            =   135
         TabIndex        =   51
         Top             =   225
         Width           =   915
      End
      Begin VB.Label Label5
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         Alignment       =   1  ’Right Justify
         BackStyle       =   0  ’Transparent
         Caption         =   "Address"
         Height          =   165
         Index           =   1
         Left            =   135
         TabIndex        =   50
         Top             =   450
         Width           =   915
      End
      Begin VB.Label Label5
         Alignment       =   1  ’Right Justify
         AutoSize        =   -1 ’True
         BackStyle       =   0  ’Transparent
         Caption         =   "/State"
         Height          =   195
         Index           =   4
         Left            =   630
         TabIndex        =   49
         Top             =   900
         Width           =   450
      End
      Begin VB.Label Label5
         Alignment       =   1  ’Right Justify
         AutoSize        =   -1  ’True
         BackStyle       =   0  ’Transparent
         Caption         =   "/Phone:"
         Height          =   195
         Index           =   6
         Left            =   465
         TabIndex        =   48
         Top             =   1125
         Width           =   585
      End
   End
   Begin Threed.SSFrame SSFrame1
      Height          =   1515
      Index           =   1
      Left            =   3870
      TabIndex        =   35
      Top             =   450
      WhatsThisHelpID =   10
      Width           =   3960
      _Version        =   65536
      _ExtentX        =   6985
      _ExtentY        =   2672
      _StockProps     =   14
      Caption         =   " Shipping Address "
      BeginProperty Font {0BE35203-8F91-11CE-9DE3-00AA004BB851}
         Name            =   "Small Fonts"
         Size            =   6.75
         Charset         =   0
         Weight          =   400
         Underline       =   0   ’False
         Italic          =   0   ’False
         Strikethrough   =   0  ’False
      EndProperty
      Begin VB.TextBox Text3
         BeginProperty Font {0BE35203-8F91-11CE-9DE3-00AA004BB851}
            Name            =   "Small Fonts"
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            Size            =   6.75
            Charset         =   0
            Weight          =   400
            Underline       =   0   ’False
            Italic          =   0   ’False
            Strikethrough   =   0   ’False
         EndProperty
         Height          =   240
         Index           =   4
         Left            =   1305
         TabIndex        =   12
         Top             =   900
         WhatsThisHelpID =   10
         Width           =   1320
      End
      Begin VB.ComboBox Combo1
         BeginProperty Font {0BE35203-8F91-11CE-9DE3-00AA004BB851}
            Name            =   "Small Fonts"
            Size            =   6.75
            Charset         =   0
            Weight          =   400
            Underline       =   0   ’False
            Italic          =   0   ’False
            Strikethrough   =   0   ’False
         EndProperty
         Height          =   285
         Left            =   1305
         TabIndex        =   13
         Top             =   1125
         WhatsThisHelpID =   10
         Width           =   2460
      End
      Begin VB.TextBox Text3
         BeginProperty Font {0BE35203-8F91-11CE-9DE3-00AA004BB851}
            Name            =   "Small Fonts"
            Size            =   6.75
            Charset         =   0
            Weight          =   400
            Underline       =   0   ’False
            Italic          =   0   ’False
            Strikethrough   =   0   ’False
         EndProperty
         Height          =   240
         Index           =   3
         Left            =   3375
         TabIndex        =   11
         Top             =   675
         WhatsThisHelpID =   10
         Width           =   390
      End
      Begin VB.TextBox Text3
         BeginProperty Font {0BE35203-8F91-11CE-9DE3-00AA004BB851}
            Name            =   "Small Fonts"
            Size            =   6.75
            Charset         =   0
            Weight          =   400
            Underline       =   0   ’False
            Italic          =   0   ’False
            Strikethrough   =   0   ’False
         EndProperty
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         Height          =   240
         Index           =   2
         Left            =   1305
         TabIndex        =   10
         Top             =   675
         WhatsThisHelpID =   10
         Width           =   2085
      End
      Begin VB.TextBox Text3
         BeginProperty Font {0BE35203-8F91-11CE-9DE3-00AA004BB851}
            Name            =   "Small Fonts"
            Size            =   6.75
            Charset         =   0
            Weight          =   400
            Underline       =   0   ’False
            Italic          =   0   ’False
            Strikethrough   =   0   ’False
         EndProperty
         Height          =   240
         Index           =   1
         Left            =   1305
         TabIndex        =   9
         Top             =   450
         WhatsThisHelpID =   10
         Width           =   2445
      End
      Begin VB.TextBox Text3
         BeginProperty Font {0BE35203-8F91-11CE-9DE3-00AA004BB851}
            Name            =   "Small Fonts"
            Size            =   6.75
            Charset         =   0
            Weight          =   400
            Underline       =   0  ’False
            Italic          =   0   ’False
            Strikethrough   =   0   ’False
         EndProperty
         Height          =   240
         Index           =   0
         Left            =   1305
         TabIndex        =   8
         Top             =   225
         WhatsThisHelpID =   10
         Width           =   2445
      End
      Begin VB.Label Label5
         Alignment       =   1  ’Right Justify
         AutoSize        =   -1  ’True
         BackStyle       =   0  ’Transparent
         Caption         =   "Address"
         Height          =   195
         Index           =   8
         Left            =   525
         TabIndex        =   59
         Top             =   225
         Width           =   570
      End
      Begin VB.Label Label5
         Alignment       =   1  ’Right Justify
         AutoSize        =   -1  ’True
         BackStyle       =   0  ’Transparent
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         Caption         =   "Zip Code"
         Height          =   195
         Index           =   11
         Left            =   450
         TabIndex        =   58
         Top             =   900
         Width           =   645
      End
      Begin VB.Label Label5
         Alignment       =   1  ’Right Justify
         AutoSize        =   -1  ’True
         BackStyle       =   0  ’Transparent
         Caption         =   "Address"
         Height          =   195
         Index           =   7
         Left            =   525
         TabIndex        =   57
         Top             =   225
         Width           =   570
      End
      Begin VB.Label Label5
         Alignment       =   1  ’Right Justify
         AutoSize        =   -1  ’True
         BackStyle       =   0  
         Caption         =   "/State:"
         Height          =   195
         Index           =   10
         Left            =   630
         TabIndex        =   56
         Top             =   675
         Width           =   495
      End
      Begin VB.Label Label5
         BackStyle       =   0  ’Transparent
         Caption         =   "City"
         Height          =   195
         Index           =   9
         Left            =   360
         TabIndex        =   55
         Top             =   675
         Width           =   255
      End
      Begin VB.Label Label2
         AutoSize        =   -1  ’True
         BackStyle       =   0  ’Transparent
         Caption         =   "Ship Via"
         Height          =   195
         Left            =   495
         TabIndex        =   36
         Top             =   1125
         Width           =   585
      End
   End
   Begin Threed.SSFrame SSFrame2
      Height          =   465
      Left            =   135
      TabIndex        =   37
      Top             =   1875
      WhatsThisHelpID =   10
      Width           =   7680
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      _Version        =   65536
      _ExtentX        =   13547
      _ExtentY        =   820
      _StockProps     =   14
      BeginProperty Font {0BE35203-8F91-11CE-9DE3-00AA004BB851}
         Name            =   "MS Sans Serif"
         Size            =   8.25
         Charset         =   0
         Weight          =   400
         Underline       =   0   ’False
         Italic          =   0   ’False
         Strikethrough   =   0   ’False
      EndProperty
      Begin VB.TextBox Text4
         BeginProperty Font {0BE35203-8F91-11CE-9DE3-00AA004BB851}
            Name            =   "Small Fonts"
            Size            =   6.75
            Charset         =   0
            Weight          =   400
            Underline       =   0   ’False
            Italic          =   0   ’False
            Strikethrough   =   0   ’False
         EndProperty
         Height          =   240
         Index           =   2
         Left            =   5175
         TabIndex        =   16
         Top             =   150
         WhatsThisHelpID =   10
         Width           =   2340
      End
      Begin VB.TextBox Text4
         BeginProperty Font {0BE35203-8F91-11CE-9DE3-00AA004BB851}
            Name            =   "Small Fonts"
            Size            =   6.75
            Charset         =   0
            Weight          =   400
            Underline       =   0   ’False
            Italic          =   0   ’False
            Strikethrough   =   0   ’False
         EndProperty
         Height          =   240
         Index           =   1
         Left            =   3150
         TabIndex        =   15
         Top             =   150
         WhatsThisHelpID =   10
         Width           =   765
      End
      Begin VB.TextBox Text4
         BeginProperty Font {0BE35203-8F91-11CE-9DE3-00AA004BB851}
            Name            =   "Small Fonts"
            Size            =   6.75
            Charset         =   0
            Weight          =   400
            Underline       =   0   ’False
            Italic          =   0  ’False
            Strikethrough   =   0   ’False
         EndProperty
         Height          =   240
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         Index           =   0
         Left            =   1200
         TabIndex        =   14
         Top             =   180
         WhatsThisHelpID =   10
         Width           =   915
      End
      Begin VB.Label Label3
         AutoSize        =   -1  ’True
         Caption         =   "Author:"
         BeginProperty Font {0BE35203-8F91-11CE-9DE3-00AA004BB851}
            Name            =   "Small Fonts"
            Size            =   6.75
            Charset         =   0
            Weight          =   400
            Underline       =   0   ’False
            Italic          =   0   ’False
            Strikethrough   =   0   ’False
         EndProperty
         Height          =   165
         Index           =   2
         Left            =   4500
         TabIndex        =   40
         Top             =   150
         Width           =   465
      End
      Begin VB.Label Label3
         AutoSize        =   -1  ’True
         Caption         =   "Due Date:"
         BeginProperty Font {0BE35203-8F91-11CE-9DE3-00AA004BB851}
            Name            =   "Small Fonts"
            Size            =   6.75
            Charset         =   0
            Weight          =   400
            Underline       =   0   ’False
            Italic          =   0  ’False
            Strikethrough   =   0   ’False
         EndProperty
         Height          =   165
         Index           =   1
         Left            =   2250
         TabIndex        =   39
         Top             =   150
         Width           =   615
      End
      Begin VB.Label Label3
         Caption         =   "Customer PO"
         BeginProperty Font {0BE35203-8F91-11CE-9DE3-00AA004BB851}
            Name            =   "Small Fonts"
            Size            =   6.75
            Charset         =   0
            Weight          =   400
            Underline       =   0   ’False
            Italic          =   0   ’False
            Strikethrough   =   0   ’False
         EndProperty
         Height          =   240
         Index           =   0
         Left            =   150
         TabIndex        =   38
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         Top             =   150
         Width           =   1290
      End
   End
   Begin Threed.SSFrame SSFrame3
      Height          =   2865
      Left            =   135
      TabIndex        =   41
      Top             =   2250
      WhatsThisHelpID =   10
      Width           =   7680
      _Version        =   65536
      _ExtentX        =   13547
      _ExtentY        =   5054
      _StockProps     =   14
      BeginProperty Font {0BE35203-8F91-11CE-9DE3-00AA004BB851}
         Name            =   "MS Sans Serif"
         Size            =   8.25
         Charset         =   0
         Weight          =   400
         Underline       =   0   ’False
         Italic          =   0   ’False
         Strikethrough   =   0   ’False
      EndProperty
      Begin VB.TextBox ProductID
         BeginProperty Font {0BE35203-8F91-11CE-9DE3-00AA004BB851}
            Name            =   "Small Fonts"
            Size            =   6.75
            Charset         =   0
            Weight          =   400
            Underline       =   0   ’False
            Italic          =   0   ’False
            Strikethrough   =   0   ’False
         EndProperty
         Height          =   285
         Left            =   630
         TabIndex        =   18
         Top             =   2400
         WhatsThisHelpID =   10
         Width           =   615
      End
      Begin VB.TextBox Text5
         BeginProperty Font {0BE35203-8F91-11CE-9DE3-00AA004BB851}
            Name            =   "Small Fonts"
            Size            =   6.75
            Charset         =   0
            Weight          =   400
            Underline       =   0   ’False
            Italic          =   0   ’False
            Strikethrough   =   0  ’False
         EndProperty
         Height          =   285
         Index           =   4
         Left            =   6675
         TabIndex        =   32
         TabStop         =   0   ’False
         Top             =   2025
         Visible         =   0   ’False
         WhatsThisHelpID =   10
         Width           =   915
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      End
      Begin VB.ComboBox Combo2
         BeginProperty Font {0BE35203-8F91-11CE-9DE3-00AA004BB851}
            Name            =   "Small Fonts"
            Size            =   6.75
            Charset         =   0
            Weight          =   400
            Underline       =   0   ’False
            Italic          =   0   ’False
            Strikethrough   =   0  ’False
         EndProperty
         Height          =   285
         ItemData        =   "Art1.frx":0000
         Left            =   1260
         List            =   "Art1.frx":0002
         TabIndex        =   19
         Text            =   "Combo2"
         Top             =   2400
         WhatsThisHelpID =   10
         Width           =   3105
      End
      Begin VB.TextBox Text5
         BeginProperty Font {0BE35203-8F91-11CE-9DE3-00AA004BB851}
            Name            =   "Small Fonts"
            Size            =   6.75
            Charset         =   0
            Weight          =   400
            Underline       =   0   ’False
            Italic          =   0   ’False
            Strikethrough   =   0   ’False
         EndProperty
         Height          =   285
         Index           =   1
         Left            =   4365
         TabIndex        =   20
         Top             =   2400
         WhatsThisHelpID =   10
         Width           =   915
      End
      Begin VB.TextBox Text5
         BeginProperty Font {0BE35203-8F91-11CE-9DE3-00AA004BB851}
            Name            =   "Small Fonts"
            Size            =   6.75
            Charset         =   0
            Weight          =   400
            Underline       =   0   ’False
            Italic          =   0  ’False
            Strikethrough   =   0   ’False
         EndProperty
         Height          =   285
         Index           =   2
         Left            =   5265
         TabIndex        =   21
         TabStop         =   0   ’False
         Top             =   2400
         WhatsThisHelpID =   10
         Width           =   735
      End
      Begin VB.TextBox Text5
         BeginProperty Font {0BE35203-8F91-11CE-9DE3-00AA004BB851}
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            Name            =   "Small Fonts"
            Size            =   6.75
            Charset         =   0
            Weight          =   400
            Underline       =   0   ’False
            Italic          =   0   ’False
            Strikethrough   =   0   ’False
         EndProperty
         Height          =   285
         Index           =   3
         Left            =   5985
         TabIndex        =   22
         TabStop         =   0  ’False
         Top             =   2400
         WhatsThisHelpID =   10
         Width           =   915
      End
      Begin VB.TextBox Text5
         BeginProperty Font {0BE35203-8F91-11CE-9DE3-00AA004BB851}
            Name            =   "Small Fonts"
            Size            =   6.75
            Charset         =   0
            Weight          =   400
            Underline       =   0   ’False
            Italic          =   0   ’False
            Strikethrough   =   0   ’False
         EndProperty
         Height          =   285
         Index           =   0
         Left            =   75
         TabIndex        =   17
         Top             =   2400
         WhatsThisHelpID =   10
         Width           =   570
      End
      Begin Threed.SSCommand DeleteDetail
         Height          =   285
         Left            =   7245
         TabIndex        =   24
         Top             =   2400
         WhatsThisHelpID =   10
         Width           =   330
         _Version        =   65536
         _ExtentX        =   582
         _ExtentY        =   503
         _StockProps     =   78
         Caption         =   "D"
         ForeColor       =   255
         BeginProperty Font {0BE35203-8F91-11CE-9DE3-00AA004BB851}
            Name            =   "MS Sans Serif"
            Size            =   8.25
            Charset         =   0
            Weight          =   400
            Underline       =   0   ’False
            Italic          =   0   ’False
            Strikethrough   =   0   ’False
         EndProperty
         Font3D          =   2
      End
      Begin Threed.SSCommand UpdateDetail
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         Height          =   285
         Left            =   6975
         TabIndex        =   23
         Top             =   2400
         WhatsThisHelpID =   10
         Width           =   330
         _Version        =   65536
         _ExtentX        =   582
         _ExtentY        =   503
         _StockProps     =   78
         Caption         =   "U"
         ForeColor       =   16711680
         BeginProperty Font {0BE35203-8F91-11CE-9DE3-00AA004BB851}
            Name            =   "MS Sans Serif"
            Size            =   8.25
            Charset         =   0
            Weight          =   400
            Underline       =   0  ’False
            Italic          =   0   ’False
            Strikethrough   =   0  ’False
         EndProperty
         Font3D          =   1
      End
      Begin MSGrid.Grid Grid1
         Height          =   2175
         Left            =   90
         TabIndex        =   42
         Top             =   180
         WhatsThisHelpID =   10
         Width           =   7080
         _Version        =   65536
         _ExtentX        =   12488
         _ExtentY        =   3836
         _StockProps     =   77
         BackColor       =   16777215
         BeginProperty Font {0BE35203-8F91-11CE-9DE3-00AA004BB851}
            Name            =   "Small Fonts"
            Size            =   6.75
            Charset         =   0
            Weight          =   400
            Underline       =   0   ’False
            Italic          =   0   ’False
            Strikethrough   =   0   ’False
         EndProperty
         Rows            =   24
         Cols            =   5
         FixedCols       =   0
         ScrollBars      =   2
         HighLight       =   0   ’False
      End
   End
   Begin Threed.SSFrame SSFrame4
      Height          =   1140
      Left            =   4500
      TabIndex        =   43
      Top             =   5025
      WhatsThisHelpID =   10
      Width           =   3315
      _Version        =   65536
      _ExtentX        =   5847
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      _ExtentY        =   2011
      _StockProps     =   14
      BeginProperty Font {0BE35203-8F91-11CE-9DE3-00AA004BB851}
         Name            =   "MS Sans Serif"
         Size            =   8.25
         Charset         =   0
         Weight          =   400
         Underline       =   0   ’False
         Italic          =   0   ’False
         Strikethrough   =   0   ’False
      EndProperty
      Begin VB.TextBox Text6
         BeginProperty Font {0BE35203-8F91-11CE-9DE3-00AA004BB851}
            Name            =   "Small Fonts"
            Size            =   6.75
            Charset         =   0
            Weight          =   400
            Underline       =   0   ’False
            Italic          =   0   ’False
            Strikethrough   =   0   ’False
         EndProperty
         Height          =   240
         Index           =   3
         Left            =   1665
         TabIndex        =   31
         Text            =   " "
         Top             =   855
         WhatsThisHelpID =   10
         Width           =   915
      End
      Begin VB.TextBox Text6
         BeginProperty Font {0BE35203-8F91-11CE-9DE3-00AA004BB851}
            Name            =   "Small Fonts"
            Size            =   6.75
            Charset         =   0
            Weight          =   400
            Underline       =   0  ’False
            Italic          =   0   ’False
            Strikethrough   =   0   ’False
         EndProperty
         Height          =   240
         Index           =   2
         Left            =   1665
         TabIndex        =   30
         Text            =   " "
         Top             =   600
         WhatsThisHelpID =   10
         Width           =   915
      End
      Begin VB.TextBox Text6
         BeginProperty Font {0BE35203-8F91-11CE-9DE3-00AA004BB851}
            Name            =   "Small Fonts"
            Size            =   6.75
            Charset         =   0
            Weight          =   400
            Underline       =   0  ’False
            Italic          =   0   ’False
            Strikethrough   =   0   ’False
         EndProperty
         Height          =   240
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         Index           =   1
         Left            =   1665
         TabIndex        =   29
         Text            =   " "
         Top             =   375
         WhatsThisHelpID =   10
         Width           =   915
      End
      Begin VB.TextBox Text6
         BeginProperty Font {0BE35203-8F91-11CE-9DE3-00AA004BB851}
            Name            =   "Small Fonts"
            Size            =   6.75
            Charset         =   0
            Weight          =   400
            Underline       =   0   ’False
            Italic          =   0   ’False
            Strikethrough   =   0   ’False
         EndProperty
         Height          =   240
         Index           =   0
         Left            =   1665
         TabIndex        =   28
         Text            =   " "
         Top             =   150
         WhatsThisHelpID =   10
         Width           =   915
      End
      Begin VB.Label Label4
         Alignment       =   1  ’Right Justify
         BackStyle       =   0  ’Transparent
         Caption         =   "Total:"
         BeginProperty Font {0BE35203-8F91-11CE-9DE3-00AA004BB851}
            Name            =   "Small Fonts"
            Size            =   6.75
            Charset         =   0
            Weight          =   400
            Underline       =   0   ’False
            Italic          =   0   ’False
            Strikethrough   =   0   ’False
         EndProperty
         Height          =   240
         Index           =   3
         Left            =   300
         TabIndex        =   47
         Top             =   825
         Width           =   1300
      End
      Begin VB.Label Label4
         Alignment       =   1  ’Right Justify
         BackStyle       =   0  ’Transparent
         Caption         =   "Freight/Handling"
         BeginProperty Font {0BE35203-8F91-11CE-9DE3-00AA004BB851}
            Name            =   "Small Fonts"
            Size            =   6.75
            Charset         =   0
            Weight          =   400
            Underline       =   0   ’False
            Italic          =   0   ’False
            Strikethrough   =   0   ’False
         EndProperty
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         Height          =   240
         Index           =   2
         Left            =   300
         TabIndex        =   46
         Top             =   585
         Width           =   1305
      End
      Begin VB.Label Label4
         Alignment       =   1  ’Right Justify
         BackStyle       =   0  ’Transparent
         Caption         =   "Tax:"
         BeginProperty Font {0BE35203-8F91-11CE-9DE3-00AA004BB851}
            Name            =   "Small Fonts"
            Size            =   6.75
            Charset         =   0
            Weight          =   400
            Underline       =   0   ’False
            Italic          =   0   ’False
            Strikethrough   =   0   ’False
         EndProperty
         Height          =   240
         Index           =   1
         Left            =   300
         TabIndex        =   45
         Top             =   375
         Width           =   1300
      End
      Begin VB.Label Label4
         Alignment       =   1  ’Right Justify
         BackStyle       =   0  ’Transparent
         Caption         =   "Sub-Total:"
         BeginProperty Font {0BE35203-8F91-11CE-9DE3-00AA004BB851}
            Name            =   "Small Fonts"
            Size            =   6.75
            Charset         =   0
            Weight          =   400
            Underline       =   0   ’False
            Italic          =   0   ’False
            Strikethrough   =   0   ’False
         EndProperty
         Height          =   240
         Index           =   0
         Left            =   315
         TabIndex        =   44
         Top             =   135
         Width           =   1305
      End
   End
   Begin Threed.SSCommand SSCommand1
      Height          =   315
      Index           =   2
      Left            =   2160
      TabIndex        =   27
      Top             =   5310
      WhatsThisHelpID =   10
      Width           =   1440
      _Version        =   65536
      _ExtentX        =   2540
      _ExtentY        =   556
      _StockProps     =   78
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      Caption         =   "&Exit"
      ForeColor       =   255
      BeginProperty Font {0BE35203-8F91-11CE-9DE3-00AA004BB851}
         Name            =   "MS Sans Serif"
         Size            =   8.26
         Charset         =   0
         Weight          =   400
         Underline       =   0   ’False
         Italic          =   0   ’False
         Strikethrough   =   0   ’False
      EndProperty
   End
   Begin Threed.SSCommand SSCommand1
      Cancel          =   -1  ’True
      Height          =   315
      Index           =   1
      Left            =   405
      TabIndex        =   26
      Top             =   5625
      WhatsThisHelpID =   10
      Width           =   1440
      _Version        =   65536
      _ExtentX        =   2540
      _ExtentY        =   556
      _StockProps     =   78
      Caption         =   "&Cancel Order"
      ForeColor       =   16711680
      BeginProperty Font {0BE35203-8F91-11CE-9DE3-00AA004BB851}
         Name            =   "MS Sans Serif"
         Size            =   8.26
         Charset         =   0
         Weight          =   400
         Underline       =   0   ’False
         Italic          =   0   ’False
         Strikethrough   =   0   ’False
      EndProperty
   End
   Begin Threed.SSCommand SSCommand1
      Height          =   315
      Index           =   0
      Left            =   405
      TabIndex        =   25
      Top             =   5310
      WhatsThisHelpID =   10
      Width           =   1440
      _Version        =   65536
      _ExtentX        =   2540
      _ExtentY        =   556
      _StockProps     =   78
      Caption         =   "&File Order"
      ForeColor       =   16711680
      BeginProperty Font {0BE35203-8F91-11CE-9DE3-00AA004BB851}
         Name            =   "MS Sans Serif"
         Size            =   8.26
         Charset         =   0
         Weight          =   400
         Underline       =   0   ’False
         Italic          =   0   ’False
         Strikethrough   =   0   ’False
      EndProperty
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   End
   Begin VB.Label Label1
      BackStyle       =   0  ’Transparent
      Caption         =   "Customer Number"
      BeginProperty Font {0BE35203-8F91-11CE-9DE3-00AA004BB851}
         Name            =   "Small Fonts"
         Size            =   6.75
         Charset         =   0
         Weight          =   400
         Underline       =   0   ’False
         Italic          =   0   ’False
         Strikethrough   =   0   ’False
      EndProperty
      Height          =   240
      Left            =   75
      TabIndex        =   33
      Top             =   75
      Width           =   1620
   End
   Begin VB.Menu mnuSearch
      Caption         =   "&Search"
   End
   Begin VB.Menu mnuNext
      Caption         =   "&Next"
   End
   Begin VB.Menu mnuPrev
      Caption         =   "&Previous"
   End
   Begin VB.Menu mnuQuit
      Caption         =   "&Quit"
   End
End
Attribute VB_Name = "Form1"
Attribute VB_Creatable = False
Attribute VB_Exposed = False

Private Function GetNextID() As Long

On Error GoTo GetNextID_NoRecordFound
Set ControlRec = controlFile.brReadU("nextoe")

GetNextID_Continue: ’
GetNextID = val(ControlRec.brExtractStr(1))
ControlRec.brReplaceStr Format(val(ControlRec.brExtractStr(1)) + 1), 1
controlFile.brWrite ControlRec, 1
Exit Function

GetNextID_NoRecordFound: ’
Set ControlRec = New clsD3DynamicArray
ControlRec.brCString = "1"
Resume GetNextID_Continue

End Function
Public Sub ClearForm()

Dim i

Text1 = ""
For i = 0 To 6
    Text2(i) = ""
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    If i < 5 Then Text3(i) = ""
    If i < 3 Then Text4(i) = "": Text5(i) = ""
    If i < 4 Then Text6(i) = ""
Next
ProductID = ""
For i = 0 To 11
    Label5(i).ForeColor = RGB(0, 0, 0)
Next

Combo1.ListIndex = -1

Grid1.SelStartRow = 1
Grid1.SelEndRow = Grid1.Rows - 1
Grid1.SelStartCol = 0
Grid1.SelEndCol = Grid1.Cols - 1
Grid1.FillStyle = 1
Grid1.text = ""
Grid1.FillStyle = 0
Grid1.SelEndRow = 1
Grid1.SelEndCol = 0
SetChanged (False)
Grid1.HighLight = False

End Sub

Private Sub SetEnvironment()

On Error GoTo SetEnvironmentError

Set anEnv = New clsD3Environment
Set aDom = anEnv.brOpenDomain("")
Set aDB = aDom.brOpenDatabase("orderentry")

Set aTCL = New clsD3TclCommand
Set VME = aDom.brOpenVirtualMachine
If Not VME.brLogon("dm", "orderentry") Then
    MsgBox "Unable to ’Logon’ to VME!", vbCritical, "Fatal Error!"
    End
End If
’Set aconn = anEnv.brOpenConnection("", "orderentry")
’Set CalcFreight = aconn.brOpenRuleModule("orderentry,bp, CalcFreight")
Set RC = aDom.brOpenRuleCatalog("")
Set CalcFreight = RC.brOpenRuleModule("orderentry,bp, calcfreight")
Set custFile = aDB.brOpenFile("cust")
Set taxFile = aDB.brOpenFile("tax")
Set invFile = aDB.brOpenFile("inv")
Set shipviaFile = aDB.brOpenFile("shipvia")
Set orderFile = aDB.brOpenFile("orders")
Set controlFile = aDB.brOpenFile("control")     ’ for next OE number

Set custRec = New clsD3DynamicArray
Set taxRec = New clsD3DynamicArray
Set invRec = New clsD3DynamicArray
Set shipviaRec = New clsD3DynamicArray
Set orderRec = New clsD3DynamicArray
Set ControlRec = New clsD3DynamicArray

Set wrkArray = New clsD3DynamicArray
Set orderRec = New clsD3DynamicArray
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Set OERec = New clsD3DynamicArray

Set TotalsArray = New clsD3DynamicArray

custRec.brCString = ""
taxRec.brCString = ""
invRec.brCString = ""
shipviaRec.brCString = ""
orderRec.brCString = ""
OERec.brCString = ""
TotalsArray.brCString = Convert(",", Chr(254), "0,0,0,0")
wrkArray.brCString = ""

whichLine = 0   ’   so we can start adding new lines
LineCount = 0    ’   there are no lines in order yet

Exit Sub

SetEnvironmentError: ’
Dim msg As String, ans

msg = "There has been an error during Environmental Setup" & Chr(13)
msg = msg & "It may be possible to continue processing." & Chr(13) & " " & Chr(13)
msg = msg & "Do you wish to attempt to continue at this time?"
ans = MsgBox(msg, vbCritical + vbYesNo, "Error")
If ans = vbYes Then Resume Next
End

End Sub
Private Sub SetupGrid()

Dim wrkArry As New clsD3DynamicArray
Dim i As Integer

’Grid1.Rows = 25
’For i = 0 To 24
’    Grid1.RowHeight(i) = 200
’Next

wrkArry.brCString = Convert(",", Chr(253), "500,4200,900,700,900")
Grid1.Rows = 1
For i = 1 To 5
    Grid1.ColWidth(i - 1) = val(wrkArry.brExtractStr(1, i))
Next
Grid1.AddItem Convert(",", Chr(9), "Qty,Product Reference,Price,Tax,Ext. Amt."), 0
End Sub

Private Sub SetupProdList()

Dim aSelectList As clsD3SelectList, sCmd As String

On Error Resume Next
Combo2.Clear    ’   clear combo box to nothingness
Set ProductIDs = New clsD3DynamicArray
ProductIDs.brCString = ""

sCmd = "SSELECT orderentry,inv, BY description"
Err = False
Set aSelectList = VME.brOpenSelectList(sCmd)
If Err <> False Then Exit Sub
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’
’   we are going to use a dynamic array to hold the item IDs of our inventory
’   and a pull-down list to hold the descriptions
’
Do While aSelectList.brReadNext
    Err = False
    Set invRec = invFile.brRead(aSelectList.brItemID)
    If Err = False Then
        ProductIDs.brReplaceStr aSelectList.brItemID, -1
         Combo2.AddItem invRec.brExtractStr(1)
    End If
Loop

End Sub

Private Sub SetupShipVia()

Dim iCnt As Integer, i As Integer, j As Integer
Dim sStr As String, SV_ID As String, Desc As String

Set anIndex = shipviaFile.brRoot("a1") ’ setup our index on description
anIndex.brMoveFirst ’ set index to first entry
Set FreightIDs = New clsD3DynamicArray
FreightIDs.brCString = ""

While anIndex.brMoveNext
    FreightIDs.brReplaceStr anIndex.brIndexId, 1, -1 ’ save freight id
    FreightIDs.brReplaceStr anIndex.brIndexKey, 2, -1 ’ save freight id
    Combo1.AddItem anIndex.brIndexKey            ’ put the index in the pull down
Wend

End Sub

Public Sub UpdateBalance()

’
’   declare our variables. Variants are alright here as they get reformatted
’
Dim SubTotal, TaxAmt, Freight, total, Qty, Price, Tax, Amt, Frt, i

SubTotal = 0: TaxAmt = 0: Freight = 0: total = 0

For i = 1 To LineCount
    Qty = val(orderRec.brExtractStr(1, i))
    Price = val(orderRec.brExtractStr(3, i))
    Tax = val(orderRec.brExtractStr(4, i))
    Frt = val(orderRec.brExtractStr(5, i))
    Amt = (Qty * Price)
    SubTotal = SubTotal + Amt
    TaxAmt = TaxAmt + Tax
    Freight = Freight + Frt
    total = total + Amt + Tax + Frt
Next

Text6(0) = Format(SubTotal, "currency")
Text6(1) = Format(TaxAmt, "currency")
Text6(2) = Format(Freight, "currency")
Text6(3) = Format(total, "currency")
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End Sub

Private Sub updateOrder()

On Error GoTo UpdateErrorHandler    ’   set error trap
’
’   declare local variables
’
Dim answer, i, j, k, msg

msg = "Are you sure you wish to file this order at this time?"
answer = MsgBox(msg, vbYesNo + vbCritical, "File Order")
If answer = vbNo Then
    Exit Sub
End If

Hourglass True

’
’   build order entry record (OERec)
’
OERec.brCString = Format(Text1.Text)  ’set order record = customer #
OERec.brReplaceStr VME.brIConv(Format(Now(), "short date"), "D"), 2 ’entry date
OERec.brReplaceStr VME.brIConv(Text4(1).text, "D"), 3 ’due date
OERec.brReplaceStr Text4(0).text, 4     ’cust PO
OERec.brReplaceStr Text4(2).text, 5     ’author
OERec.brReplaceStr FreightIDs.brExtractStr(1, Combo1.ListIndex + 1), 6 ’ship method
OERec.brReplaceStr Text3(0).text, 7         ’address line 1
OERec.brReplaceStr Text3(1).text, 7, 2      ’address line 2
OERec.brReplaceStr Text3(2).text, 8         ’city
OERec.brReplaceStr Text3(3).text, 9         ’state
OERec.brReplaceStr Text3(4).text, 10        ’zip code
For i = 0 To 3
    OERec.brReplaceStr Format(100 * val(Text6(i).text)), i + 11
Next
’
’   up to this point, the order detail working array (orderrec) has contained
’   the releative position of the product id within the combo2 drop down control.
’   We need to normalize that with the actual item ID stored in the combo2 list.
’
For i = 1 To LineCount
    orderRec.brReplaceStr VME.brOConv(Combo2.List(val(orderRec.brExtractStr(2, i))), "g0 1"), 2, i
Next
’
OERec.brReplace orderRec, 15    ’place entire detail array into attribute 12 (-16)
orderFile.brWrite OERec, CStr(GetNextID())

ClearForm
Text1.SetFocus
Hourglass False

Exit Sub

UpdateErrorHandler: ’
MsgBox "An error occured during update!" & Chr(13) & Chr(10) & "Update Canceled!"

End Sub
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Private Sub Combo1_Change()

Dim nFnd As Long, iCnt As Integer
Dim sStr As String, lStr As Integer

sStr = LCase(Combo1.text)
lStr = Len(sStr)

iCnt = FreightIDs.brExtract(2).brDCount(Chr(253))
For nFnd = 1 To iCnt
    If sStr = LCase(Left(FreightIDs.brExtractStr(2, nFnd), lStr)) Then GoTo StringFound
Next
Beep
Exit Sub

StringFound: ’
Combo1.ListIndex = nFnd - 1

End Sub

Private Sub Combo1_GotFocus()

Label2.ForeColor = RGB(255, 0, 0)

End Sub

Private Sub Combo1_KeyPress(KeyAscii As Integer)

If KeyAscii = 13 Then SendKeys "{tab}"

End Sub

Private Sub Combo1_LostFocus()

Label2.ForeColor = RGB(0, 125, 0)

End Sub

Private Sub Combo2_Click()

Dim sStr As String

    On Error Resume Next

    If Combo2.ListIndex < 0 Then Exit Sub
    sStr = ProductIDs.brExtractStr(Combo2.ListIndex + 1)
    Set invRec = invFile.brRead(sStr)
    If Err = False Then
        Text5(1) = Format(val(invRec.brExtractStr(2)) / 100, "0.00")
    Else
        Text5(1) = "0.00"
    End If
    UpdateExtended
    Text5(1).SetFocus

End Sub
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Private Sub UpdateDetail_Click()

Dim i, Qty, Price, Tax, Freight

If whichLine = 0 Then
    whichLine = LineCount + 1
End If

Qty = val(Text5(0).text)
Price = val(Text5(1).text)
Tax = val(Text5(2).text)
Freight = val(Text5(4).text)

’
’   update order detail array (qty, prod id, price,tax)
’
orderRec.brReplaceStr Format(Qty), 1, whichLine
orderRec.brReplaceStr Format(Combo2.ListIndex), 2, whichLine
orderRec.brReplaceStr Format(Price), 3, whichLine
orderRec.brReplaceStr Format(Tax), 4, whichLine
orderRec.brReplaceStr Format(Freight), 5, whichLine

If whichLine + 1 > Grid1.Rows Then Grid1.Rows = whichLine + 1
Grid1.Row = whichLine
Grid1.Col = 0: Grid1.text = Format(Qty)
Grid1.Col = 1: Grid1.text = Combo2.text
Text5(0) = ""
Combo2.text = ""
For i = 1 To 3
    Grid1.Col = i + 1: Grid1.text = Format(val(Text5(i).text), "0.00")
    Text5(i) = ""
Next
Text5(4) = ""
ProductID = ""
If whichLine > LineCount Then LineCount = whichLine
whichLine = 0
SetChanged (True)

UpdateBalance
Text5(0).SetFocus   ’get ready for next new line

End Sub

Private Sub Form_Load()
’*** Code added by HelpWriter ***
’    SetAppHelp Me.hWnd
’***********************************

’Form4.Show

SetEnvironment
SetupShipVia
SetupGrid
SetupProdList

CenterForm Form1
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End Sub

Private Sub Form_Terminate()

Hourglass True

Debug.Print "closing files"
aDB.brCloseFile custFile
aDB.brCloseFile invFile
aDB.brCloseFile taxFile
aDB.brCloseFile shipviaFile
aDB.brCloseFile orderFile

Set custFile = Nothing
Set invFile = Nothing
Set taxFile = Nothing
Set shipviaFile = Nothing
Set orderFile = Nothing

VME.brLogoff
Set aSelectList = Nothing
Set VME = Nothing

aDom.brCloseDatabase aDB
Set aDB = Nothing

anEnv.brCloseDomain aDom

Set aDom = Nothing
Set anEnv = nothign

Hourglass False

End Sub

Private Sub Form_Unload(Cancel As Integer)
’*** Code added by HelpWriter ***
    QuitHelp
’***********************************

End

End Sub

Private Sub Grid1_Click()

Dim i

whichLine = Grid1.SelStartRow
Grid1.SelEndRow = whichLine
Grid1.SelStartCol = 0
Grid1.SelEndCol = 4
Grid1.HighLight = True

If whichLine < 1 Then whichLine = 1

Text5(0) = Format(val(orderRec.brExtractStr(1, whichLine)))
Combo2.ListIndex = val(orderRec.brExtractStr(2, whichLine))
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For i = 1 To 3
    Text5(i) = Format(val(orderRec.brExtractStr(2 + i, whichLine)), "0.00")
Next
Text5(0).SetFocus

End Sub

Private Sub mnuNext_Click()

On Error Resume Next

If anIndex.brMoveNext Then
    ReadRecord (anIndex.brIndexId)
Else
    Beep
End If

End Sub

Private Sub mnuPrev_Click()

On Error Resume Next

If anIndex.brMovePrevious Then
    ReadRecord (anIndex.brIndexId)
Else
    Beep
End If

End Sub

Private Sub mnuQuit_Click()

SSCommand1_Click (2)

End Sub

Private Sub mnuSearch_Click()

  Form2.Show 1    ’load Form2 and make active

End Sub

Private Sub ProductID_GotFocus()

ProductID.BackColor = QBColor(11)

End Sub

’
Private Sub ProductID_KeyPress(KeyAscii As Integer)

Dim sStr As String, i   ’ declare local variabls
’
’   set error trap condition
’
On Error Resume Next
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’
’   if they haven’t hit return yet (chr(13)) then quit
’
If KeyAscii <> 13 Then Exit Sub
SendKeys "{TAB}"

End Sub

Private Sub ProductID_LostFocus()

Dim bFnd As Boolean, nFnd As Long, sStr As String

On Error Resume Next

ProductID.BackColor = QBColor(7)
’
’   place text into an explicitly defined string variable
’   and use it to read a record
’
sStr = UCase(ProductID.text)    ’force upper case for use later
Set invRec = invFile.brRead(sStr)
’
’   err = false means the read was successful
’
’   if we found record, update combo box, price
’
If Err = False Then
    If ProductIDs.brLocateStr(sStr, nFnd) Then
        Combo2.ListIndex = nFnd - 1
    End If
Else
    MsgBox "That is not a valid item ID.  Use pull-down for list"
    Exit Sub
End If
’
’   set focus for possible Price over-ride
’
Text5(1).SetFocus

End Sub

Private Sub SSCommand1_Click(Index As Integer)

Dim ans As Integer, msg As String

Select Case Index
    Case 0  ’   File Order
        updateOrder
        Grid1.HighLight = False
    Case 1, 2 ’   cancel order, exit order process
        If Changed Then
            msg = "Do you wish to save your changes before you exit"
            ans = MsgBox(msg, vbYesNoCancel + vbCritical, "Item has changed.")
            If ans = vbYes Then
                updateOrder
            ElseIf ans = vbCancel Then
                Exit Sub
            End If
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        End If
        If Index = 2 Then
            End
        Else
            ClearForm
            Text1.SetFocus
        End If
End Select

End Sub

Private Sub DeleteDetail_Click()

Dim i          ‘declare local variables

If whichLine = 0 Then Exit Sub

For i = 0 To 5
    orderRec.brDelete i, whichLine
Next

Grid1.RemoveItem whichLine
Grid1.Rows = Grid1.Rows + 1

ProductID = ""
Combo2.text = ""
Combo2.ListIndex = -1
For i = 0 To 4
    Text5(i) = ""
Next

Text5(0).SetFocus
UpdateBalance

End Sub

Private Sub Text1_GotFocus()

    Label1.ForeColor = RGB(255, 0, 0)

End Sub

Private Sub Text1_KeyPress(KeyAscii As Integer)

    If KeyAscii <> 13 Then Exit Sub
    SendKeys "{tab}"    'move to the next field and force processing

End Sub

Private Sub Text1_LostFocus()

    Dim sStr As String

    Label1.ForeColor = RGB(0, 0, 0) 'set label back to black foreground
    sStr = Text1.Text       'brRead requires a string input
    If Text1.Text = "" Or IsNull(Text1.Text) Then
        Exit Sub
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    ElseIf LCase(Text1.Text) = "new" Then
        Text2(0).SetFocus
    ElseIf ReadRecord(sStr) Then     ’remember: think modular
        Text2(0).SetFocus
    Else
        Text1.SetFocus
    End If

End Sub

Private Sub Text2_GotFocus(Index As Integer)

Label5(Index).ForeColor = RGB(255, 0, 0)
Label5(Index).ZOrder 0

End Sub

Private Sub Text2_KeyPress(Index As Integer, KeyAscii As Integer)

Dim sStr As String

On Error Resume Next

If KeyAscii <> 13 Then Exit Sub
SendKeys "{tab}"

End Sub

Private Sub Text2_LostFocus(Index As Integer)

Label5(Index).ForeColor = RGB(0, 125, 0)
Dim sStr As String

sStr = Text2(Index).text
If Index < 4 Then
    Text2(Index) = VME.brOConv(sStr, "mct")
ElseIf Index = 4 Then
    Text2(Index) = UCase(sStr)
ElseIf Index = 5 Then
    Text2(Index) = ZipConv(Numeric(sStr))
ElseIf Index = 6 Then
    Text2(Index) = VME.brOConv(Numeric(sStr), "ml(###/###-####)")
End If
SetChanged (True)

End Sub

Private Sub Text3_GotFocus(Index As Integer)

Label5(Index + 7).ForeColor = RGB(255, 0, 0)
Label5(Index + 7).ZOrder 0

End Sub

Private Sub Text3_KeyPress(Index As Integer, KeyAscii As Integer)
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On Error Resume Next
If KeyAscii = 13 Then SendKeys "{tab}"

End Sub

Private Sub Text3_LostFocus(Index As Integer)

On Error Resume Next

Dim sStr As String
Label5(7 + Index).ForeColor = RGB(0, 125, 0)
Label5(7 + Index).ZOrder 0

sStr = Text3(Index).text
If Index < 3 Then
    Text3(Index) = VME.brOConv(sStr, "mct")
ElseIf Index = 3 Then
    Text3(Index) = UCase(sStr)
Else
    Text3(Index) = ZipConv(sStr)
End If
SetChanged (True)

If Index = 4 Then
    Combo1.SetFocus
Else
    Text3(Index + 1).SetFocus
End If

End Sub

Private Sub Text4_GotFocus(Index As Integer)

Label3(Index).ForeColor = RGB(255, 0, 0)

End Sub

Private Sub Text4_KeyPress(Index As Integer, KeyAscii As Integer)

Dim sStr As String, lnDate As Long
On Error Resume Next

If KeyAscii <> 13 Then Exit Sub

SendKeys "{tab}"

End Sub

Private Sub Text4_LostFocus(Index As Integer)

Label3(Index).ForeColor = RGB(0, 125, 0)

Select Case Index
    Case 0
        Text4(0) = UCase(Text4(0).text)
    Case 1
        sStr = Text4(1).text
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        Text4(1) = VME.brOConv(VME.brIConv(sStr, "D"), "D2/")
    Case 2
        sStr = Text4(2).text
        Text4(2) = VME.brOConv(sStr, "mct")
End Select
SetChanged (True)

End Sub

Private Sub Text5_GotFocus(Index As Integer)

Text5(Index).BackColor = QBColor(11)

End Sub

Private Sub Text5_KeyPress(Index As Integer, KeyAscii As Integer)

On Error Resume Next
’
’   if not a carriage return, ignore it for now
’

If KeyAscii <> 13 Then Exit Sub

Select Case Index
    Case 0  ’   quantity
        ProductID.SetFocus
    Case 1
        UpdateDetail.SetFocus
    Case 2  ’   tax         (never happen)
    Case 3  ’   ext amt   (not in a million years)
End Select

End Sub

Private Sub UpdateExtended()
’
’   We are going to be using our Rule Module to lookup freight charges
’   This process is MUCH too complicated to be reproduced in Visual Basic
’   and can best serve as a sub-routine called here.
’

Dim CarrierID As String, ExtA As String, FrtA As String
Dim Price As Currency, ExtAmt As Currency, Tax As Currency, Freight As Currency

    If Text5(1).text = "" Or IsNull(Text5(1).text) Then Exit Sub
    Price = val(Text5(1).text)
    ExtAmt = val(Text5(0).text) * Price

    If Form1.Combo1.ListIndex < 0 Then
        FrtA = "0"
    Else
        CarrierID = FreightIDs.brExtractStr(1, Combo1.ListIndex + 1)
        ExtA = Format(ExtAmt)
        FrtA = "0"
        Call CalcFreight.brCall(CarrierID, ExtA, FrtA)
    End If
    Text5(4) = FrtA
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    TaxAmt = 0
    For i = 1 To 6
        TaxAmt = TaxAmt + (ExtAmt * val(taxRec.brExtractStr(i)) / 100)
    Next
    ExtAmt = ExtAmt + Tax ’ + val(FrtA)
    Text5(1) = Format(Price, "0.00")
    Text5(2) = Format(Tax, "0.00")
    Text5(3) = Format(ExtAmt, "0.00")

End Sub

Private Sub Text5_LostFocus(Index As Integer)

’
’   set error trap
’
On Error Resume Next
’
’   set back ground back to white
’
Text5(Index).BackColor = QBColor(7)
’
Select Case Index
    Case 0  ’   quantity
        Text5(0) = Format(val(Text5(0).text))
    Case 1
        Text5(1) = Format(val(Text5(1).text), "0.00")
    Case 2  ’   tax         (never happen)
    Case 3  ’   ext amt   (not in a million years)
End Select
’
’   recalc extended amount and redisplay values
’
UpdateExtended
End Sub
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Appendix D: Customer Search Screen Object
List

VERSION 4.00
Begin VB.Form Form2
   Caption         =   "Customer Search"
   ClientHeight    =   2055
   ClientLeft      =   1770
   ClientTop       =   2205
   ClientWidth     =   4170
   Height          =   2460
   HelpContextID   =   20
   Left            =   1710
   LinkTopic       =   "Form2"
   LockControls    =   -1  ’True
   ScaleHeight     =   2055
   ScaleWidth      =   4170
   Top             =   1860
   Width           =   4290
   Begin Threed.SSFrame SSFrame3
      Height          =   540
      Left            =   1800
      TabIndex        =   13
      Top             =   750
      WhatsThisHelpID =   20
      Width           =   2265
      _Version        =   65536
      _ExtentX        =   3995
      _ExtentY        =   953
      _StockProps     =   14
      Caption         =   " Soundex "
      BeginProperty Font {0BE35203-8F91-11CE-9DE3-00AA004BB851}
         Name            =   "Small Fonts"
         Size            =   6.75
         Charset         =   0
         Weight          =   400
         Underline       =   0   ’False
         Italic          =   0   ’False
         Strikethrough   =   0   ’False
      EndProperty
      Begin Threed.SSOption SndxOption
         Height          =   165
         Index           =   1
         Left            =   825
         TabIndex        =   14
         Top             =   225
         WhatsThisHelpID =   20
         Width           =   990
         _Version        =   65536
         _ExtentX        =   1746
         _ExtentY        =   291
         _StockProps     =   78
         Caption         =   "&Don’t Use"
         BeginProperty Font {0BE35203-8F91-11CE-9DE3-00AA004BB851}
            Name            =   "Small Fonts"
            Size            =   6.75
            Charset         =   0
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            Weight          =   400
            Underline       =   0   ’False
            Italic          =   0   ’False
            Strikethrough   =   0   ’False
         EndProperty
         Value           =   -1  ’True
      End
      Begin Threed.SSOption SndxOption
         Height          =   165
         Index           =   0
         Left            =   225
         TabIndex        =   5
         TabStop         =   0   ’False
         Top             =   225
         WhatsThisHelpID =   20
         Width           =   615
         _Version        =   65536
         _ExtentX        =   1085
         _ExtentY        =   291
         _StockProps     =   78
         Caption         =   "&Use"
         BeginProperty Font {0BE35203-8F91-11CE-9DE3-00AA004BB851}
            Name            =   "Small Fonts"
            Size            =   6.75
            Charset         =   0
            Weight          =   400
            Underline       =   0   ’False
            Italic          =   0   ’False
            Strikethrough   =   0   ’False
         EndProperty
      End
   End
   Begin VB.TextBox SearchArg
      BeginProperty Font {0BE35203-8F91-11CE-9DE3-00AA004BB851}
         Name            =   "Small Fonts"
         Size            =   6.75
         Charset         =   0
         Weight          =   400
         Underline       =   0   ’False
         Italic          =   0   ’False
         Strikethrough   =   0   ’False
      EndProperty
      Height          =   285
      Left            =   75
      TabIndex        =   0
      Text            =   " "
      Top             =   1650
      WhatsThisHelpID =   20
      Width           =   1890
   End
   Begin Threed.SSFrame ssFrame1
      Height          =   1215
      Left            =   75
      TabIndex        =   6
      Top             =   75
      WhatsThisHelpID =   20
      Width           =   1740
      _Version        =   65536
      _ExtentX        =   3069
      _ExtentY        =   2143
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      _StockProps     =   14
      Caption         =   " Search Option "
      BeginProperty Font {0BE35203-8F91-11CE-9DE3-00AA004BB851}
         Name            =   "Small Fonts"
         Size            =   6.75
         Charset         =   0
         Weight          =   400
         Underline       =   0   ’False
         Italic          =   0   ’False
         Strikethrough   =   0   ’False
      EndProperty
      Begin Threed.SSOption SearchOption
         Height          =   165
         Index           =   3
         Left            =   150
         TabIndex        =   9
         TabStop         =   0   ’False
         Top             =   900
         WhatsThisHelpID =   20
         Width           =   1515
         _Version        =   65536
         _ExtentX        =   2672
         _ExtentY        =   291
         _StockProps     =   78
         Caption         =   "&by &Contact Name"
         BeginProperty Font {0BE35203-8F91-11CE-9DE3-00AA004BB851}
            Name            =   "Small Fonts"
            Size            =   6.75
            Charset         =   0
            Weight          =   400
            Underline       =   0   ’False
            Italic          =   0   ’False
            Strikethrough   =   0   ’False
         EndProperty
      End
      Begin Threed.SSOption SearchOption
         Height          =   165
         Index           =   2
         Left            =   150
         TabIndex        =   8
         TabStop         =   0   ’False
         Top             =   675
         WhatsThisHelpID =   20
         Width           =   1515
         _Version        =   65536
         _ExtentX        =   2672
         _ExtentY        =   291
         _StockProps     =   78
         Caption         =   "&by &Zip Code"
         BeginProperty Font {0BE35203-8F91-11CE-9DE3-00AA004BB851}
            Name            =   "Small Fonts"
            Size            =   6.75
            Charset         =   0
            Weight          =   400
            Underline       =   0   ’False
            Italic          =   0   ’False
            Strikethrough   =   0   ’False
         EndProperty
      End
      Begin Threed.SSOption SearchOption
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         Height          =   165
         Index           =   1
         Left            =   150
         TabIndex        =   7
         TabStop         =   0   ’False
         Top             =   450
         WhatsThisHelpID =   20
         Width           =   1515
         _Version        =   65536
         _ExtentX        =   2672
         _ExtentY        =   291
         _StockProps     =   78
         Caption         =   "&by &Telephone"
         BeginProperty Font {0BE35203-8F91-11CE-9DE3-00AA004BB851}
            Name            =   "Small Fonts"
            Size            =   6.75
            Charset         =   0
            Weight          =   400
            Underline       =   0   ’False
            Italic          =   0   ’False
            Strikethrough   =   0   ’False
         EndProperty
      End
      Begin Threed.SSOption SearchOption
         Height          =   165
         Index           =   0
         Left            =   150
         TabIndex        =   3
         Top             =   225
         WhatsThisHelpID =   20
         Width           =   1515
         _Version        =   65536
         _ExtentX        =   2672
         _ExtentY        =   291
         _StockProps     =   78
         Caption         =   "&by &Name"
         BeginProperty Font {0BE35203-8F91-11CE-9DE3-00AA004BB851}
            Name            =   "Small Fonts"
            Size            =   6.75
            Charset         =   0
            Weight          =   400
            Underline       =   0   ’False
            Italic          =   0   ’False
            Strikethrough   =   0   ’False
         EndProperty
         Value           =   -1  ’True
      End
   End
   Begin Threed.SSFrame SSFrame2
      Height          =   765
      Left            =   1800
      TabIndex        =   11
      Top             =   75
      WhatsThisHelpID =   20
      Width           =   2265
      _Version        =   65536
      _ExtentX        =   3995
      _ExtentY        =   1349
      _StockProps     =   14
      Caption         =   "List Options"
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      BeginProperty Font {0BE35203-8F91-11CE-9DE3-00AA004BB851}
         Name            =   "Small Fonts"
         Size            =   6.75
         Charset         =   0
         Weight          =   400
         Underline       =   0   ’False
         Italic          =   0   ’False
         Strikethrough   =   0   ’False
      EndProperty
      Begin Threed.SSOption ListOption
         Height          =   240
         Index           =   1
         Left            =   225
         TabIndex        =   12
         TabStop         =   0   ’False
         Top             =   450
         WhatsThisHelpID =   20
         Width           =   1665
         _Version        =   65536
         _ExtentX        =   2937
         _ExtentY        =   423
         _StockProps     =   78
         Caption         =   "&List All Hits"
         BeginProperty Font {0BE35203-8F91-11CE-9DE3-00AA004BB851}
            Name            =   "Small Fonts"
            Size            =   6.75
            Charset         =   0
            Weight          =   400
            Underline       =   0   ’False
            Italic          =   0   ’False
            Strikethrough   =   0   ’False
         EndProperty
      End
      Begin Threed.SSOption ListOption
         Height          =   240
         Index           =   0
         Left            =   225
         TabIndex        =   4
         Top             =   225
         WhatsThisHelpID =   20
         Width           =   1665
         _Version        =   65536
         _ExtentX        =   2937
         _ExtentY        =   423
         _StockProps     =   78
         Caption         =   "&Single Item Search"
         BeginProperty Font {0BE35203-8F91-11CE-9DE3-00AA004BB851}
            Name            =   "Small Fonts"
            Size            =   6.75
            Charset         =   0
            Weight          =   400
            Underline       =   0   ’False
            Italic          =   0   ’False
            Strikethrough   =   0   ’False
         EndProperty
         Value           =   -1  ’True
      End
   End
   Begin Threed.SSCommand Cancel
      Height          =   315
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      Left            =   2850
      TabIndex        =   2
      Top             =   1650
      WhatsThisHelpID =   20
      Width           =   1215
      _Version        =   65536
      _ExtentX        =   2143
      _ExtentY        =   556
      _StockProps     =   78
      Caption         =   "Cancel"
      BeginProperty Font {0BE35203-8F91-11CE-9DE3-00AA004BB851}
         Name            =   "MS Sans Serif"
         Size            =   8.25
         Charset         =   0
         Weight          =   400
         Underline       =   0   ’False
         Italic          =   0   ’False
         Strikethrough   =   0   ’False
      EndProperty
   End
   Begin Threed.SSCommand Search
      Height          =   315
      Left            =   2850
      TabIndex        =   1
      Top             =   1350
      WhatsThisHelpID =   20
      Width           =   1215
      _Version        =   65536
      _ExtentX        =   2143
      _ExtentY        =   556
      _StockProps     =   78
      Caption         =   "Search"
      BeginProperty Font {0BE35203-8F91-11CE-9DE3-00AA004BB851}
         Name            =   "MS Sans Serif"
         Size            =   8.25
         Charset         =   0
         Weight          =   400
         Underline       =   0   ’False
         Italic          =   0   ’False
         Strikethrough   =   0   ’False
      EndProperty
   End
   Begin VB.Label Label1
      BackStyle       =   0  ’Transparent
      Caption         =   "Search Argument"
      BeginProperty Font {0BE35203-8F91-11CE-9DE3-00AA004BB851}
         Name            =   "Small Fonts"
         Size            =   6.75
         Charset         =   0
         Weight          =   700
         Underline       =   0   ’False
         Italic          =   0   ’False
         Strikethrough   =   0   ’False
      EndProperty
      Height          =   165
      Left            =   75
      TabIndex        =   10
      Top             =   1500
      Width           =   1665
   End
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End
Attribute VB_Name = "Form2"
Attribute VB_Creatable = False
Attribute VB_Exposed = False

Private Sub Cancel_Click()

Form2.Hide
Form1.Text1.SetFocus

End Sub

Private Sub Form_Load()

CenterForm Form2

End Sub

Private Sub Search_Click()

’
’   Search : they pressed the search button
’

Dim Linz As clsD3DynamicArray
Dim i, j, iCnt, IndexKey As String, IKLen, mct, sIdx As String

On Error Resume Next

Form2.Hide              ’   make us disappear
’
’   based on Search Option and Soundex Option, which index do we use?
’
’   a1 is cust name, a6 is telephone number, a5 is zip code
’   a8 is contact name, a15 soundex(name), a16 soundex(contact)
’

If SearchOption(0).Value = True Then
    If SndxOption(0).Value = True Then
        sIdx = "a15"     ’ soundex of name
        WhichIndex = 5
    Else
        sIdx = "a1"      ’   name index
        WhichIndex = 1
    End If
ElseIf SearchOption(1).Value = True Then
    sIdx = "a6"         ’ telephone index
    WhichIndex = 2
ElseIf SearchOption(1).Value = True Then
    sIdx = "a5"         ’ zip code index
    WhichIndex = 3
ElseIf SearchOption(2).Value = True Then
    If SndxOption(0).Value = True Then
        sIdx = "a16"        ’ soundex of contact
        WhichIndex = 6
    Else
        sIdx = "a8"          ’ contact name
        WhichIndex = 4
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    End If
End If
’
Set anIndex = custFile.brRoot(sIdx)
’
’   brFindFirst wants a STRING to look for
’
sStr = SearchArg.text
UseSoundex = False
If SndxOption(0).Value = True Then
    UseSoundex = True
    wrkArray.brCString = Convert(" ", Chr(254), trim_space(sStr))
    iCnt = wrkArray.brDCount(Chr(254))
    For i = 1 To iCnt
        wrkArray.brReplaceStr soundex(wrkArray.brExtractStr(i)), i
    Next
    sStr = Convert(Chr(254), " ", wrkArray.brCString)
End If

IndexKey = trim_space(LCase(sStr))
IKLen = Len(IndexKey)
anIndex.brFindFirst IndexKey
’
’   if they only wanted one item, give it to them and exit
’
If ListOption(0).Value = True Then
    If ReadRecord(anIndex.brIndexId) Then
        Exit Sub
    Else
        Form2.Show
        SearchArg.SetFocus
    End If
End If

Load Form3
mct = "mct"
Set Linz = New clsD3DynamicArray
Form3.Grid1.Rows = 1
For i = 1 To 999
    Err = False
    Set custRec = custFile.brRead(anIndex.brIndexId)
    If Err <> False Then Exit For
    If Not i < Form3.Grid1.Rows Then
        Form3.Grid1.Rows = i + 1
    End If
    Linz.brCString = anIndex.brIndexId
    Linz.brReplaceStr VME.brOConv(custRec.brExtractStr(1), mct), 2
    Linz.brReplaceStr VME.brOConv(custRec.brExtractStr(2, 1), mct), 3
    sStr = VME.brOConv(custRec.brExtractStr(3), mct) & ", "
    sStr = sStr & UCase(custRec.brExtractStr(4)) & "  " & ZipConv(custRec.brExtractStr(5))
    Linz.brReplaceStr sStr, 4
    Linz.brReplaceStr PhoneConv(custRec.brExtractStr(6)), 5
    Linz.brReplaceStr VME.brOConv(custRec.brExtractStr(8), mct), 6
    Form3.Grid1.AddItem Convert(Chr(254), Chr(9), Linz.brCString), i
    If Not anIndex.brMoveNext Then Exit For
    If LCase(Left(anIndex.brIndexKey, IKLen)) <> IndexKey Then Exit For
Next

Form3.Show 1
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End Sub

Private Sub SearchOption_Click(Index As Integer, Value As Integer)

Dim a As Integer
If Value = False Then Exit Sub
If Index = 0 Or Index = 3 Then
    SSFrame3.Enabled = True
Else
    SndxOption(1).Value = 1
    SSFrame3.Enabled = False
End If

End Sub
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Appendix E: Customer Lookup List Screen
Object List

VERSION 4.00
Begin VB.Form Form3
   BackColor       =   &H00C0C0C0&
   Caption         =   "Customer Select List"
   ClientHeight    =   4200
   ClientLeft      =   1515
   ClientTop       =   1455
   ClientWidth     =   8025
   Height          =   4605
   HelpContextID   =   30
   Left            =   1455
   LinkTopic       =   "Form3"
   LockControls    =   -1  ’True
   ScaleHeight     =   4200
   ScaleWidth      =   8025
   Top             =   1110
   Width           =   8145
   Begin VB.Label Label1
      BackStyle       =   0  ’Transparent
      Caption         =   "Select Customer with mouse and click"
      Height          =   390
      Left            =   75
      TabIndex        =   2
      Top             =   3750
      Width           =   1515
      WordWrap        =   -1  ’True
   End
   Begin Threed.SSCommand SSCommand1
      Default         =   -1  ’True
      Height          =   390
      Left            =   3450
      TabIndex        =   1
      Top             =   3750
      WhatsThisHelpID =   30
      Width           =   1215
      _Version        =   65536
      _ExtentX        =   2143
      _ExtentY        =   688
      _StockProps     =   78
      Caption         =   "&Cancel"
      ForeColor       =   255
      BeginProperty Font {0BE35203-8F91-11CE-9DE3-00AA004BB851}
         Name            =   "MS Sans Serif"
         Size            =   8.25
         Charset         =   0
         Weight          =   400
         Underline       =   0   ’False
         Italic          =   0   ’False
         Strikethrough   =   0   ’False
      EndProperty
   End
   Begin MSGrid.Grid Grid1
      Height          =   3615
      Left            =   75
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      TabIndex        =   0
      Top             =   75
      Width           =   7815
      _Version        =   65536
      _ExtentX        =   13785
      _ExtentY        =   6376
      _StockProps     =   77
      BackColor       =   16777215
      BeginProperty Font {0BE35203-8F91-11CE-9DE3-00AA004BB851}
         Name            =   "Small Fonts"
         Size            =   6.75
         Charset         =   0
         Weight          =   400
         Underline       =   0   ’False
         Italic          =   0   ’False
         Strikethrough   =   0   ’False
      EndProperty
      Rows            =   25
      Cols            =   6
      FixedCols       =   0
      ScrollBars      =   2
   End
End
Attribute VB_Name = "Form3"
Attribute VB_Creatable = False
Attribute VB_Exposed = False
Private Sub SetupGrid()

Dim i As Integer, iCnt As Integer
Dim arry As New clsD3DynamicArray

Grid1.Rows = 25
For i = 0 To 24
    Grid1.RowHeight(i) = 200
Next

arry.brCString = Convert(",", Chr(253), "500,1500,1500,2000,850,1100")
arry.brReplaceStr Convert(";", Chr(253), "Number;Name;Address;City, St, Zip;Telephone;Contact
Name"), 2

Grid1.Row = 0
For i = 0 To 5
    Grid1.Col = i
    Grid1.ColWidth(i) = val(arry.brExtractStr(1, i + 1))
    Grid1.text = arry.brExtractStr(2, i + 1)
Next

End Sub

Private Sub Form_Load()

CenterForm Form3

SetupGrid

End Sub

Private Sub Grid1_Click()
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    Dim sStr As String

    ’
    ’   when you click on a row of the grid, selstartrow contains the row number
    ’
    If Grid1.StartSelRow < 1 Then Exit Sub
    Grid1.Row = Grid1.StartSelRow
    Grid1.Col = 0                           ’ the data we want is in column 0
    sStr = Grid1.text
    ReadRecord (sStr)
    Form3.Hide
    Form1.Text2(0).SetFocus

End Sub

Private Sub SSCommand1_Click()

Form3.Hide
Form2.Visible = True
Form2.SearchArg.SetFocus

End Sub
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Appendix F: Utilities Module
There have probably been more little utility routines written for Pick/BASIC than
any other programming language ever. Little subroutines we wrote to do
everything from append to zap and most things in between. Don’t throw them
away, just rewrite them in Visual Basic and put them into Modules. These
modules can be maintained in D3 via any good text processor you’re comfortable
with. Just make sure that first line is there so VB understands what you want it to
do.

These are the routines I found most useful when developing in straight Visual
Basic. Some of them are still handy when marrying VB up to D3, as there are
still holes in the total fabric of the application generator.

Attribute VB_Name = "Module2"
Option Compare Text
Public Function Alpha(word) As String

Dim w As String, wln, i

wln = Len(word)
w = ""
For i = 1 To wln
    w = Mid$(word, i, 1)
    If w Like "[a-z]" Then Alpha = Alpha & w
’    Select Case w
’        Case "a" To "z", "A" To "Z"
’            Alpha = Alpha & w
’    End Select
Next

End Function

Public Function AlphaNumeric(ByVal word As String)

Dim w As String * 1, wln, i

wln = Len(word)
For i = 1 To wln
   w = Mid$(word, i, 1)
   If w Like "[0-9]" Or w Like "[a-z]" Then AlphaNumeric = AlphaNumeric + w
’   Select Case w
’        Case "0" To "9", "a" To "z", "A" To "Z"
’          AlphaNumeric = AlphaNumeric + w
’   End Select
Next

End Function

Public Function CaseConv(text) As String

Dim ln As Integer, u As Integer, i As Integer, c As String

ln = Len(text)
CaseConv = UCase(Left(text, 1))
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u = 1
For i = 2 To ln
    c$ = Mid$(text, i, 1)
    If c$ = " " Or Alpha(c$) = "" Then
        u = -1
    ElseIf (i = 3 And CaseConv = "Mc") Or (i = 4 And CaseConv = "Mac") Then
        u = 0
    ElseIf i = 3 And CaseConv = "O’" Then
        u = 0
    End If

    If u = -1 Then
        CaseConv = CaseConv & c$
        u = 0
    ElseIf u = 0 Then
        CaseConv = CaseConv & UCase(c$)
        u = 1
    Else
        CaseConv = CaseConv & LCase(c$)
    End If
Next

End Function

Public Function CenterLabel(X As Integer, Y As Integer)

CenterLabel = Int((Y - X) / 2)

End Function

Public Function CenterLines(lines As String) As String

Dim longest As Integer, ix As Integer, t2 As String, t3 As String

CenterLines = ""
t2 = ""
longest = 0
lines = Convert(Chr(10), "", lines) ’   weed out the line feeds

Do Until lines = ""
    ix = InStr(lines, Chr(13))
    If ix = 0 Then
        t3 = lines
        lines = ""
    Else
       t3 = Left(lines, ix)
       lines = Mid(lines, ix + 1, 32000)
    End If
    t2 = t2 & t3
    If Len(t3) > longest Then longest = Len(t3)
Loop

Do Until t2 = ""
    ix = InStr(t2, Chr(13))
    If ix = 0 Then
        t3 = t2
        t2 = ""
    Else
        t3 = Left(t2, ix)
        t2 = Mid(t2, ix + 1, 32000)
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    End If
    CenterLines = CenterLines & Space(Int(0.05 + 0.5 * (longest - Len(t3)))) & t3
Loop

End Function

Public Function Convert(srchStr As String, rplcStr As String, baseStr As String) As String

Dim ll As Long, ix As Long, jx As Long
Dim c1, c2, cx

ll = Len(srchStr)
cx = baseStr
Convert = baseStr   ’ in case we return original

For ix = 1 To ll
    c1 = Mid(srchStr, ix, 1)
    c2 = Mid(rplcStr, ix, 1)
    jx = InStr(cx, c1)
    While jx <> 0
        If c2 = "" Then
            cx = Left(cx, jx - 1) & Mid(cx, jx + 1, 32000)
        Else
            Mid(cx, jx, 1) = c2
        End If
        jx = InStr(cx, c1)
    Wend
Next

Convert = cx
End Function

Public Function DateConv(xx) As String

Dim ii As Integer, inDate As Long
inDate = CLng(xx)

’
’   inDate comes in as a Pick internal date
’
DateConv = Format(inDate + #12/31/68#, "short date")

ii = InStr(DateConv, "/")
If ii <> 3 Then DateConv = "0" & DateConv
If Len(DateConv) <> 8 Then
    DateConv = Left(DateConv, 3) & "0" & Right(DateConv, 4)
End If

End Function
Public Function DateIConv(inDate) As Long

DateIConv = CVDate(inDate) - #12/31/68#

End Function

Public Function FieldParse(base As String, delim As String, cnt As Integer) As String

Dim fldx As String, idx, idy
FieldParse = ""   ’ assume there’s nothing there
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If base = "" Then Exit Function

fldx = base         ’ so we don’t destroy original

For idy = 1 To cnt - 1
    If fldx = "" Then Exit For
    idx = InStr(fldx, delim)
    If idx = 0 Then
        fldx = ""
    Else
        fldx = Mid(fldx, idx + 1, 32500)
    End If
Next
idx = InStr(fldx, delim)
If idx = 0 Then
    FieldParse = fldx
Else
    FieldParse = Left(fldx, idx - 1)
End If

End Function

Public Function FoldString(sStr As String, lng As Integer, delim As String) As String

Dim sString As String, intX As Integer, sLine As String, word As String

sString = sStr       ’ working string
FoldString = ""     ’ output results
sLine = ""               ’ work line

Do Until sString = ""
    intX = InStr(sString, " ")
    If intX = 0 Then
        word = sString
        sString = ""
    Else
        word = Mid(sString, 1, intX - 1)
        sString = Mid(sString, intX + 1, 32000)
    End If
    If Len(sLine) + Len(word) < lng Then
        If sLine = "" Then
            sLine = word
        Else
            sLine = sLine & " " & word
        End If
    Else
        If FoldString = "" Then
            FoldString = sLine
        Else
            FoldString = FoldString & delim & sLine
        End If
        sLine = word
    End If
Loop
If sLine <> "" Then
    If FoldString = "" Then
        FoldString = sLine
    Else
        FoldString = FoldString & delim & sLine
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    End If
End If
End Function

Public Function LocateSeq(s1 As String, s2 As clsD3DynamicArray, typ As String, found As Integer,
Optional nAMC, Optional nVMC) As Boolean

Dim cnt As Integer, I1 As Integer, I2 As Integer, I3 As Integer, wa As clsD3DynamicArray
’
’   locate s1 in s2 setting found
’
LocateSeq = False  ’ assume not found
On Error Resume Next
Set wa = New clsD3DynamicArray

Err = False
I1 = nVMC
If Not False = Err Then nVMC = 0

Err = False
I1 = nAMC
If Err <> False Then nAMC = 0

If Left(typ, 1) = "d" Then
    GoTo DescendingSearch
ElseIf Left(typ, 1) <> "a" Then
    Exit Function
End If

If val(nAMC) = 0 Then
    cnt = s2.brDCount(Chr(254))
    For found = 1 To cnt
        If s1 = s2.brExtractStr(found) Then
            LocateSeq = True
            Exit Function
        ElseIf s1 < s2.brExtractStr(found) Then
            Exit Function
        End If
    Next
ElseIf val(nVMC) = 0 Then
    wa.brCString = s2.brExtractStr(val(nAMC))
    cnt = wa.brDCount(Chr(253))
    For found = 1 To cnt
        If s1 = wa.brExtractStr(1, found) Then
            LocateSeq = True
            Exit Function
        ElseIf s1 < s2.brExtractStr(1, found) Then
            Exit Function
        End If
    Next
Else
    wa.brCString = s2.brExtractStr(val(nAMC), val(nVMC))
    For found = 1 To cnt
        If s1 = wa.brExtractStr(1, val(nVMC), found) Then
            LocateSeq = True
            Exit Function
        ElseIf s1 < s2.brExtractStr(1, val(nVMC), found) Then
            Exit Function
        End If
    Next
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End If
Exit Function

DescendingSearch: ’
If val(nAMC) = 0 Then
    cnt = s2.brDCount(Chr(254))
    For found = 1 To cnt
        If s1 = s2.brExtractStr(found) Then
            LocateSeq = True
            Exit Function
        ElseIf s1 > s2.brExtractStr(found) Then
            Exit Function
        End If
    Next
ElseIf val(nVMC) = 0 Then
    wa.brCString = s2.brExtractStr(val(nAMC))
    cnt = wa.brDCount(Chr(253))
    For found = 1 To cnt
        If s1 = wa.brExtractStr(1, found) Then
            LocateSeq = True
            Exit Function
        ElseIf s1 > s2.brExtractStr(1, found) Then
            Exit Function
        End If
    Next
Else
    wa.brCString = s2.brExtractStr(val(nAMC), val(nVMC))
    For found = 1 To cnt
        If s1 = wa.brExtractStr(1, val(nVMC), found) Then
            LocateSeq = True
            Exit Function
        ElseIf s1 > s2.brExtractStr(1, val(nVMC), found) Then
            Exit Function
        End If
    Next
End If

End Function

Public Function Locate(s1 As String, s2 As clsD3DynamicArray, found As Integer, Optional nAMC,
Optional nVMC) As Boolean

Dim cnt As Integer, I1 As Integer, I2 As Integer, I3 As Integer, wa As clsD3DynamicArray
’
’   locate s1 in s2 setting found
’
Locate = False  ’   assume not found
On Error Resume Next
Set wa = New clsD3DynamicArray

Err = False
I1 = nVMC
If Not False = Err Then nVMC = 0

Err = False
I1 = nAMC
If Err <> False Then nAMC = 0

If val(nAMC) = 0 Then
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    cnt = s2.brDCount(Chr(254))
    For found = 1 To cnt
        If s1 = s2.brExtractStr(found) Then
            Locate = True
            Exit Function
        End If
    Next
ElseIf val(nVMC) = 0 Then
    wa.brCString = s2.brExtractStr(val(nAMC))
    cnt = wa.brDCount(Chr(253))
    For found = 1 To cnt
        If s1 = wa.brExtractStr(1, found) Then
            Locate = True
            Exit Function
        End If
    Next
Else
    wa.brCString = s2.brExtractStr(val(nAMC), val(nVMC))
    For found = 1 To cnt
        If s1 = wa.brExtractStr(1, val(nVMC), found) Then
            Locate = True
            Exit Function
        End If
    Next

End If
End Function

Public Sub Maximize(F As Form)

F!WindowState = 2

End Sub

Public Sub Minimize(F)

F.WindowState = 1

End Sub
Public Function PhoneConv(phnNo As String) As String

Numeric phnNo       ’ strip out non-numerics

If Len(phnNo) = 0 Then
    PhoneConv = ""
ElseIf Len(phnNo) = 7 Then
        PhoneConv = Format(phnNo, "###-####")
ElseIf Len(phnNo) = 10 Then
        PhoneConv = Format(phnNo, "(###)###-####")
Else
        PhoneConv = Left(phnNo, Len(phnNo) - 10) & "-" & Format(Right(phnNo, 10), "(###)###-####")
End If

End Function

Public Sub Hourglass(on_off As Boolean)

If on_off = True Then
    Screen.MousePointer = 11
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Else
    Screen.MousePointer = 0
End If
If Not DoEvents() Then Exit Sub
End Sub

Public Sub PickErrMsg(msgCode As Integer, msgText As String)

Select Case msgCode
    Case 1: msg = "Unable to access Pick (FSI) environment"
    Case 2: msg = "Unable to access Pick (FSI) domain"
    Case 3: msg = "Unable to access FSI database ’" & msgText & "’"
    Case 4: msg = "Unable to access Pick (FSI) virtual Machine (vme)"
    Case 5: msg = "Unable to access FSI table ’" & msgText & "’"
End Select

MsgBox msg, , " FSI Error"

End Sub

Public Function Numeric(word) As String

Dim w As String * 1, wln As Integer, i As Integer

wln = Len(word)
w = "": Numeric = ""
For i = 1 To wln
   w = Mid$(word, i, 1)
   If w >= "0" And w <= "9" Then
      Numeric = Numeric & w
   ElseIf w = "." And InStr(Numeric, ".") = 0 Then
      Numeric = Numeric & w
   End If
Next

End Function

Public Function SCAR(ByVal uflg As String, ByVal srchStr As String, ByVal rplcStr As String, ByVal
baseStr As String) As String

Dim ix As Integer, wrkStr As String, ss As String, BSR As String

BSR = baseStr
wrkStr = LCase(baseStr)
SCAR = ""
ss = LCase(srchStr)
ix = InStr(wrkStr, ss)
Do While ix
    SCAR = SCAR & Left(BSR, ix - 1) & rplcStr
    wrkStr = Mid(wrkStr, ix + Len(ss), 32000)
    BSR = Mid(BSR, ix + Len(ss), 32000)
    If UCase(uflg) <> "U" Then Exit Do
    ix = InStr(wrkStr, ss)
Loop
SCAR = SCAR & wrkStr    ’ pick up residual data

End Function

Public Sub sleep(increment As String)
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Dim n1 As Single, factor As Single
If InStr(increment, ":") Then GoTo SleepTillTime

n1 = CSng(Time())
factor = val(increment) / 86400
Do Until Abs(Time() - n1) > factor
Loop
Exit Sub

SleepTillTime: ’
Dim HH As Integer, MM As Integer, ss As Integer
HH = Hour(increment)
MM = Minute(increment)
ss = Second(increment)
n1 = (HH * 3600)
n1 = n1 + (MM * 60)
n1 = n1 + ss
n1 = n1 / 86400

Do Until n1 = CSng(Time())
Loop

End Sub

Public Sub stripdate(txt As String)

’
’   this routine takes a regular date (01/01/97) and returns a date without
’   the slashes (010197)
’

j = InStr(txt, "/")
If j <> 0 Then
    mn = Left$(txt, j - 1)
    txt = Right$(txt, Len(txt) - j)
    j = InStr(txt, "/")
    If j <> 0 Then
        dY = Left$(txt, j - 1)
        yr = Right$(txt, Len(txt) - j)
        txt = Format(val(mn), "00") & Format(val(dY), "00") & Format(yr, "00")
    End If
End If

End Sub

Public Sub CenterForm(X As Form)
’-------------------------------------------------------
’ Centers the passed form just above center on the screen
’-------------------------------------------------------

    X.Move Screen.Width / 2 - X.Width / 2, Screen.Height / 2 - X.Height / 2

End Sub
Public Function TimeConv(inTime As Long) As String

Dim ii As Integer, I2 As Single
’
’   inTime comes in as a Pick internal time; VB time is a percentage
’   of the 24-hour clock (.5000 = 12noon; .9999 = 23:59:59)
’
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’   calc a percentage of Pick internal time to 86400 sec/day
’
I2 = inTime / 86400
TimeConv = Format(I2, "short time")
’
’   pad out to 8 character
’

ii = InStr(TimeConv, ":")
If ii <> 3 Then TimeConv = "0" & TimeConv
If Len(TimeConv) <> 8 Then
    TimeConv = Left(TimeConv, 3) & "0" & Right(TimeConv, 4)
End If

End Function

Public Function trim_space(ByVal text) As String

’
’   trim leading and trailing spaces, and any redundant spaces within text
’

Dim i As Integer, c As String

trim_space = ""
text = Trim(text)
Do Until text = ""
    i = InStr(text, " ")
    If i = 0 Then
        trim_space = trim_space & text
        text = ""
    Else
        trim_space = trim_space & Left(text, i)
        text = Mid(text, i + 1, 32000)
        Do While Left(text, 1) = " "
            text = Mid(text, 2, 32000)
        Loop
    End If
Loop

End Function

Public Sub shadow(X As Label, Y As Label, width_offset As Integer, height_offset As Integer)

’
’   create a shadow effect by placing an item and placing its "shadow" slightly askew
’

’
’   clone object
’
X.Width = Y.Width
X.Height = Y.Height
X.FontSize = Y.FontSize
X.FontName = Y.FontName
X.Caption = Y.Caption
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’
’   shift "shadow" slightly
’
X.Top = Y.Top + width_offset
X.Left = Y.Left + height_offset

’
’   place shadow behind object and make them both visible
’
X.ZOrder 1
Y.Visible = True
X.Visible = True

End Sub
Public Function soundex(word)

’
’   convert words into their sound values.  The calculation is based on the Pick System Soundex
’   routine, though not as elegant
’

Dim word_ln As Integer, i As Integer, j As Integer
Dim w As String, wx As String, word1 As String, word_in As Variant
Dim vowels As String: vowels = "AEIOUYHW"   ’   note: "vowels" will be stripped out first
ReDim LTRS(5) As String
Dim cx As String

’
’   assume we won’t do anything
’
word_in = word  ’ save for later
soundex = word  ’ put here in case we leave early due to non-soundex condition
’
’   if the incoming word is numeric, don’t bother
’

If IsNumeric(word) Then Exit Function
i = word Like "#-##"
If i = True Then Exit Function
’
’’ load up the translation tables
’
LTRS(0) = "BFPV"
LTRS(1) = "CGJKQSXZ"
LTRS(2) = "DT"
LTRS(3) = "L"
LTRS(4) = "MN"
LTRS(5) = "R"

’
’’ because we’ve had some trouble in the past with non-alphabetic strings,
’’ check first to make sure string contains only alpha characters
’
word1 = Alpha(word)
word_ln = Len(word1)
If word_ln = 0 Then Exit Function

word1 = UCase(word1)     ’ word1 now contains alpha only and is at least 1 character long
’
’
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’’ soundx is going to be first alpha character and then the rest of the
’’ string, evaluated on the above translation table
’
soundex = Left(word1, 1)
word1 = Convert(vowels, "", Mid(word1, 2, 999))

word_ln = Len(word)
If word_ln = 0 Then
soundex = soundex & "000"
   Exit Function
End If
’
cx = "000"
For j = 1 To 3
   w = Mid$(word, j, 1)
   If w <> "" Then
      For i = 1 To 6
         If InStr(LTRS(i - 1), w) Then Mid$(cx, j, 1) = Format(i, "0"): Exit For
      Next
   End If
Next
word = word_in  ’ but back what we destroyed
soundex = Format(Left$((soundex & cx), 4), "0000")

End Function

Public Function ZipConv(zipcode As String) As String

Dim ll As Integer, ii As Integer

Numeric zipcode
ll = Len(zipcode)

If ll = 5 Then
    ZipConv = zipcode
ElseIf ll > 5 And ll < 10 Then
    ZipConv = Format(zipcode, "#####-####")
Else
    ZipConv = Left(zipcode, 5) & "-" & Mid(zipcode, 6, 4) & "-" & Mid(zipcode, 10, 99)
End If

End Function
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Appendix G: ODBC Library4

Pick Systems has had two OLE class libraries to support programming in a
variety of Windows Integrated Development Environments (IDEs) for some time
now. One library allowed Windows based development of client applications
using a UNIX based implementation of D3 (D3VBODBC.DLL). The other
allowed Windows based development of client applications using D3 NT
(D3OLESRV.DLL). These libraries are referred to as ODBC and RPC libraries
respectively.

The RPC library is the heavy-weight library and implements a super-set of the
ODBC library. The ODBC library is the lightweight library and implements just
the common sub-set. Although these libraries were designed to be source code
compatible within the common subset, there are subtle differences in their
functionality.

The two libraries worked well if you restricted yourself to the common subset.
You could simply switch the reference to the desired class library and re-compile
your executable to produce a client that would work with either D3 on UNIX or
NT—but not both—the host had to be homogenous. Unfortunately, you could not
produce a client that would use both D3 on UNIX and NT. This limitation
quickly became apparent when users wanted to access legacy data on a D3 UNIX
system and store new data on a D3 NT system—a heterogeneous mix of hosts.

These differences are inherent in the implementation of the transport layers and
the server implementation that supports each class library.

The ODBC library uses a combination of Microsoft and D3 ODBC drivers to
deliver non-ODBC commands across the network to the Unix Host. The D3
ODBC drivers on each side understand these special commands and interpret
them and the results appropriately on either side. In order to use ODBC in this
manner, a Connection is defined for the Unix host that combines a user, a
machine and a D3 account (along with optional passwords). This information is
used to actually logon as a D3 User to a D3 Account and has full access to a D3
Virtual Machine from the TCL prompt.

                                                     
4 The above discussion is taken directly from the document “A Tale of Two Libraries” by Mike Bryga. The
complete document is available on Pick System’s Internet Web Site.
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Appendix H: Hungarian Notation
Naming Conventions

There are several very good reasons to adopt a standard naming convention. If
there is more than a single programmer on your project, you need a naming
convention. If there is more than one program in your application or more than
one form within that project, or more than a single control on that form, you need
a naming convention.

No matter how simple a program seems, if it is useful, it will someday need to be
modified. In that case, naming conventions can save you hours of work and
handfuls of hair.

There are three basic approaches to naming conventions.

1. No convention at all. Let VB name your controls for you and call your
variables anything you like.

2. Strict naming conventions such as the one described below with serious
hand-slapping for anyone who violates those standards.

3. Or some combination of the above that makes you comfortable with the
possibility of future modifications without killing you with extra typing.

Whichever of these you use, the key word is consistency. Whatever pattern or
convention you like, stick to it. Here’s the “standard” convention used by most of
the programmers I know:

tagVariableName

where tag is: Tag Variable Type
B Boolean

By byte
C Character
Dt Date
D Decimal
Dbl Double
I Integer
Lng Long integer
Obj Object
Sng Single
Str String
Stf String (fixed)
Var Variant
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The Reddick VBA Naming Convention for VB5.0 suggests the following
construct for all object and variable names:

Prefix  Tag  VariableName Suffix

In this convention, the prefix is used to indicate scope and lifetime. Each variable
has one of three possible levels of score: Public, Private or Static. And each has a
lifetime of the current procedure or the lifetime of the object to which it is
attached. This following table indicates scope:

Prefix Object Type

(none) Local variable, procedure-level lifetime,
declared with Dim

S Local variable, object lifetime, declared with
Static

M Private module-level variable, object
lifetime, declared with Private

G Public (global) variable, object lifetime,
declared with Public

C Count of some object type

H Handle to a Windows Object

R Parameter passed by reference

In this convention, the variable name itself may be one or more words, each word
has an initial capital letter, the rest are lower case. All prefix and tag codes are
lower case. Here are a few examples:

IntLocalVariable

MintPrivateVariable

GintPublicVariable
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The suffix is designed to modify the variable name and add more information
about its use. The following list contains some generic VB suffixes:

Suffix Object Type

Min The absolute first element in and array or other kind of list

First The first element to be used in an array or list during the
current operation

Last The last element to be used in an array or list during the
current operation

Lim The upper limit of elements to be used in an array or list.
Lim is not a valid index. Generally, Lim equals Last + 1

Max The absolutely last element of an array or list.

Cnt Used with database elements to indicate that the item is a
Counter. Counter fields are incremented by the system and
are numbers of either Integer or Long Integer.

Suffixes are always Upper case.

So you would make an integer counter which is defined globally in a module and
used to define the first element in an array to use in the current procedure
something like this:

mintArrayPointerFIRST

Personally, I feel that these naming conventions are for people whose lives aren’t
complicated enough. While I agree that type-casting can be quite useful when
trying to track down an interface problem, and while I admit the suffix stuff does
help to give a sense of what’s going on to the readability of the program, I’m not
sure you need this elaborate a scheme.

I suppose if you have a lot of people producing a lot of code for an integrated
application you want those people to all be able to recognize a variable,
regardless of who defined it. But to my mind simpler is better. Use a one- or two-
character prefix to define the type of data (integer, single, string, etc.) and a
meaningful variable name and the rest should take care of itself.

For iPtr = 1 to iMax

is much more meaningful than

For I = 1 to AX101

But not much more meaningful than

For I = 1 to MaxCnt
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The whole point here is to introduce you to the concept of structured variable
names and try to convince you that they are useful. The way you actually go
about it is entirely up to you. Use what feels good and natural and always
remember: You might be the one who has to change this code six months or a
year from now. A little thought in this job will make that job much easier.
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Environment
  brAbout
  brCloseConnection
  brCloseDomain
  brOpenConnection
  brOpenDomain
  brOpenDynamicArray
  brCasing
  brCatalog
  brCopyright
  brCurrency
  brDatabase
  brDecimal
  brDescription
  brDomain
  brError
  brGrouping
  brHandle
  brName
  brTCLFlags
  brType
  brVersion

Appendix I: D3 Components

File
  brAttribute
  brClearFile
  brColumn
  brCreateIndex
  brDelete
  brDeleteIndex
  brFileLock
  brFileUnlock
  brItemCount
  brRead
  brReadU
  brReadV
  brReadVU
  brRelease
  brRoot
  brSelect
  brUniqueId
  brWrite
  brWriteU
  brWriteVU
  brCancelIndex
  brHandle
  brItemId
  brName
  brStatusIndex

brType

Dynamic Array
  brConvert
  brCopy
  brCount
  brDCount
  brDelete
  brEqual
  brEqualStr
  brExtract
  brExtract
  brExtractStr
  brIndex
  brInsert
  brInsertStr
  brLen
  brLocate
  brLocateSeq
  brLocateStr
  brLocateStrSeq
  brReplace
  brReplaceStr
  brSelect
  brCString
  brHandle

Connection
  brCloseFile
  brCloseRuleModule
  brCloseTclCommand
  brCompile
  brData
  brCreateFile
  brCreateFileEx
  brDeleteFile
  brExecute
  brIConv
  brItemCount
  brOConv
  brOpenCount
  brOpenFile
  brOpenFileEx
  brOpenRuleModule
  brOpenSelectList
  brOpenTclCommand
  brRelease
  brSelect   
  brSelectDict
  brSleep
  brSort
  brSystem
  brUniqueId
  brCapturing
  brDatabase
  brDate
  brDictFlag
  brDomain
  brFileName
  brHandle
  brName
  brReturning
  brStatus
  brTime

Rule Module
  brCall
  brHandle
  brName

Tcl Command
  brData
  brExecute
  brCapturing
  brCommand
  brHandle
  brName
  brResults
  brReturning

Index
  brFindFirst
  brFindLast
  brFindNext
  brFindPrevious
  brKey
  brKeyX
  brMoveFirst
  brMoveLast
  brMoveNext
  brMovePrevious
  brIndexId
  brIndexKey
  brIndexVC
  brName

Select List
  brCount
  brIndex
  brReadNext
  brReSelect
  brValue
  brBOL
  brEOL
  brHandle
  brItemId
  brName

Bold = Method
Unbold = Property
Italics = Win 32 Only
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Environment
  brAbout
  brCloseConnection
  brCloseDomain
  brOpenConnection
  brOpenDomain
  br OpenDynamicArray
  brCasing
  brCatalog
  brCopyright
  brCurrency
  brDatabase
  brDecimal
  brDescription
  brDomain
  brError
  brGrouping
  brHandle
  brName
  brTCLFlags
  brType
  brVersion

Net Domain
 brCloseDatabase
  brCloseRuleCatalog
  brCloseVirtualMachine
  brCreateDatabase
  brDeleteDatabase
  brItemCount
  brOpenDatabase
  brOpenRuleCatalog
  brOpenVirtualMachine
  brSelect
  brUniqueId
  brDatabase
  brHandle
  brName
  brServer

Database
  brCloseFile
  brCreateFile
  brCreateFileEx
  brDeleteFile
  brItemCount
  brOpenCount
  brOpenFile
  brOpenFileEx
  brSelect
  brSelectDict
  brUniqueId
  brDictFlag
  brFileName
  brHandle
  brName

RuleCatalog
  brCloseRuleModule
  brOpenRuleModule
  brHandle

brName

VirtualMachine
  brCloseTclCommand
  brCompile
  brCreateTclCommand
  brDate
  brExecute
  br Iconv
  brLogoff
  brLogon
  brOConv
  brOpenSelectList
  brSelect
  brSleep
  brSort
  brSystem
  brCapturing
  brHandle
  brName
  brStatus
  brTime
  brTimeDate

Bold = Method
Unbold = Property
Italics = Win 32 Only
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Appendix J: Confusion Reigns
It seems that the primary sources for confusion in the entire D3-Visual Basic
interface, are the differences between

♦ the use of the RPC library (sometimes called the Win32 library or,
mistakenly, the OLE Library) and the ODBC library

♦ the VME (the D3 Virtual Machine Environment) and the FSI (the File
System Interface)

This appendix deals with these issues (but probably not to the depth to which you
would like).

First, let’s discuss the differences between VME and FSI and why the two are
like oil and water.

Figure 12: Differences Between VME and FSI

For all intents and purposes, FSI and VME are two stand-alone processes running
at the same time. They are independent and do not require each other’s presence
to function. If you want, you could restore your legacy software directly into
VME and run through Telnet or serial connections, and you would probably not
see a difference (unless it was a speed improvement). There would be no need for
an FSI.
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Conversely, you could place all your data in FSI and, as long as you don’t need
what we call Virtual Services (Oconv, Iconv, TCL and connection level sort
selects), you won’t need a VME. So each can run without the other. That means
that there has to be a bit of redundancy between the two. For example, in the
drawing above, you can see that there will be two “DM” accounts, and two MDS
files.

Since each is stand-alone, each needs a DM account. And each needs to know the
names and whereabouts of the accounts stored within its database. VME:MDS,,
contains FDIs (File Descriptor Items) to all VME accounts and Q-pointers to
VME and FSI accounts. FSI:MDS,, contains FSIs for all FSI accounts. So, you
say, what’s the problem? The problem is knowing when to use each and why.

Traditional Pick/BASIC, by definition, is VME. It requires the Basic run-time
software that is built into the operating system. It uses all the traditional hooks to
open files, read/write records and swap virtual pages from the ABS file.
Everything you are used to. FlashBasic, on the other hand, runs in the FSI. It is
C-based, converted into platform-independent interpreter code and processed
differently than Pick/BASIC. If initiated from VME, it will be able to open VME
files as well as FSI files. Pick/BASIC programs can open FSI files through the
cooperation of the OSFI server, treating FSI just like any other virtual machine
on the network.

FlashBASIC subroutines called as clsD3RuleModules ONLY know about FSI
and have no ability to access VME files, Procs, macros, verbs or subroutines. It
will, however, have access to all FSI file accounts via full path naming
conventions.

Okay. Having said all that, what does it mean to us as D3 VB developers?  There
are going to be two ways to access your data from Visual Basic (and the
wonderful world of Windows): RPC and ODBC. Remote Procedure Calls is
sometimes called the Win32 Library. It encapsulates the entire D3 scheme for
connecting Windows NT and Windows 95/8 computers into a “Net Domain”. It
requires Windows NT/95 and FSI, and it DOES NOT WORK on any of the
various Unix-, AIX- or Linux-based platforms Pick Systems supports.

The ODBC library allows VB to connect to either Windows NT/95 OR
Unix-based systems. It supports what I refer to as “Automatic Programming”.
You establish the ODBC connection, attach a table, populate a spreadsheet. No
fuss, no muss; and darned little actual programming behind the scenes. You can
get some excellent results with this method.

But the ODBC Class Library also supports what I call “Manual Programming”,
the ability to open and close the files you want, read/write the records you want,
when you want. More traditional program techniques are merged into the new
technology to produce what neither could alone.
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Index

$
$INCLUDE, 30

A
Active control, 46
AddItem, 60
Arrays

Dimensioned, 11
Dynamic, 12
Indexing, 11

ASC, 29

B
Boolean, 8, 16
brExtractStr, 44
brFindFirst, 59
brFindLast, 59
brFindNext, 59
brFindPrevious, 59
brFindxxx, 59
brIconv, 66
brKey, 59
brMoveNext, 20
brOconv, 66
Business Rules. See Rule Modules
byRef, 14
byVal, 14, 15

C
Case

comparison, 18
sensitivity, 18

Changing case
in code, 38

Check Box, 53
Chr, 17
Chr$, 17
Chr$(), 17
Chr(), 17
Class Libraries, 37
Class modules, 25

Classes, 32
definition, 37

Click, 6, 51, 53
clsD3Connection, 26
clsD3Environment, 26
Code Editor, 37
Code Modules, 29
Col Property (Grid), 63
Collections, 15
colors, 23
Combo box, 47
Command Buttons, 32
Common, 10
Concatenation, 16
Containers, 30
Controlling/dependent data, 43
Controls, 31
Conversion, 61
Conversion, Data, 17
Currency, 8
Custom Controls, 32

third party, 33
Customer Service, viii, ix

D
Data Bound Grid, 70
Data Conversion, 17
Data Objects, 32
Data Typing, 7

Boolean, 8
Currency, 8
Double, 7
Integer, 7
Long, 7
Single, 7
String, 7
Variant, 8

DblClick, 6
DefBool, 9
DefByte, 9
DefCur, 9
DefDate, 9
DefDbl, 9
DefInt, 9
DefLng, 9
DefObj, 9
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DefSng, 9
DefStr, 9
DefVar, 9
Dim, 10, 12, 43
Dim new, 43
Dimensioned arrays, 11
Do… While… Loop, 20
Document Conventions, vii
Domain, 27
Double, 7
DoubleClick, 51
Dynamic arrays (VB), 12

E
Editor, 37
Else, 19, 50
Else If, 50
Enabled, 3, 53
End, 20, 23
End Else, 19
Err, 71
Error object, 71
Event, 45
Event code, 30
Event programming, 4
Event Trapping, 51
Event-driven processing, 4
Exit, 23

F
False, 16
Fixed columns, 39
Fixed rows, 39
Focus, 5, 10, 46, 54

definition, 3
Form object, 3
Forms, 2, 29, 30
Frames, 39
FSI, 37
Functions, 13, 22

G
General Declarations, 30
Global. See Public
Global Modules, 30
GotFocus, 46
Grid, 39, 70

H
Hide, 52, 54, 58
Hotkeys, 51

I
If, 19, 50
If...Then...Else, 50
Index, 58
Input, 5
Integer, 7

K
KeyDown, 6
KeyPress, 5, 6, 46, 47
KeyPreview, 6

L
Labels, 39
Lcase, 17
LCase, 18. See UCase
Left, 21
Left$(), 22
Like, 6
Load, 6
Load event, 38
Long, 7
LostFocus, 46, 47
LTrim, 22

M
mcl, 18
mct, 18
mcu, 18
Methods, 3
Mid, 21
Msgbox, 32, 68

N
Next, 20
Not, 28
Nothing, 26

O
Object

definition, 3
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Object Programming, 3, 44
Oconv, 61
ODBC, 32
On Error, 57
Option Button, 52
OPTION EXPLICIT, 8
Option Text, 19

P
Private, 12
Project, 29
Properties, 3, 37, 39, 45
Public, 11

Q
QBColor, 24

R
Radio Buttons, 32
Reader’s Comments, 167
Redim, 12
References, 32, 37
Reusable code, 44
RGB Color, 4
Right, 21
Right$(), 22
Row Property (Grid), 63
RTrim, 22
Rule Catalog, 27
Rule Modules, 73

S
Scope, 7, 10, 13
Scroll bars, 70
SelEndCol, 62
SelEndRow, 62
SelStartCol, 62
SelStartRow, 62
SendKeys, 47, 48
Set, 25, 26, 43
Setfocus, 5
Setting properties, 4

Sharing data between forms, 54
Show, 51
Single, 7
Space(), 28
Static, 13
Stop, 23
STOP, 20
String, 7, 17
Subroutine/Function code, 30

T
Tab order, 53
TabIndex, 53
TabStop, 5, 53
Text box, 47
Then, 19, 50
Timer, 7
Timing, 38
Tools, 37
Trim, 17, 22
Trim_space, 22
True, 16

U
Ucase$(), 17
Unload, 6, 52
User Interface, 2

V
Val(), 44
Value, 53
Variable Initialization, 13
Variant, 8, 9, 17
VBA, 2
vbCrLf, 68
Visual effects, 30

W
Wend, 20
While, 20
While… Wend, 20
While…Wend, 21
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Reader’s Comments
We hope you find this document useful and informative. We value your opinion, so
please take a few minutes to complete the form below and return it to:

Pick Systems
Documentation Department

1691 Browning Ave.
Irvine, CA 92606

U.S.A.
Phone: 949/261-7425

Fax: 949/250-8187
email: documentation@Picksys.com

                                                                                                                                         
Strongly Strongly

Agree Agree Neutral Disagree Disagree

This manual is well organized. ❏ ❏ ❏ ❏ ❏

This manual is complete. ❏ ❏ ❏ ❏ ❏

This manual is easy to read. ❏ ❏ ❏ ❏ ❏

The examples are clear and helpful. ❏ ❏ ❏ ❏ ❏

The index is thorough. ❏ ❏ ❏ ❏ ❒

I can find the information I need. ❏ ❏ ❏ ❏ ❒

This manual meets my expectations. ❏ ❏ ❏ ❏ ❒

I feel comfortable with this manual. ❏ ❏ ❏ ❏ ❏

Overall, I rate this manual highly. ❏ ❏ ❏ ❏ ❏

                                                                                                                                         
Additional comments are always welcome.

Visual Basic for Pick Programmers
Doc Version:  06 August 1998 B
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